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Chapter 134.
abolish the fees and per diem
compensation and establish the salary
the
of the Stenographer of
Superior
j, Court for the County of Kennebec.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House
23s of
Representatives in Legislature as-
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Chui:t=r 140.

ACT relating to Agents of Domestic
Mutual Fire Insurance Companies.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
in
Legislature assembled, as follows:
Section 1. Any person who solicits insurance on behalf of any domestic mutual fire insurance company, or transmits
for a person other than himself, an application for, or a policy of insurance to,
or from such company, or in any manner
acts in the negotiation of such insurance,
or in the inspection or valuation of the
property insured shall be deemed the
agent of such company and, except as
hereinafter provided, shall become liable
to all the duties, requirements, liabilities
and penalties to which an agent of any
insurance company is subject. Said companies shall procure licenses fer tneir
agents as provided in section seventythree of chapter forty-nine of the
revised Statutes, as amended, but no
fee
shall be required by the insurance commissioner for
licenses
issued
to
the
agents of such companies.
Section 2. This act shall
take effect
on the first day of July,
nineteen hundred and one.
LApproved Feb. 8.]

sembled as lullows:
Section 1. The salary of the stenographer of the superior court for the
thirteen
be
county of Kennebec shall
Chapter 141.
hundred dollars per year, payable quarterly on the first days of January, April, AX ACT to amend Chapter sixty-seven of
which
shall
bo
in
full
the
and October,
Public Laws of one thousand eight
261 July
for all services and fees of every kind.
hundred and ninety-one, relating to the
Section 2. Whenever said stenographer
taking of Smelts.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
shall make or transcribe iroin his notes
tes- of Representative*!
in
15:{ any copies of the judge's charge,
Legislature as171 timony of witnesses for parlies calling for sembled, as lollows:
Section 1. Section forty-six of chapter
2)5 the same, he shall charge the usual fee |
2211 for such services to the party for whom forty of the Revised Statutes as amended
l;»i he renders these services, and certify tile I by section one of chapter one
hundred
25u same to the clerk of said court, and said and twenty-two of the public laws of me
J.*uLies and compensation ot reporter
clerk shall collect the same and pay them thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven,
of decisions,
256 over to the county treasurer.
! and by chapter sixty-seven of the public
Deer, close time in certain counties,
All acts and parts of acts in- laws of one thousand eight hundred and
28J
Section
Deer, taking of in September for food
consistent with this act, so far as the ninety-one, is hereby amended by adding
purposes,
27S superior court is concerned, are hereby to said section the
words
‘nor smelts
Drains and Sowers, construction of.
268 repealed.
taken in Taunton bay between the first
[Approved Jan. 21. j
Dead Human Bodies,
276
day of April and the lirst day of May,’ so
133.
Chapter
Deposits in Trust and Banking Comthat said section, as amended, shall read
panies, taxing of,
28 i AN ATT to amend Section one hundred as follows:
and four of Chapter eleven of the ReDisclosure Commissioners, service of
‘Section 1C. No smelts shall be taken or
vised Statutes of Maine, relating to the fished for in tidal
subpoenas issued by,
271
waters, except by hook
duties of the Slate Superintendent of and
line, between the first days of April
E
Public Schools.
and October, under a penalty of not less
Kxpress Companies, taxation of,
117
Be it enacted by the Senate and House tnan
ten, nor more than
thirty dollars
\< options ami stenographers,
225
of
Representatives in Legislature as- for each offense, and a further penalty of
sembled, as follows:
F
twenty cents for each smelt so taken, and
Section one hundred and four of chap- all weirs for the
lDlsclv assuming to be an officer.
111 j
capture of smelts shall
•
foreign Banking Associations, lax on, 165 ter eleven of the revised statutes is here- be opened and so remain, and all nets
ranklin Co. clerk of courts' salary, ivy by amended as follows: after paragraph used in the smelt and tom-cod fishery,
seven
of
said
section
insert,
filing of paper.-, cases before H. J. ct.,19.
shall be taken from the water on or be‘VIII. To assume the control and man- fore said first
free High school year, duration of.
397 i
day of April, under a pen!’ranklin Co. commissioners salary,
]!.D agement of all free public schools estab- altir of not less than twenty nor more
be- tnan
Kish wardens, appointment of,
211 lished and maintained by gifts or
lifty
dollars, and a further fine of
es and costs,
amendment to law,
217! quests, wh.cn said gifts or bequests are' live dollars for each day that any such
1
-s allowed to prowm-ng parties,
2.'J j[conditioned upon said state superintend- weir or net remains in violation of law,
1
F.h and Game, corrections in law,
22_ ! ent assuming such control and manage- hut weirs with catch pounds covered with
ment; and it. shall be his duty to carry net, the meshes of which
Dalornal benoiiciary organizations,
24.
are one inch
Kish Weirs, protection ol,
270 out the provisions upon which such gifts square in the clear, or greater, are not
or bequests are conditioned, when
saiu subject to this section.
lVos of Town and City Clerks, for
But no smelts
Recording Marriages,
2Sl conditions are approved by the governor caught in such weirs after the first day
[Approved Feb. 2.]
of April, shall be sold or offered lor sale
j and council.’
C
in this state, nor shall smelts caught in
Chapter UMl.
D e cline engines, regulation of,
210
Das and
AN ACT to amend an act entitled
hnectric < ompames, incorday of
“An any manner between the lirst
Act to provide for Printing ami Distrib- April anti the lirst day of October followporation and control of.
273
Dame Birds, close time of,
uting Ballots at the public expense, and ing, be offered for sale, sold or shipped
25-i
from
the
state
under
a
to Regulate Voting for State and
penalty of
City
H
twenty-live dollars lor each offence;* proFlections.'’
vided,
that
however,
Hawkers and Peddlers,
dip nets may be
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
277
Harbor Masters and Harbor Anchorof
Representatives in Legislature as- used between the first nay of April and
the first day of May,
and
all
smelts
ores,
259 sembled, as follows:
Herring Fishery, to prohibit the use
Section 1. Section twenty-eight of chap- caught by dip nets between said days,
of oil torches,
271 ter one hundred and two of the public may be lawfully offered for sale and sold
acts ol' eighteen hundred and ninety-one, in this state; provided, further, that this
I
entitled “An Act to provide for printing ! section does not apply to smelts taken in
Insane patients, transfer of.
235
and distributing ballots at the public ex- the Androscoggin river above the Merryinsurance, delay of tax or return,
21S
the
first
pense, and to regulate voting for State meeting bay bridge, between
Insurance, life on assessment plan forand city elections,” is hereby amended by days of October and November, nor to
bidden,
219
smelts taken in the Penobscot river and
out
the
word
striking
in
the
sec“eight”
Insurance, licenses and fees,
181
ond line of said section, and substituting its tributaries between the first and fifInsurance, reciprocal lines and penaltherefor the word 'six,' so that said sec- teenth days of April, nor to smelts taken
ties,
355
in Casco bay between the fifteenth day
tion, as amended, shall read as follows:
Insane Hospital, salaries of certain
‘Section 2<S. Meetings for the election of of September and the lirst day of Octoofficers,
279
state, county and municipal officers may ber, nor smelts taken in Taunton bay beJ
be opened as early as six o'clock in the tween the first day of April and the first
draft
Jurors,
16j forenoon, and in no case shall the polls day of May, nor smelts taken in Little
of,
be
kept open Jater than live o'clock in the Kennebec bay, so called, in the couutv
K
afternoon, and a notice of the time of of Washington, between the first day of
Kennebec, terms of Superior Court,
172
and closing shall be given in the April and the first day of May.’
opening
Ken. Co. judge of probate’s salary,
19- warrant
[Approved Feb. 13].
calling the meeting.’
Kennebec Co. sheriff's salary,
193
Section 2. Tms act shall
take effect
Chapter 142.
13'j when
Kidnapping, penalty for,
approved.
[Approved Feb. 5.J
AN ACT to amend Chapter thirty of the
L
Revised Statutes, as amended by ChapChapter 137.
Lots for school
211 AN
ter forty-two of the Public
purposes,
Laws of
ACT to amend section forty-seven of
Loan Sc Building* Ass’ns., rate of loans, 149
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, perChapter seventy-seven, of the Revised
Libraries, traveling cost of,
18'»
to Inland Fisheries and Game.
taining
in
Statutes,
relation
to
the
terms
of
the
Libraries, amendment to law,
176
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Supreme Judicial Court in tlie County of
Land taken for parks and squares,
192
of Representatives in
Legislature asOxford.
Law relating to liens, amended,
24i
as follows:
sembled,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Law coutl, time of terms,
246
Sections twenty-three and twenty-four
of Representatives in
asLegislature
of chapter thirty of the revised
M
statutes,
sembled, as follows:
M itual Fire Ins. Agents,
110
Section 1. After the first day of Anra as amended by chapter forty-two of the
of eighteen
Militia, amendment to laws.
hundred
and
167 in the present year, the terms of the Su- public laws
Milk, regulation of sale by cities.
1S:J premo Judicial Court, within and for the ninety-nine, are hereby amended as follows: by striking out all of section twelve
Mills and mill dams, cases in court,
19s county of Oxford, shall
be
holdcn
at
Maine Industrial fcJclfooi tor Girls,
23/ Paris, in said county, on the second Tues- of said chapter thirty as amended aforeManual training schools, authority
day of October and on the second Tues- said. and substituting the following in its
for,
231 day of March annually, instead of
the Place, so that said section shall read as
.Malicious mischief-.
follows:
242 i terms now provided by law. and the
May
’
and
Police
Section 12. No person shall, within the
Municipal
Courts, juristerm of court in said county is
hereby state of
diction of,
262 abolished.
All
recognizances and ali his or herMaine, kill of catch or have in
Medicine and Surgery, to regulate the
possession, living or dead, any
processes, either civil or criminal, shall
wild bird, other than a game bird, nor
practice of,
275 be returnable
accordingly. All processes
Municipal and Police Courts, taxing
made returnable to and to have day in shall purchase, offer or expose for sale,
of costs in,
282 said
May term, in the present year, shao any such wild bird after it ha?, been
N
he continued to and have day in the next killed or caught. No part of the plumterm
of said court, held in said county, age, skin or body of any bird protected
time
of
13s
Nominations,
filing,
this section shall be sold or had in
as if made returnable thereto.
All pro- by
O
visions of law, inconsistent with this act, possession for sale. Nor shall any person within the stale take or
•xford S. J. Court, time of holding,
137 are hereby repealed.
needlessly
xford, register of probate's salary,
161
Section li. This act shall take effect destroy the nest or the eggs of any wild
bird, nor have such nest or eggs in his
'•xford County Sheriff, salary,
152 when approved.
I Approved Feb. G.]
or her possession.
The English, or
P
Chapter 138.
pean house sparrow, the common
crow
136 AN ACT to amend section six of
Polling Places, time of opening,
chapter and the hawks and owls are not included
Piscataquis County Sheriff, salary,
143
two hundred and sixty-seven of
among the birds herein protected; and for
t..e
Portland, municipal court,
157
Public Laws of eighteen hundred and the purposes of this act, the
following
Probate Court, Androscoggin county,
182
ninety-three, entitled “An Act to pro- only shall be considered game birds: the
188
Pcmaquid river, alewive fishery,
vide for the Printing and Distributing anatidae, commonly
known
as
swans,
Property ordained for Pious uses,
Ballots at the Public Expense and
to i geese, brant, and river and sea ducks; the
261
having no legal owner,
regulate voting for State and City rallidae, commonly known as rails, coots,
mud-aens and gallinules; the limicoiae,
R
Elections.-’
Be it enacted by the Senate and House commonly known as shore birds, plovers,
Railroad crossings, appeal,
191
in
Legislature as- surr birds, snipe, woodcock, sandpipers,
Railroads, taxation of,
145 of Representatives
tatlers and curlews; the gallinae,
sembled. as follows:
comRailroads, foreclosure of
mortgage
Said section six is hereby amended by monly known as wild
turkeys, grouse,
upon.
154
out
the
prairie
wc»:ds,
“at
least
chickens,
striking
in
pheasants,
Representative
thirty
partridges
Congress, apportionment,
164 days, exclusive of Sundays, previous to and quails. Nothing in this section, howRetirement of National Guard officers, 159 the day of the election for which the ever, shall be construed to affect in any
the
protection of game birds, as proRailroads, increase of capital stock,
175 candidates arc nominated’’ and inserting way
the following: ‘on or before the tenth day vided in sections eleven and thirteen of
Register of deeds salary, Androscoggin,
23!) in August of each year in which
such the act hereby amended.
Any person
Relating- to actions for libel,
257 election is held,’ so that said section, as who violates any of the provisions of this
section shall he guilty of a misdemeanor,
amended, shall read as follows:
s
'Section G. Certificates of nomination and when convicted therefor, shall
be
Kon. Sup. Court, salary, 134 and nomination papers for the nomina- fined five dollars for each offense, and
Superintendent of Schools, duties,
135 tion of candidates for state and county an additional five dollars for each bird,
Smelts, time of taking,
141 officers and representatives to the legis- living or dead, or part of bird, or nest or
Street Railway Companies, taxation,
150 lature. shall be tiled with the secretary eggs possessed in violation of this section
171 of state on or before the tenth day in Au- or to imprisonment for ten days, or both,
sleeping and palace cars, tax
Sagadahoc county prisoners,
175 gust of each year in which such election at the discretion of the court.’
street Railroads, organization,
177 is heid. Such certificates and papers for
[Approved Feb. 15.]
17S the nomination of candidates for the ofSheep killed by bears,
Chapter 14ft.
Street Railroads, powers and privifices of mayor and all other offices in
181 cities shall be filed with the city clerks of an ACT
leges,
fixing the Salary of the Sheriff
isti j the respective cities at least seven days,
'•porting camps, licenses for,
of Piscataquis County.
Street railroads, organization and conexclusive of Sundays, previous to the day
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
trol.
1'7 of such election.
With nomination pa- of Representatives
in
Legislature asSchool holidays,
2u2 j pers and certificates shall also be
filed sembled. as follows:
Scholats, conveyance of,
203 j the consent in writing of the person nomThe
sheriff
of
the
county of Piscataquis
•
children
in
-■•••flooring
unorganized
inated.’
Feb.
[Approved
7.]
from and after the first day of January,
206
places,one thousand nine hundred and one, shall
'•‘iprertu Court, Salaries of Justices,
220
Chapter 12M>.
receive an annual salary of three hunand Shore Fisheries, disposition
AN ACT lo amend Section nineteen
of dred and
"f
fifty dollars from the county
f.hfcss,
227
Chapter one hundred and eighteen of treasurer instead of the compensation
163
•;h*ep, protection of, amendment,
the Revised Statutes, relating
to
Of- provided in section
1'enobseot
23L
twenty-three of chap'hioriti"s fees,
county.
fenses Against the Lives and Persons of ter
eighty of the revised statutes, and it.
’■‘■••riff's salary, Sagadahoc county,
232
Individuals.
is further provided that the sheriff
of
Sardine law. amended,
240
Be it enacted by the Senate and House said
Sale of mortgage subject to contincounty shall not receive from any of
of Representatives in
Legislature as- his deputies any of the fees earned by
gent remainders,
245
sembled, as follows:
S' a and Shore Fisheries, to consolisaid deputies or any percentage earned
Section nineteen of chapter one hun- thereon after said date.
dale and simplify the laws relating
dred
and
of
the
revised
statutes
eighteen
284
thereto,
LApproved Feb. 15].
is hereby amended by striking out
the
-*'t vice
of Subpoenas issued by DisChapter 144.
closure Commissioners,
271 ; words ‘‘five years” in the seventh line of
said
and
section,
instead
thereof
inserting
AN ACT to amend Section twenty-two of
Shouting of Human Beings, prevention of.
263 the words ‘not more than twenty years,’
one hundred twenty-two of the
Chapter
Slate Constables,
265 so that said section, as amended, shall
Revised Statutes, relating to falsely asread as follows:
State Superintendent of Schools, dusuming. to be a justice or officer.
‘Section 19. Whoever unlawfully con272
ties of,
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
a‘a ie Assessors, duties ot,
or
260 iines or imprisons another,
forcibly of Representatives in Legislature astransports or carries him out of the sembled, as follows:
•hieriff of Androscoggin County, fees
260 state, or from place to place within it,
•>i.
Section twenty-two of chapter one hunor so seizes, conveys, inveigles, or
’he riff of Lincoln County, compensakid- dred and
twenty-two of the Revised
t ion of.
281 naps any person, with intent to cause Statutes, is hereby amended by
inserting
Si a a Roads, improvement of,
285 him to be so dealt with; or sells as a after the word “constable” in the seconci
slave, or transfers, for any term of time, line the words "or inland fish and game
T
the service of any person of color, who warden or a commissioner of inland fishhas been so seized, inveigled,
or
kid- cries and game,’ so that said section, as
Testimony in Trials lor murder, pres266 naoped, shall be punished by imprisonervation of,
amended, shall read as follows:
146 ment for not more than twenty years, or
Togur, fishing through ice,
‘Section 22. Whoever falsely assumes to
150 by a fine, not excoedin- one thousand dol- be a justice of the peace, sheriff,
rumps, lime of imprisonment,
deputy
1/0 lars. Indictments for these offenses may sheriff, coroner, or constable, or inland
to Real Instate, amendment,
185 be found and tried in the county where fish and
T-uants. amendment lo law of *99,
game warden, or a commissioner
196 such person was carried or brought, or of inland fisheries and
ust and Banking Companies,
game, and to act
t in
the county where the offense
legrapli and Telephone Companies,
was
as such, or to require any one to aid him
201 committed; and on trial the consent of in a matter
luxation.
to the duty of
pertaining
216 such person shall not be a defense, unless
Trustees, costs of,
such office, shall be punished by impris244 it appears that it was not obtained by
Trustee process.
onment for not less than one year, or by
Term* supreme court in certain counfraud, threats, or duress.’
| fine not exceeding lour hundred dollars,
253
ties,
[Approved Feb. 8.]
[Approved Feb. 19.j

minty,
camp tires in woods,
liminal proceedings in court,
timina! jurisdiction of magistrates,
•“inly Commissioners of Androscoggin County, compensation ut,
O
Disorderly Conduct, on
Railroads,
Hieamboats, etc.,
Dnmariseotta river, fishing in
Driving logs. Hen on,
Debt, imprisonment for.
Divorced Parents, minor children of,
Dependent soldiers and sailors,
■

<

248
251
252
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tl» nil ter 145.
annually to the legal representatives of
AN ACT to amend Section forty-two of ; suca academies, seminaries or institutes
as shall be entitled to receive money irom
the
Statutes
as
of
Revised
Chapter six
amended by Chapter one hundred sixty- the state under this act, at the times and
in the manner provided by law for the
of
x-aws
hunPublic
eighteen
six of the
dred and ninety-three, relating to Tax- payment of money in aid of free high
schools, the amounts to which they shall
ation of Steam Railroads.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House be severally entitled under this act; prothat no payment snail be made to
ot
Representatives in Legislature as- vided,
any academy, seminary or institute until
sembled, as follows:
I Section 1. Section forty-two of chapter the; state educational department shall
state
six of tne revised statues as amended by have certified to the treasurer of
chapter one hundred sixty-six of the pub- all the facts which by this act arc made
to
entitle
an
necessary
academy,
seminary
lic laws of eighteen hundred and ninetytnree is hereby amended by substituting or institute to receive money from the
for the word -quarter'*' in the eighth lino state under this act.
».
Section
Any town or precinct providthe word
‘hall,' and for the words
"twenty-two hundred and fifty" in the ing free tuition for its high school schol
eleventh line the words ‘two thousand,' ars in any academy, seminary or instiin
the tute, shall receive state aid to the amount
and for the words "one half"
twelfth line the words ‘three-quarters,’ of one half the sum expended for such
and for the words “seven hundred
and instruction, provided, no town shall refifty’-’ in the fourteenth line the words ceive to exceed two hundred and fifty
dollars in any given year; and provided
‘five hundred,’ and for the word "three
in the sixteenth line the word ‘four;’ so further, that no town shall receive state
that said section, as amended, shall read aid under this act if a free high school of
standard grade is maintained
in
said
as follows:
‘Section 42. The amount of such annual town.
Section 4. No academy, seminary or inexcise tax shall be ascertained as follows;
I the amount of the gross transportation stitute shall receive state aid under this
receipts as returned to the railroad com- act unless incorporated prior to the date
missioners for the year ending on the of approval of said act.
Section 5. No academy, seminary or inthirtieth day of June preceding the levying of such tax, shall be divided by me stitute shall receive state aid under this
number of miles of railroad operated, to act unless the average attendance in said
! ascertain the average gross receipts
per academy, seminary or institute for the
mile; wnen such average receipts per mile year preceding shall exceed thirty studo not exceed fifteen nundred dollars, me dents, and no academy, seminary or inuer stitute shall receive to exceed five hunj tax shall be equal to one-half of
cent of the gross transportation receipts; ! dred dollars unless the average attendance in said
| when the average receipts per mile ex- tute for the academy, seminary or instiyear preceding shall exceed
ceed fifteen hundred dollars and do not
students.
sixty
exceed two thousand dollars,
the
tax
Section (>. No academy, seminary,
or
sha.» be equal to three-quarters of one
ner cent ot the gross receipts; and so on institute shall receive state aid under this
act if said
increasing the rate of the tax one-quar- tute has anacademy, seminary or instiannual income
from
inter of one per cent lor each additional
vested funds exceeding sixteen hundred
j five hundred dollars of average gross reand
no
dollars,
or
academy,
seminary
fractional
ceipts per mile or
part thereof,
provided that the rate snail in no event institute shall receive state aid to exexceed four per cent.
When a railroad ceed five hundred dollars in any given
semilies partly within and partly without the year provided the said academy,
or institute has an annual income
state, or is operated as a part of a line nary
from invested
1 or system extending beyond the
state, sand dollars. funds exceeding one thou! the tax shall be equal to the same proSection 7. The officers and teachers of
portion of the gross receipts in the state,
every academy, seminary or institute reas herein provided, and ns amount snail
ceiving
money from the state under this
| be determined as follows: the gross trans- act shall
annually on or before the first
portation receipts of such railroad, line
day of January in each year render to
or system, as the case may be, over its
the educational department an
itemized
whole extent, within and without
the
account
all the moneys received and
I state, shall be divided by the total num- expendedofduring
the preceding year and
ber of miles operated to obtain the avershall make such further report to
the
! age gross receipts per mile, and the gross state
educational
as
may
receipts in the state shall be taken to be from time to time department
be required.
tlie average gross receipts per mile, mulSection S. All acts and parts of acts retiplied by the number ot miles operated
lating to state aid granted to acadcm es,
within the state.’
seminaries
or institutes, inconsistent w.th
Section 2. This act shall take effect this
act, are hereby repealed.
when aproved.
LApproved Feb. 20.]
LApproved Feb. 2t>.]
Chapter 140.
Chapter 149.
AN ACT
to
for

|

j
|

relating

pealed.

lhayter 147.
ACT to amend Section fifty-live of
Chapter six of the Revised Statutes as
amended by
two
hundred
Chapter
thirty-five of the Public Laws of uie
year one thousand eight hundred
and
ninety-three, relating to Taxation of
Express Companies.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives in Legislature asAN

sembled, as follows:
Section J. Section fifty-five of chapter
six of the revised statutes as amended by
chapter two hundred and thirty-five of
the public laws of the. year one thousand
eight hundred and nineiy-three, is hereby
further amended by substituting for the
words “one and one-half’’ in the
sixth
and seventh lines the word ‘two.’
and
also by substituting for the words “one
and one-half” in this ninth line the word
‘two,’ so that1 said section, as amended,
shall read as follows:
‘Section 55. Every corporation,
company or person doing express business on
any railroad, steamboat or vessel in the
state, shall, annually, before the first day
of May, apply to the treasurer of state
for a license authorizing the carrying on
oi said business; and every such
corporal.on, company or person shall annually
pay to the treasurer of state two per
cent of the gross receipts of said business
for the year enciing on the first day
of
April preceding. Said two per cent shall
be on all said business done in the state,
including a pro rata part on all express
business coming from other
states
or
countries into this state, and on all going from this state to other stales or
countries, provided, however, that nothing herein applies to goods or merchandise in transit through the state.'
Section 2. This act shall take effect
when approved.
LApproved Feb. 21.J

Euro-

Clin liter 148.
AN ACT relating to
Academies, Seminaries and Institutes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives in Legislature assembled, as follows:
Section 1. Whenever it shall be made
to appear to the governor and
council,
from returns made as herein
provided,
u.at any incorporated academy, seminary
or institute in the state is
prepared to
give instruction equivalent to that required by law to be given in free hign
schools, that the pupils attending tn.*
said academy, seminary or institute are
oualifled to receive such instruction, and
that the teachers in the said academy,
seminary or institute have the qualifications fitting them to give instruction
in
secondary school studies, such academy,
seminary or institute shall be entitled to
receive annually from the state a sum
not exceeding five hundred dollars in case
it maintains an English secondary school
course of study as prescribed by the educational department of the stale,
and
has an average attendance from towns
and cities other than the municipality or
•jurisdiction in which said academy, seminary or institute is located of at least
ten students, or a sum not
exceeding
seven hundred and lifty dollars in case
it maintains in addition to an
English
course, a college preparatory course, and
lias an average attendance from
towns
and cities other than the municipality or
jurisdiction in which said academy, seminary or institute is located of at least
twenty students, or a sum not exceeding
one thousand dollars in case it maintains

Stenographer
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Toguc

Section 3. This act shall take effect
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 20.J
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1

fishing

through the ice.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of
Representatives in legislature assembled, as follows:
Section 1. it shall be lawful for inhabitants of this state when fishing through
the ice in the daytime, daring the momns
of February, March and April as now
provided by law, to take, catch and have
m possession forty pounds of togue
instead of twenty pounds as now provided
by law.
Section 2. All acts or parts of acts, 'inconsistent with this act, arc hereby re-

an English course, a college preparatory
course and a training course for teachers,
and has an average attendance
from

towns and

AN ACT to amend Chapter sixty-one of
the Public Laws of eighteen hundred
and
amended
eighty-seven, as
by
Chapter three hundred and nineteen of
the Public Laws of eighteen
hundred
and ninety-seven, relating to Loan and

Building Associations.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of
Representatives in Legislature as
semblcd, as follows:
Section 1. Section one hundred thirtynine of chapter sixty-one of the public
laws of eighteen hundred eighty-seven, as
amended by chapter three Hundred nineteen of the public laws of eighteen hundred ninety-seven, is hereby amended by
striking out the words in the twelfth line
“not 10 exceed eight,’’ and inserting in
place thereof the words ‘of not lf'ss than
live per cent nor more than eight,’ so that
said section, as amended, shall read as
follows:
‘Section 1C9. The board of directors
shall see to the proper investment of the
funds of the association, as provided in
this section. After due allowance for all
necessary and proper expenses, and for
the wiumrawal of shares, the moneys of
the association shall be loaned
to* the
members at a rate of monthly premium
to be fixed by the directors, which shall
in no case exceed forty cents per share.
Any member may, upon giving security
I satisfactory to the directors, receive a
loan of two hundred
dollars
for
each
share held by him,
or
such fractional
part of two hundred dollars as the
bylaws may allow.
Any association may
[provide in its by-laws that instead of the
interest and premium, a stated rate of
annual interest of not less than live nor
more than eight per cent, may be charged
unoii the sum desired, payable in monthly
installments. Such rate shall include the
whole interest and premium to be paid
upon the loan.
Any balance remaining
unloaned to members may be invested in
in![ suc-n securities as are legal for the
vestment of deposits in savings
banks.
No loan shall be made on the gross premium plan.’
Section 2. Section one hundred fortyone of said chapter sixty-one is hereby
amended by inserting
after
the
word
“premium'’ in the third line thereof ‘if
such monthly premium be charged,' and
inserting after the words “rate of” in
said third line the words ‘not less than
five nor more than,’ so that said section,
as amended, shall read as follows:
‘SoctiQii 141. A borrowing member, for
i
each share borrowed upon, shall, in addition to his dues and monthly premium,
if such monthly premium be charged, pay
monthly interest on his loan at the rate
of not less than five nor more than six
per cent per annum until his shares r aeh
the ultimate value of two hundred dolars
each, or the loan has been repaid: and
when said ultimate value is reached, sai 1
shares and loan shall be declared
canceled and satisfied, and the balance,
it
any, due upon the shares shall be oaid
to the member.’
[Approved Feb. 25.]
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Chapter 150.
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AN ACT to amend Section seventeen of
Chapter one hundred and twenty-eight
of the Revised Statutes, as amended by
Chapter one hundred and thirty of the
Public Laws of eighteen hundred
and
ninety-nine, relating to Tramps.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
in
Legislature assembled. as follows:
Section seventeen of chapter one hundred and
twenty-eight of the revised
statutes, as amended by chapter one hundred and thirty of the public
laws
of
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine is hereby amended by substituting the
word
‘thirty’ in the place of the word “sixty”
in the fourth line, so that said section, as
amended, shall read as follows:
‘Section 17. Whoever goes about
from
town to town, or from place to place in
any town, asking for food or shelter or
begging or subsisting upon charity, shall
be deemed a tramp, and be imprisoned in
the county jail for not less than thirty
days nor more than ten months, at hard
labor for ten hours each day,
Sundays
excepted. And should any person so sentenced refuse to labor in accordance with
the provisions of this section, he shall be
provided with no food, except bread and
water, until he shall consent to labor in
conformity with the requirements of this
seetfon. Trial justices and judges of municipal and police courts, shall have jurisdiction of all offenses arising under
this section.’
[Approved Feb. 26.]

cities other than the municipality
jurisdiction in which said academy, seminary or institute is located of
at least forty students;
provided, the
courses of study herein named shall be
subject to the approval of the educational
Chapter 151.
department of the state; and provided,
that the amount paid by the state to any AN ACT to amend Section seventeen of
or
institute under this
academy, seminary
Chapter sixty of the Revised Statutes,
act shall be expended by the said acadas amended by Chapter one
hundred
emy, seminary or institute for instrucand seventy-eight of the Public Laws
tion during the year for which payment
of eighteen hundred and ninety-seven,
is made, and shall not exceed the total
and as amended by Chapter ninety-four
income of the said academy, seminary or
of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred
institute from all other sources; and proand ninety-nine, relating to change of
vided further, that in addition to
the
namp in Divorce Proceedings, and relatamount received from the state, a sum
ing to the care, custody and support of
equal thereto shall be expended for inMinor Children of Divorced Parents.
struction and maintenance of the acad- I
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
said of Representatives in
emy, seminary or institute during
Legislature as[ year; and provided further, that every sembled. as follows:
Section seventeen of chapter sixty
of
; academy, seminary or institute receiving
from the state under this act shall the revised statutes, as amended by chapI money
provide instruction as contemplated by ter one hundred and seventy-eight of the
! this act for not less than thirty weeks in public laws of eighteen hundred and
!
each year; and provided further, that no ninety-seven, and as amended by chapter
academy, seminary or institute shall be ninety-four of the public laws of eighteen
of hundred and ninety-nine, is hereby furcredited with maintaining a course
words
study under this act unless the said ther amended by adding the
academy,seminary or institute shall have ‘change the name of the wife at her restuan average of not less than twelve
quest.’ after the word “require” in the
dents in said course
fifth line of said section, so that said secstate is tion, as amended, shall read as follows:
Section 2. The treasurer of
hereby authorized and directed to pay
‘Section 17. The court making a decree
or

j

of nullity or of divorce, or any justice such complaints, accusations,
warrants
thereof in vacation, may also decree con- and processes of commitment drawn and
cerning the. care, custody^and support of signed by the judge of said court shall
the minor children of the parties and with be equally valid.’
which parent any of them shall live, alSection 3. This act shall take effect
ter its decree from time to time as cir- when approved.
[Approved Fob. 26.j
cumstances require; change the name of
Chapter IBS.
the wife, at her request;
and
in
execution of the powers given it in this AN ACT to amend Chapter or.e hundred
and four of the Public Laws of eighteen
chapter may employ any compulsory
hundred and ninety-nine, relating to the
process which it seems proper,
by execution, attachment or other effectual
salary ol Judge of Municipal Court of
form.’
Bath.
[Approved Feb. 2G.]
I!
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Chapter 152.
of Representatives in
Legislature asAN ACT in relation to the compensation
sembled, us follows:
of the Sheriff of the County of Oxford,
Section 3. Section one of chapter one
establishing a salary.
hundred and four of the public laws of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine Is hereof Representatives in
Legislature as- by amended by striking out in the tenth
sembled, as follows:
and eleventh lines the words "nine hunSection 1. The sheriff of the county of dred”
and inserting instead thereof the
Oxford from and after the iirst day of words ‘one
thousand.' so that the said
in
the
of
our
Lord
one
January,
year
section as hereby amended, shall read as
thousand nine hundred and one, shall refollows:
ceive from the treasury of said county an
‘Section 1. A municipal court is hereby
annual salary of three hundred dollars, established in and
for the city of Bath
in quarterly payments on the last days of and the towns of
Woolwich, Arrowsio.
March, June, September and December, Georgetown. Phippsburg and West Bath
instead of the compensation provided in in the
of Sagadahoc, which shall
county
section twenty-three of chapter eighty of be called
the Bath Municipal Court and
the revised statutes; and it is
lurther have and use a seal
on
all
original
provided that the sheriff of said couniy processes, and shall consist of one judge
shall not receive from any of his deputies who shall
be appointed,
commissioneu
earned
said
any of the fees
by
deputies and qualified as provided by (he law and
or any percentage thereon, nor shall said
Constitution of the state. Said judge shall
sheriff receive any per diem
or
other be a
member of the bar of
Sagadahoc,
compensation for his attendance on the county and shall reside during his contincourt
in
said
supreme judicial
county, uancc in office in the city of Bath, and
after said date.
who shall receive from said city an antake
Section 2. This act shall
effect nual
salary of one thousand dollars per
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 2G.]
year, to be paid him in quarterly
payments.
Said salary shall be in lull for
Chapter 153.
all the foes and emoluments of the ofAN ACT in relation to disorderly conduct
fice; provided, however. rthal he shall reanti evasion of fares on street railroads,
ceive in addition to said salary the legal
steamboats and ferries.
fees for all copies of processes and cerBe it enacted by the Senate and House tificates
by him made. The present judge
of Representatives in Legislature
asshall continue in office until the end of
sembled, as follows:
the term for which he w'as appointed. The
1. Section
of said
Section
seventy-three
judge shall enter, or cause to be enchapter fifty-one of the revised statutes tered on the docket of said court all civil
is hereby amended so that said section, as and criminal
actions, with full minutes
amended, shall read as follows:
of the proceedings in and disposition of
‘Section 73. Whoever behaves in a dis- the
same, which docket shall be at all
orderly or riotous manner while on any times open to inspection, and he shall
train of railroad ears, street railroad car,
perform all other duties required of simsteamboat or ferry, or uses indecent or
tribunals in this state1
1
profane language in such car, steamboat ilar
Section 2. This act shall
take effect
or ferry, or uses indecent or profane lanwhen approved.
[Approved Feb. 26.J
|
is
in
such
steamboat
or
car,
ferry,
guage
Chapter 15».
guilty of a breach of the peace and
shall be fined not less than five nor more AN ACT to
provide for the retirement r.f
than five hundred dollars, or
imprisoncommissioned officers of the Militia «>r
ment in jail not less than thirty days nor
the National Guard of the
State of
more than one year, in addition to any
Maine.
other penalty provided by law.’
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of
chap- of Representatives in
Section 2. Section seventy-four
Legislature asis
ter fifty-one of the revised statutes
sembled, as follows:
hereby amended so that said section shall 1 Section 1. Any person who shall have
read as follows:
served as a commissioned officer in the
‘Section 74. The conductor of a train of militia or the national
guard of this state,
railroad for the
cars on any railroad or street
continuous period of nine years,
car, or i.ie officer in charge of any steam- may, u’»on his own
be placed
application,
boat or ferry, may arrest and temupon tire retired list, with the rank held
porarily noiu any person guilty of such a by mm at the time of his discharge from
until
a
warrant
can
breach of the peace
said service or at the time such applicabe obtained or he can be placed in the tion is
made; provided, however, that an
custody of the proper officers of the law.’ officer so retired, who, at the time of
of such
Section 3. Section
seventy-eight
discharge or of making such appliof
the
revised
statutes
is
chapter fifty-one
cation. has remained in the same grade
hereuy amended so that the same shall for the continuous period of nine years,
read as follows:
shall be
retired with increased rank.
‘Section 78. No person is entitled to Retired officers on occasions
of
ceretransportation over a railroad, street rail- mony may, and when acting under on
road.’or upon any steamboat or ferry, ders as hereinafter provided, shall weal
who does not on demand first pay the es- the uniform ot
their retired rank.
R«
Whoever
fare.
tablish'd
fraudulently tired officers shall be eligible to
perform
evades payment by giving a false answer military duty, and
the
commander-inthe
to
which
or by traveling beyond
place
chief may, in his discretion, by order re*
he has paid, or by leaving a train, street quire them to serve
upon military boards,
railroad car, steamboat or ferry, without courts of
inquiry and courts-martial, or
paying, forfeits not less than five nor to perform any other
special or tempormore than twenty dollars, to be recovered
ary military duty, and for aueft service
on complaint.’
[Approved Feb. 20.]
they shall receive the same, pay apd allowances as are provided in law for lik<Chapter 154.
service by the officers of
the
national
AN ACT additional to Chapter fifty-one guard. All retired officers
shall be amenof the Revised Statutes, in relation to able to courts-martial
offor—military
Railroads.
fenses as if upon the active list of the naBe it enacted by the Senate and House tional guard. The names ol' ail officers of
in Legislature as- retired rank shall be borne
of Representatives
upon separate
sembled, as follows:
roster, kept under the supervision of the
Section 1. Whenever any railroad cor- adjutant-general.
Retired officers shall
of
a
foreclosure
mortgage report
poration, by
to
t lie
any
adjutant-general
authorized
or in any other method
by change in their residence whenever such
law, has finally parted with its franchise change occurs.
to construct, operate and maintain the
Section 2. The commander-!n-chief may
its
railroad described in
charter, any at any time, retire any commissioned of
stockholder may maintain a suit in equity liter of the militia or national
guard who
the shall have been found
in the supreme judicial court for
by a medical
winding up of the affairs and dissolu- board, convened by his orders and contion of such corporation.
sisting of at least three commissioned
Section 2. In such case the court shall medical officers, to be physically unabie
order such notice to all parties interested to properly perform the duties of his ofas it may deem proper and proceed acfice.
cording to the usual course of suits in
Section 3. This act shall take effect
But no trustees shall be ap- when approved.
equity.
[.Approved March l.j
pointed, except upon motion of some
Chapter J<JO.
party to the proceedings and then oniy
in the discretion of the court.
AX ACT to amend Section nine of Chapter one hundred and six of the Revised
[Approved Feb. 20.]
I
Statutes, relating- to the drafr of Jurors.
Chapter ir»r>.
I Be it onu< led bv tiie Senate and House
AN ACT additional to Chapter forty-nine of Ibpresemativcs
in
.Legislature asof the Revised Statutes, relating to In- sembled, an follows:
surance.
Section nine of chapter one hundred and
Bo it enacted by the Senate and House six of the revised
statutes
is
hereby
of
Representatives in Legislature as- amended by inserting after the worn
sembled, as follows:
“therein'' in the fifth line thereof,
the
of
the
laws
When
1.
any
Section
by
words, ‘and by delivering to at least two
other stale or country, any lines, penal- of the municipal officers and the
town
ties, licenses, fees, deposits or other ob- clerk written notice of said meeting,' so
ligations or prohibitions additional to or that said section, as amended, shall read
in excess of those imposed by the laws of as follows:
comthis state upon foreign insurance
‘Section !>. The sheriff, on
receiving
panies and their agents are imposed on such venires, shall immediately send
insurance companies of this state and them to
the constables of the towns
the same fines,
licenses, where directed: and ea<h constable, on
their agents,
fees, deposits, obligations or prohibitions receipt thereof, shall notify the voters of
shall be imposed upon all insurance com- the town, and especially the
municipal
panies of such state or country and their officers and town clerk, by posting notices
agents doing business in or applying for in two public and conspicuous places
admission to this state.
therein, and by delivering to at least two
take effect of tiie municipal officers and the town
shall
Section 2. This act
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 2J.J
| clerk written notice of said meeting, at
lcasj four days before such meeting,
to
Chapter H»4f.
assemble and be present at the draft of
AN ACT in relation to the Taxation of jurors called for, which shall be six day:-,
Street Railroad Companies.
at least before the time when they are
Be it enacted by the Senate and House ordered to attend court.'
of
Representatives in Legislature, asLApproved March l.j
sembled. as follows:
diopter 101.
Section 1. Section forty-seven of chapamended
revised
statutes
as
six
of
the
ter
AX ACT to lix the salary of the Judge
and Register of Probate for the County
by chapter forty-four of the public laws
of eighteen hundred and ninety-live is
of Oxford.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
hereby amended so that the same shall
read as follows:
of
Representatives in Legislature as‘Section 47. Street railroad corporations sembled, as follows:
and associations are subject to the six
Section 1. From and after the iirst day
preceding sections and to section four, ex- of May in the year of our Lord one thoucept mat the tax shall be ascertained as sand nine hundred and one. the salary
re- of the
follows: When the
average
gross
judge of probate of Oxford county
ceipts per mile do not exceed one thou- shall bo live hundred fifty dollars a year.
to
be equal
sand dollars the tax shall
Section 2. From and after the Iirst day
three-twentieths of one per cent on the of May tiie year of our Lord one thou
receipts: and for sand nine hundred and one, the salary of
gross transportation
each thousand dollars additional
gross the register of probate for Oxford county
or
fractional
part .shall be eight hundred dollars a year.
mile,
receipts per
thereof, the rate shall be increased threeSection J. The salaries provided in soetwentieths-of one per cent.'
tions one and two of this act shail be in
take effect full for all services and expenses by reaSection 2. This act shall
when approved.
[Approved Feb. 2G.J
I son of the four extra terms of probate
court to be hold at Rum ford Falls in the
Clin titer 157.
! town of Rum ford.
AN ACT to amend Chapter two hundred
Section 4. This act shall
take effect
and lour of the Public Laws of eighteen when approved.
(.Approved March 1.)
hundred and fifty-six, in relation to the
Chapter H5‘J.
Municipal Court for the City of Portland.
AN ACT for the arrest and apprehension
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of ». riminals.
of
Bo it enacted by the Senate and tiouso
Representatives in Legislature asof Representatives
sembled, as follows:
in
Legislature asSection 1. Section eleven of chapter two sembled. as follows:
law's
of
hundred and four of the public
Section 1. The sum of fifteen hundred
eignteen hundred and fifty-six as amended dollars shall be appropriated each year,
by section four of chapter twenty-eight of and so much thereof as may be necessary
the public laws of eighteen hundred and to expend under the direction of the ateighty-seven, is hereby further amended torney general, for the detection, arrest
by inserting after the word “absent'’ in and apprehension of persons who comthe first line the words ‘from the court mit crime in this state.
room,’ so that said section, as amended,
Section 2. The attorney general may.
bna.i read as follows:
by himself or tnrough the several county
‘Section 11. When the judge is absent attorneys or outer officers of the stale,
from tne court room, or is interested, it employ such detective or detectives or
shall be the duty of the recorder, and lie other persons, offer rewards or use other
the means that he may deem advisable, to
shall have authority to exercise all
powers of the judge.’
the end tnat persons committing
crime
of chapter may be arrested and apprehended.
Section 2. Section sixteen
two hundred four of the public laws of
Section o. The governor and council are
as
and
hundred
fifty-six.
eighteen
hereby authorized to draw their warrants
amended by section four of chapter one from time to time, for the expenditure of
the
hundred and thirty-four of
public said sum. upon the presentation of bills
laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-five, properly avouched by the attorney genis herobv further amended by striking out eral.
said section and inserting the following:
Section 4. This act shall
take effect
recorder
shall
hear when approved.
‘Section 16. The
LApproved March l.J
complaints in all criminal matters and in
comChapter Jttff.
accusations in bastardy, draw all
plaints and sign all warrants, take bail, AN ACT amendatory of Chapter thirtyand make and sign all processes of comthree of the Public Laws of eighteen
heard
mitment, but tli'1 same shall be
hundred and ninety-nine and
Section
and determined as now provided by law;
six of Chapter two hundred eightysuch ball may bo taken by the judge and
seven of the Public Laws of eighteen

j

|

vice within thirty days from the expira- to the treasurer of toe state, to be credtion of his previous term, his service shall ited to the militia fund, and such porbe consideied as unbroken and continu- tion as may bo for United States propUnited
ous, and re-enlistments and musters snail erty snail be turned in to the
be dated as ol the day of such expiration. States treasury, to be credited to the
When the term of service of any enlisted state on its property returns,’ so that said
tolman terminates during a period of fur- section, as amended, shall read as
lough and wniie lie is setting in tne Uni- lows:
ted mates army, should he re-enliat in the
‘Section 73. Any officer, enlisted man or
national guard within thirty days of his other person, who shall willfully or mamuster out of the United males army, liciously destroy, injure or deface any arIns service shall be considered as con- ticle of military property belonging to the
tinuous, and shall in like manner com- state, or shall use it for other than miliand tary purposes, or shall have or retain the
mence on the day of such expiration,
so
be
re-enlistments and musters shall
same in violation of law or regulations
dated, and by inserting after the word shall be punisheu by a line not exceeding
thereot, tifty dollars. And in ease any officer or
•‘enlistments' in tne same line
the words ‘or re-enlistments,' so that said enlisted man of the national guard, ear
section, as amenued, snail read as lol- ried on the pay-rolls of the organization
enof which he i» a member, at any
lows:
‘Section CO. All enlistments in the na- campment or other duty, or on any spetional guard shall be for three years, anti cial expense account lor any duty perslum be made by signing sucn enlistment
formed, who has at any time through
book as may be proscn oeu by the com- carelessness or inattention lost, destroyed,
mander-iii-ciiiei. An attested copy oi me or suffered to be lost or destroyed, any
enlistment book, shall at tue organization state or government property which has
been issued lor his use, the officer acoi eacn company, uc made by the eierK
and lmwaide-u, together witn implicates countable for the property or certifying
the pay-roll or expense account, shall reoL all enlistment papers, lormwjm to me
the
adjutant-general. \\ hen a soldier re-en- cord under column of “remarks
the
service number and kind of articles so lost or delists and is mustered into
“deducwithin thirty days iro.m the expiration of ! stroyed, and in column headed
on pay-roll, or under “deductions
Ins previous term, ms service snail be tions
considered as unbroken and continuous, in expense account, the amount of money
and re-enlistments and musters shall be value of property so lost or destroyed,
Hilled as oi the uay of such expiration. and the paymaster general shall retain
"When the term oi service ot any enlisted out ot the pay ol such officer or enlisted
mrman an amount of money equal to the
man terminates daring a period oi
lough ami wniie he is serving in the Uni- value of the property so lost or destroyed,
lea States army, suouid lie re-emist m | and money ho retained snail be credited
me national guard wiiuin miriy days oi } to the account of such officer of the nahis muster out of the United States army, | tional guard as may be accountable to
Such porhis service snail be considered as eontiii- the state mr said property.
tion Ot said-money as shall be for state
uoas, ana shall in like manner commence
on me uay oi sucn exi<iration, and reproperty shall be turned in to the treastne
cnlislmeii!s and masters shall be s » dated, urer ot the state, to be credited to
When new enlistments or re-enlistments militia fund, and such portion as may he
are mane in any organization, me com- tor United States property shall be turned
to
be
manding uliicer snail lorwaru duplicate in to the United Stater, treasury
tiilisinu.nl papers to me
n.<juta.j*.-gen- ereditcu to me state on us property recollaring.’
turns.’
eral.'
two
of
|
six
2.
Section
chapter
Section
Section .. Section seventy-eight ot said
said
Section 2. Section thirty-one of
hundred eighty-seven of the public laws
of eighteen hundred and ninety-three is 1 act is uereoy aiuemleo b\ sinKing out. act is nereby amended by inserting alter
m
the imritenui line
the
word "state
fifth
line
word
“or"
in
the
j
hereby amended by inserting after the after the
tlic
words “in an
me
line
moreen',
adjoining thereof, the words *and there may be also
n,
tin* sixth
word “eodareii
the state Tor the
allowed
and
in
thereof
tne
by
town,
anu
paid
place
inserting
words ‘or inclosed,' so that said section,
rent of quarters occupied by each authorwort.s ‘witnin a rauius 01 seven miles,’ so
as amended, shall read as follows:
t
ized
eimsted
and mastered
aim
suad
read
said
as
mat
the
legally
of
each
amended,
city,
see.ion,
The mayor
‘Section ti.
into tho service, not exceeding one Hunselect mi 11 of ;n’.vns and the assessors of as follows:
said quarters shall aldred
and
shall
be
aldollars,
31.
No
enlistment
ton
’Section
within
shall
annually
plantationways be subject to all provisions ot law
clays from the first day of May issue a lowed in the national guaru ol otner than aim
regulations widen apply to arn-Jiib*
warrant i" one or more police officers or able Doilted citizens ol lilts slate, between
d: roe limy
to
'hem
proce-'d the ages of sixteen and forty years, ro- so that said section, as amended, shall
const.■iW'\s
forthwith cither to kill or cause to be sining ui me town v.uere me a.mory of read as- follows:
‘Section 7.S. Municipal officers shall prokilled an dogs within such city, town aim tlic organization in which tney enlist is
company of the national
plantation not licensed and collared or situated, or w.tinii a radius of seven vide for each wninn
trie limits ot their
located
of
guard
minor
stum
of
no
miles, in time
peace,
inclosed according to the provisions
this act. and to enter complaint against be enlisted m the national guard witnout respective towns, subject to the approval
of
or such offithe
commander-in-chief
or
ol
b.s
oitime
written
consent
tnei’eoi.
£>ucn
parent
the ov\mi.> or Keepers
oers shall receive from the city, town or
guardian, which shall appear on the en- cer as he may designate, a suitable drill
room and armory or place or deposit for
so
each
listment
dollar
for
one
dog
paper.'
plantation,
Section 3. Section thirty-live of said act the arms, equipments and other property
killed, .'ll bilb- for such .se>-vic«- shall b<
by me state.
They shad also
approved by the mayor of cities, and is Hereoy amended b> inserting alter me mrinsheq
piiiip' ipal
udii-' is ei luiviis aim
planta- word "privates in me sixtii hue thereof provide suitable rooms for the headquarthe words ’one of whom shall be a phar- ters of each separate battalion, regiment
tions.’
effect macist, a nurse, or a person capable in or brigau e esta unshed within tneir limits, I
take
ejection 2. This act shall
compensation for the
April m* in the war of our Lord nine- tiu- juugmcnt ol the exain.niug surgeon of and a reasonable
He rent thereof, not exceeding one hundred
teen hundred and one.
serving in one or both capacities.
snail
re
liable to detail ior service at dollars per annum, may be allowed to the
[Approved March 1 ]
hospital when such details are ordered, town so furnishing, and paid by the state.
Cliniiter l<>*.
and shall receive the pay of a sergeant,’ And there mav be also allowed and paid
by the state for the rent of quarters ocso
to
mat said section, as amended, snail
ACT
AX
apportion Representatives
cupied by each authorized band legally
read as follows:
10 Congress.
Be it o*un:te<l by the Senate and House
’Section 33. Each company of infantry cu.isted and mustered into the service,
of
Representative? in Legislature as- shall consist of one captain, one lirst not exceeding one hundred dollars, and
sembled. as follows:
lieutenant, one second lieutenant, one said quarters shall always be subject to
all provisions of
law
and
regulations
serSection i. The counties of York and lirst sergeant, one
quartermaster
to armories, and such
urn:
Cumberland, shall compose the lirsl dis- geant, four sergeants, six corporals, two wnich apnly
or other
armories,
rooms,
headquarters
trict. and he entitied t<» one representa- musicians, and not less than thirty-two
tive. The counties of Oxford. Franklin, nor more than ninety-two privates, one piaces provided for in this section shall
Androscoggin. Saeadn’mc. Knoy an*i Lin- ol wnoni shall be a pharmacist, a nurse, ne held for the exclusive use of the naguard unless otherwise authorized
coln, shall compose the second district, or a person capable in the judgment of tional
the commander-in-chief after applicaand he entilb*-i to one renresenfativ*-* The me examining surgeon of serving in one by
tion in
case by the municipal
aucounties of Kennebec. Somerset, Waldo or both capacities. He shall be liable to thoritieseac.i
in writing. If said premises are
ttnrd
me
detail for service at hospital when suen
jiml li uncork sliajl conmose
used
to the
provisions hereof,
district, and be entitled to one represen- details are ordered, anu shad receive tne there contrary
shall be a deduction from the rein
tative. fne counties of Penobscot, Piscat- pay ot a sergeant.’
of the premises agreed upon, equal to one
{Section 4. {Section forty of said act is
aquis. Aroostook and Washington, shall
month's rental for each day ot such use.'
and
be
enthe
amended
alter
the
fourth
district,
hereby
by
inserting
compose
Section S. No provision of
this
aet
word ’surgeon
in the r'ourtn line theretitled to one representative.
shall be construed as
an>
Section 2. The election of representa- of, the words ‘one adjutant and one quar- commission or enlistmentterminating
in
the
national
and
be
tives to eongleifs shall take place
termaster, each;’ by striking out alter
the word “surgeon’ in the tilth line, the guard, but any such shall continue in
on the second Monday of September, one
and words "one adjutant, one quartermaster toree according to the terms thereof. suband
two,
thousand nine hundred
to the provisions of this act.
and one inspector ol rifle practice
anu I ject
thereafter biennially.
Section 0. This act shall tRke effect
no representatives chosen in
Section ;i.
inserting in place thereof the words ‘one when
I Approved March ti.]
approved.
the several districts, shall at the lime of commissary of subsistence and three batThe talion adjutants;' by striking out alter
their election be-residents therein.
Chapter ION.
the
in the tenth
line
foregoing division of the state into repre- the word "and
AN ACT to authorize Telephone,
Telesentative districts, shall be and continue words "one color bearer who shall be a
graph. Licctric Light, Heat or Power
and inserting in place thereof
in force until an apportionment shall be sergeant
companies to place their wires under
made for representatives to congress after the words two eo.or bearers who smut
the surface of Public Ways.
be sergeants, and tnree battalion
sertaking the thirteenth census.
Le it enacted by the Senate and House
Section 1. In case any vacancy among geant-majors wno shall be senior to and of
Representatives in Legislature asthe representatives to congress requires have the pay of a first sergeant; by striksembled. as follows:
an election prior to the second Monday
ing out a.ter the word "and in the same
Section 1. Telegraph, telephone, elecnine
hundred
thousand
line the words “not less than," by insertof September one
tric. lisrht, heat or power companies charin
and two, or at any other time, then such ing after the word "companies
me
tered by special act of the* legislature or
vacancy shall be filled by the proper dis- same line the words ‘organized into three organized under the
general laws of thi
battalions of lour companies each,’ anu
trict under this apportionment.
take effect by striking out the last paragraph, be- state, and all such companies, whercvei
This art shall
Section
chartered or organized, engaged in
thi
when approved.
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ginning with the words "provided, mat," business of transmitting intelligence, hcai
and ending with the words "each batlight or power by electricity, are liereb\
Chapter HJ3.
talion,'’ so that said section, as amended, authorized in any city or town to
place
AN ACT to amend Chapter one hundred shall read as follows:
their wires and cables and all conduits
and twenty-three of the Public Laws of
‘Section 4". To each regiment of infan- an 1 other structures for conducting and
enand
ninety-nine,
eighteen hundred
try there shall bo one colonel, cmc lieu- maintaining such wires and cables under
to
Foreign tenant-colonel, i.lirco majors, and a staif the surface of those streets and highways
titled "An Act in relation
and
Corpora- to consist of one surgeon with the rank in vvhie.. such companies are empowered
Hanking Associations
t ions."
of major, one assistant surgeon, one ad- to obtain locations for their poles
anc
He it enacted by tie* Senate and Mouse jutant and one quartermaster, each with wires: subject, however, to the written
of Representatives in
Legislature as- the rank of captain, one assistant sur- permit therefor of the municipal officerof such city or town, and subject also to
geon. one commissary of subsistence and
sembled, as follows:
is
said
act
of
hereby three battalion adjutants, each with the such rules and regulations as to location
Section one
amended >y striking out in tin- fifth line rank of lirst lieutenant, and one chap- and construction as such municipal offionc-i'uiirth" and sub- lain; a non-commissioned staff to consist ceis may designate in their permit. Pro
hereof tin- words
Words of mu- sergeant-major, one quartermas- fi < dings for obtaining
the
thereof
stituting ill pin e«
permit to placi
throe uuariers,’ so that said section shall]I ter scrgcain, one commissary sergeant, wires and cables under the surface
of
one hospital steward, one trumpeter, and
read as follows:
stieets
and
be had in acmay
highways
j
‘Section 1. Every banking association i two color bearers.who shall lie sergeants, • coidance with the provisiotis of chapter
or corporation, mu incorporated under Unand
battalion s_ rg« ant-majors who! three hundred and seventy-eight'of
the
f i! is mam or oi (tie united States, stiail be senior to ami have the pay of a puolic laws of
laws
eighteen hundred a no
in first sergeant: anu twelve companies,
that maintains a branch or
to
agency
the
oi
relating
location
eieoty-live.
j
hi: slam for tin- transaction oi a bank- ; annized into thine battalions of lour com-: }>o ts and wires in public ways.
fc»eclioii
'inis act shall take effect
ing business, s hall pay *n the stale treas- pa nies each.’
tirer a
thr«-r-duart«-rs id one per
!sx
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Soition 3. Section
of said act is when approved.
cent
per‘annum on the amount of stu-h io n ay .-nT luted by sixty
inserting alter the*
Chapter
business dene in this state. Ono-huif o’
i..nrq
"Pip'd" in the
line
twenty-third
<*•
saht t;ix shall bo i--;id "ii the jimou’i'
ihereof, the words *ln ease
said
otlice AN ACT to provide for Voting by Masuch business for the six months ending shall be of the medical staff or
c .linos.
naval rcthe lasi
on
rjp H enacted l»v the Semite and lions.Saismay ot April, ami in.- jI serves. tiiOn, for Hie former, there shall
six.
Urn
oiler ha!;' e.n the amoum for
of
Representatives in Legislature asbe added to and become a member of tile
is
moi
laling the last Saturday of Qetosembled, as follows:
the surgeon-gc neiai, and lor tin.'
[board,
lot such portion of such periods I'■
i.
b»
h'-cUon
'me secretary of state,
the
latter, an oflicer of the naval reserves,
said a-sm-ia!ion or corporation
as
may! otlu r
than the person* to be so examnud,' attorney general and one member of tin
lids
Th 1!
slate.
in
transa'-t business
governor's
to
council
be
designated
by
'so that said section, as
amended, shad the
in
this
of sm-li h.usjwss done
aim- si
governor, shall, at such times, under
ad as iollows:
state shall I"- aseortaitmd by first <om- j
sin. h conditions, and after such public noc^mmandcr-in-chicf tice as
ptitieg tin- daily average for each month .' ‘Sec-lion t;». Tile
they see til to give, examine vothail npj ol 11L a lnililary lurani of
throe ing and
(11 -la..- period ot ail :hc niom-ys oiitstanicounting machines and apparaing anon loans and e vestments and ot,JidJiiar.s in enquire into the qualilku’ion.- tus; and they shall certify their appmva
«.'f
alt
tin
ted
of
a
a
»i
t.
I
to
persons
>i\ed. used or cm-,
;»pany of such machines as, in their judgment,
all o t in
mom .a r>
pioved i: eoniteci u,n with stall business, j office below tile grade of brigadier gem rai furnish convenient, simple and satisfacami by them dividing :m- aggregate of j and claiming a commission uud**r iht.s tory means of voting aim of a«eertaintm*
sueli month!;. a\ tax
by the number of,j aci. except upon the start’ of t no <••>>. 1- the true result thereof with facility and
months covered by -aid return; and the ; mauder-in-chief. and ::o c mnnss.o 1 s-lnij accuracy, special regard being had to pree
until the person .so doited or ap:• el
f-s -11 lag
sln:! 1:«• deemed in !
<1 m
venting ana detecting double voting; but
The amount o. I pointed shall have passed a sachsia orv | no machine shall be approved which do -s
aliment <>f si: -h in.sin- n-.
such l-ix so .m.
-lai:a-d
11 l>«- paid to ( e.\arn:i'iiiiuii before such heard, as io his not secure to the*
voter a
degree of
the -ia'.« tr--.surer setni-annually within, moral character, his general Knowledge j secrecy in voting equal to that afforded
<k military affairs proportional.; 10 the oLbn davs a”'-,- tim first .Mondays in June
the use of the official ballot as providby
i,e held, and his fitness. lor the
! li-o
and L>. eeinberi Approved March th J
ed by law. No machine except such as it| rviec. if he tails to appear before the approved by said officers and used in acChapter
board when notified or is adjudged
uuwith this act shall be used in
! qualified, a new election shall be ordered cordance
this .state.
AN ACT additional to Chapter ninety-one < r
appointment made; and no person who
Section l\ A city or town may, at
a
o! ilit* Revised Statutes. relating to lien.-.,
j| has failed to pass such examination snail legal meeting held not less than ten davs«’a
Winirve.s and Piers.
I do eligible to election or appointment to
before any regular election,
!.v ilie Senate and House
u
determine
IV it.
an office of equal or higher grade in the
and purchase or accept for
"f
in-m f-‘-< natives in
trial,
Legislature aa- national guard,
lor the peiiou of one year upon
and order the use of one or inure voting
nemi/kal. as fellows:
t hi real ter.
I
Such examination shall
be and
See lion 1.
Wnouver perform--, labor, or
machines for the then ensucounting
•
made
within
;
thirty days after the elec- ing election in said
find.-Ins labor or materials in construct-1 lion or
city or town and
appointment, unless the comman- thereafter
in case said machine or maing. altering, or repairing a wharf, or der-in-chief shall for
good cause enlarge chines are
at all elections in
pier, or any building; thereon, by virtue of the time. At least two
purchased,
members of said
a contract with or by consent of the ownboard snail be uf a grade equal or supo- cities and at state and presidential eleca lien
in'. ha
hereon, and on Hie land on rior to that
tions
in
towns,
until
otherwise
voted a*
of the office lo be filled.
In
whic h it stands, and on any interest tear,
a legal meeting, said machines shall be
ease said office shall be of the
medical
such owner has in the same, to secure
used
tor
the
of
lor tht
purpose
voting
staff or naval reserves, then, lor the forofficers to bo elected at such
payment Ihereoi, wm.1i costs, if the debt- mer. there shall be added
elections
to and beor has no legal interest in the land
on
the
and
for
vote
constitutaking
upon
come a member of the board, the
surwhich the wharf or pier is erected,
the ,1
geon-general, and for the fatter, an of- tional amendments and all other queslien attaches to the wharf or pier
and ficer of
electhe naval reserves, <nher than the tions submitted to vote at such
;
may be enforced as hereinafter provided;
person to be to examined, in case of the tions.
and if ihe owner of such wharf or pier so absence of
Section
3.
When
and
countinu
voting
member
of
the board, or
any
or
married I of
contracting, is a minor
!
disability to sit by reason of rank, or machines are approved and purchased
woman, such lien shall exist, and
such if for
other cause the board is rot of the the persons of whom suc h machines are
minority or coverture shall not bar a re- required number, the commander-in-chief
purchased shall give to the secretary of
covery in any proceeding brought to enstate a suitable bond with sufficient sure
may detail an officer for the time being.
force it.
Section »J. Section seventy-three of said ties, conditioned to keep each machine in
Tf the labor or material was
Section
act is hereby amended by inserting aitor good working order for five years at their
|
not furnished by a contract with the own- the word
"dollars" at the end of
said own expense.
er ot tne property affected,
tne
owner ^
Section 4. The secretary of slate shall
section, the words ‘and in case any offimake regulations for the use of machines
may prevent such lien for labor or ma- cer or enlisted man of the national
guard,
terials not then performed or furnished carried on
the pay-rolls of the organiza- a‘"’■'roved and before each state and presby giving written notice to the person tion of which he is a
member, at any en- idential election shall furnish appropriate
performing or furnishing the same, that campment or other duty,
instructions for the voters in cities and
or on any spelie will not be responsible therefor.
cial expense account for any duty per- towns where such machines are used and
Section
The lien mentioned in section
like
appropriate instructions shall be furformed. who has at .any time through
one may be preserved and enforced
in
carelessness
or
de- nished by clerks of cities before each city
inattention, lost
the same manner as liens for the erect- •
election.
stroyed or suffered to be lost or deing, altering, moving or repairing build- stroyed, any state or
Section 5. This act shall take effect
government propings or appunenance?.
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erty which has been Issued for his use, when approved.
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the officer accountable for the property
Chapter 170.
or
the
certifying
pay-roll or expense ac- AN. ACT to amend Chapter one hundred
Chapter 1<»7.
count, shall record under column of “reand four of the Revised Statutes, as n
AN ACT to amend Chapter two hundred
marks" the number and kind of articles
was amended by Chapter eighty-five of
and sixty-six of the
Public
Laws of so lost or destroyed, and in column headthe Public Laws of eighteen
hundred
eighteen hut:died and ninety-taree, as ed “deductions" on pay-roll, or under!
and ninety-five by adding thereto secamended by Chapter one hundred and
“deductions" in
the'i
expense
account,
tion forty-nine, relating to the Settletwenty-eight of the
of
Public
Laws
amount of money value of property
so |
ment of Titles to Real Estate.
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, re- lost or destroyed, and the paymaster
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
lating to the Militia.
general shall retain out of the pay
of of
Representatives
in
Legislature asBe it enacted by the Senate and House
such officer or enlisted man an amount of sembled. as follows:
of
Representatives in Legislature as- money equal to the value of the property
one
hundred
and
four of the reChapter
sembled. as ioilows:
so lost or destroyed, and money so revised statutes, as amended by
chanter
Section 1. Sc-iion thirty of said act is
tained shall be credited to the account of ! eight v-five of the
laws of eighteen
public
hereby amended by inserting after tVw such officer of the national guard as may hundred and
addition thereninety-five
by
word “adjutant-general’’
in the eighth
be accountable to the state for said prop- to nf section
forty-nine, is berebv further
lin<“ then of. ill** words ‘When a
soldier
erty. Such portion of said money as shall amended by inserting after
word
the
re-enlists and is mustered into the serbe loi state property shall be turned in “court" in the twentieth line of said see-

hundred and ninety-three, relating to
the better protection of Sheep.
Be it enacted bv the Senate and House
Legislature asof Representatives in
sembled, as follows:
Section 1. Section two of chapter thirty-three of the public laws of eighteen
is
hereby
and
ninety-nine
hundred
amended by inserting after the word
the words
line
“purpose" in the fifteenth
‘provided he keeps such dogs within a
proper in< Insure,* so that said section, as
amended, shall read as follows:
‘Section 2. Every owner or keeper of a
dog more than four months old snail annually, before the first day of April,
cause* it to be registered, numbered, described and licensed for one year from
the first day of April, in the office of the
or
plantation
clerk of the city, town
where said dog is kept, and snail Keep
around its neck a collar distinctly marked
with the owner’s name and its registered
number, and shall pay to said clerk for
a license the sum of one dollar and fifteen cents lor each male dog aim each
female dog incapable of producing young,
for
cents
and throe dollars and fifteen
each other female dog, and a person becoming me owner or keeper ot a dog
after the first day of April, not duly liregistered,
censed shall cause it to he
numbered, described and licensed as provided above. Every owner or Keeper of
dogs, kept to- breeding purposes, mav receive annually a special kennel license
lor I
authorizing mm to Keep suen uogs
keeps such
said purpose, provided lie
When
dogs within a proper inclosure.
the number of dogs so kept does not exceed ten. the fee for such license shall be
so
ten dollars, when the number of d«'«rs
kept exceeds ten, the fee for such license
shan be tweut *, dollars, aim no fees shad
bo required f<u the dogs of such owner or
keeper uiulor lb: age of six months. Dogs
be
lie kennel license shall
covered by
excepted from the provisions of this section requiring registration, numbering or.
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Section 2. All
I consistent
with

to in charge, shall be filed with the sclem'
acts or parts of acts, in- I plantation shall have paid damages
do- officials of the lowti in which said clii,this act, are hereby re- the owners of sheep. Iambs or other
dren reside; and provided farther, tu„.
of
this
section
one
under
animals
i mestic
forty-nine, as amended, shall read as fol- pealed.
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chapter, the mayor of suen city, or the the superintending school committee itm
lows:
I
174.
Chapter
town
or plan- exclude from the public schools any chit |
such
ofhners
of
municipal
‘Section 49 A person in possession of AN ACT
imposing a franchise tax upon tation, shall make a statement of facts whose phvslca! or mental
conditio,,
real property, having either by himself or
I in the case, together with the amount of makes it inexpedient for him to attend
Sleeping and Palace Cars.
those tinder whom he claims have been
Be it enacted by the Senate and House damage so naid, and shall transmit the Ail persons having children under their
In uninterrupted possession thereof, for of
Representatives in Legislature as- j same to the state treasurer, who shall control shall cause them to atteuu seh<»>
ten years or more, claiming an estate of sembled. as follows:
reimburse such city, town or plantation as provided in this section, and for ever,
freehold therein, may hie a petition in
Section 1. Every corporation or person to the amount of such damage from the neglect of such duty shall lorfcit a sum
the supreme judicial court setting forth owning or operating
or other cars 'general fund received by the state under not exceeding twenty-five dollars, to th*
palace
his estate, stating the source of his ti- for which extra compensation is charged section three, chapter two hundred and 'treasurer of the city or town or shall
l>
of imprisoned not exceeding thirty days
tle, describing the premises and averring for riding therein over any of the rail- eighty-seven of the public laws
that an apprehension exists that persona roads of the state shall on the first day eighteen hundred and ninety-three.
I Section 2. Section four
is
hereby
unnamed in the petition, or
of September next, and annually
therepersons
Section 3. l'his act shall take effect : amended as follows: by substituting j.,
known claiming as heirs, devises or as- after. pay to the treasurer of the state when approved.
the second line for the
(Approved March 13.]
words
"six
I more times” (he words ‘at six or mot,
signs or in an any other way. by, througli for the state an annual excise tax for the
Chapter 170.
in privilege of exercising Its franchises in
or under a person or persons named
'consecutive
so that the Mtctj.u;
sessions,’
ACT establishing the salary of the
the petition, claim some right, title or in- the state, equal to four per cent of its AN
as amended, will read as follows;
County Attorney for the County ot
terest in the premises adverse to his said gross earnings from business done wholly
‘Section 4.
If a child without sufficient
;
Aroostook.
in
endthe
state
for
the
Maine
creyear
and
that
excuse, shall be absent fiorn school nt
estate;
such apprehension
enacted
the
and
House
Be
it
Senate
by
or more consecutive sessions during an.
ates a cloud upon the title and depre- ing June thirtieth next preceding.
asin
Representatives
Legislature
Section 2. Every suih corporation or of
ciates the market value of his property:
term, he shall lie deemed
an
baoit i.,|
authorized sembled. as follows:
the superintending si ■!«.»<.:
and praying that such peisons be ^sum j person shall by its pqopcrly
Section 1. The county attorney for the truant, and
the
committee
shall
h,m
and
moned to show cause why they should agent or officer annually on or before
noth;.
any pc:
of Aroostook shall receive an an
county
under
lirst
a
return
of
make
day
August,
son under wtiose control he
be hn
not bring an action to try their title to
oath to the board of state assessors, stat- nual salary from the treasurer of state, unless lie conforms to sectionmay
one of th:
the described premises. If any such supdollars payable quarterly
ing the amount of suedi gross earnings, of fen hundred
act, the provisions of the two following
posed claimants are unknown, the peti- whereupon the hoard of state
assessors on the first days of January, April. July sections will
be enforced .igainst then,,
tioner or his attorney shall so allege un- {
ol and October in each year, beginning on
shall on or before the fifteenth day
dor oath, but the truth of the allegation said
I he first duv of April, one thousand nine and if thereafter such child continues n
August assess the tax herein provid- hundred
in attendance, the truant offic.!
regular
and
shall not after decree filed be denied, for ed and forthwith
instead
of
the
on**,
salary
the
to
same
certify the
or any of them shall, when so direct.*,
the purpose of defeating the title estab- treasurer of the state, who shall
there- now provided by law.
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts, by the school committee or supcrintmi
lished thereby.
1’pon such petition the ; upon notify said corporations or persons,
inconsistent
with
this
arc
in
act.
or
vacation,
hereby dent in writing, enforce said provision
any justice thereof
court,
and said taxes shall be
paid into the
by complaint.
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shall order notice returnable at a term of state treasurv on or before the lirst day repealed.
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the supremo judicial court to bo he*« in of September following.
pter l.so.
Chapter IS(J.
de- !
estate
real
the county where the
Section
The tax assessed upon saiu AN ACT to amend
Chaphr twenty-two AN ACT to aim ml Section
scribed lies. Personal service by copy of corporations or persons as aforesaid is m
twcnl.y -nim
of the Public Laws of one
thousand
• >t'
Chanter thirty of the Row.-.cd .Sta1
the petition and order of notice, shall be the place of all local taxation upon the
eight hundred and nineR.-nine, iclatiug j utes as
amended
made upon all such supposed claimants ears and equipment used in carrying on
by
Chapter
torty-,w.,
to Traveling Libraries.
1
of the Public Caws of eighteen hundi.
residing in the state, fourteen days before business in the state.
Re it enacted by the Senate and lions.-I
and ninety-nine, known .m ”Tlie I V i,
person of
Section -1. Any corporation or
the return day; and upon all such supa
lives
in
Represent
Legislature
to
and c»ame Laws.”
sembled, as follows:
posed claimants residing out of the state, neglecting t«> make returns according
twenty13c ii cnacton by the Senate and J!,,\
service may he made by personal service section two of this act forfeits
Section 1. Section
two
of
chapter of
be
to
for
live
dollars
day's
neglect,
every
Representatives in legislature ,i
order
noof
of copy of the petition and
twenty-two of the pnbli' laws of eighteen
ncmbiod, as follows:
of recovered by action ot debt in the name hundred
and
ninot'-nino
is
herein
tice; by publication for such length
the
state.
Section
of
twenty-nine of chapter thirty
amended
or
in
so
as
said
secin
such
amended,
by posting
that,
time,
newspapers
1 tlie rcv.MMl statutes as amended
The provision:; of section tion shall read:
Section
b.v cii.m
such ptiouC places as the court may diof chapter six of the revise !
oi
the
‘Section 2. On ihe application of
public laws
the J tor lorty-two
rect: or in any or all of these ways at sixty-eight
statutes, as amended, shall apply to the officers of any free
within
the 1 eighteen hundred and ninety-nine is i,(
library
the discretion of the court. If any claimimtax
of
the
collection
assessment and
ticout
state, or of any association composed of by amended by striking
nr
ants appear to answer to said
petition,
posed by this act.
live or more persons residing in a town in eight lines of said section and insertin:
the procedure shall he the same as is protake effect the state
Section *5. This act shall
destitute of a free library, and in place thereof, the following: -No p.
vided by section forty-eight; and if the when
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approved.
upon the payment in advance
by said son shall build, occupy, ina.niain or k
court upon hearing, finds that the allefree library or association to the state li- a sporting camp, lodge, or piace oi r>
Chapter 173.
gations of the petition arc true, and t..^i
brarian
of
live
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volume
to cover J sort tor inland hunting or lishiug
t:
in
the
per
to
a
AC
AN
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as
relating
prisoners
notice by publication has
given
li- lies in any place, r.or engage in tin bu
express and other charges, the slate
County of Sagadahoc.
ordered, it shall make and enter a decree
House brarian may. front books selected and uc-ss ot hunting jir trapping any o;
and
the
Senate
it
Bo
enacted
by
the
in
:hai ;ill persons named
petition
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to pav
street railway is to be located a'■copy of the lees carried by said deputies or any entered of record with its date, offer to
quired
tne treasurer of the state may I aid and encourage agricultural societies chase and care thereof as he may deem the sea shores," and inserting In place
the location and plan aforesaid and an- percentage thereon.
be defaulted for a specific sum for the proceed to
thereof the words, ‘for the purpose of
Cor the
with and associations in the state, and shall proper.’
same,
collect
other copy of tne same with the board of
Section 2. Ail f< a chargeable under yearly damages, or a sum in gross as reaSection 3. Section four of said chapter taking herring or other salt water fish,’
interest at the rate of ten per cent a collect and preserve in his office for pubrailroad commissioner.-.
Any extension the statutes of this state for the per- 1 sonable compensation for all damages,' year, by action of debt in the name or lic inspection all valuable data relating is hereby amended in the second line so that said section, as amended, shall
or
variation 110m the lo- formance of ar>'r of the duties prescriben and by striking out the word "it” in the the
of, addition to,
state. Said tax shall be a lien on to the practical work of such societies thereof by substituting for the word read as follows:
cation of any street milroad, organized in the nreceding section, shall be charged third line and insert in its place ‘either’ the
‘Section 35. The limit of depth
"fifteen” the words ‘twenty-five,’ so that
preproperty of such corporation, and and associations.
under the provisions or this act. may b< and collected by said sheriff as now pro- and adding to said section the following on its
Section 4. Said commissioner
scribed for weirs in the preceding section
In said section, as amended, shall read:
franchise, and upon the property
made in accordance with and subject to vided by law, an accurate account there- ; words,
not accepted within such time used in
or
4.
For
the
teleshall
be measured at the entrance of the
‘Section
a
connection
and
with
of
the
telephone
with,
aid
ofihe
purpose
carrying
operating
the foregoing provisions prov.ded that n » of kept and transmitted to the
as
the
court
it
shall
not
bo
such
orders,
out
the
of
association
cffeie.t
this act, there is weir, provided that no part of the wellstate
county
provisions
dairymen s association, annuallv
graph business by any
railroad shall be located across tide wa- treasurer on the last
days of Match, in evidence or have any effect upon the or person, and takes precedence over all hold a state dairymen’s conference for hereby appropriated the sum of twenty known as the leader, is in more than two
ters where vessels can navigate
unless June. September and December annually rights of the parties, or the judgment to other liens.’
the exhibit of dairy products and appli- five hundred dollars annually.’
feet of water at low water mark. Weirs
special permission of the legislature is and the amount deducted from the quar- be rendered except the costs, if the comSection 4. A1I acts and parts of acts, may exceed the limit of iwo feet depth,
‘Section 6 The state board of assess- ances. wherein prizes for high merit and
obtained, but no such permission shall bo ter's salary for the quarter then ending, plainant xails to recover a sum greater ors, or their duly authorized agent, shall quality in butter and cheese
are
be inconsistent herewith,
measured as aforesaid under the followremay
hereby
necessary where such railroad is desired, and the county treasurer shall not pay than the sum tendered or offered, he re- have access to the books of any such offered, and may employ experts and lec- pealed.
ing conditions: first, the distance from
to cross public bridges already erected, any quarter's salary until said statement covers such costs only as accrued before
Section 5. This act shall take effect the before mentioned two feet limit, tu
corporation, association or person, to as- turers to enhance dairy interests, but the
but the authority to determine whether shall have been filed.
the offer, and tne respondent
recovers certain if the required returns are cor- expenses of the same shall
the entrance of such weir, shall not exnot exceed when approved.
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such crossing shall le
All acts and parts of acts, costs accrued after that time, and
Section
his rectly made; and any corporation, asso- the sum of five hundred dollars annually.
permitted shah
ceed one hundred feet; second, no sucli
Chapter 207.
rest with
the municipal officers of th.
inconsistent with the provisions of this judgment for costs may be set off against ciation or
Section 5. An appropriation of three
weir shall obstruct more than one-eighth
operating any teleperson
AN
ACT
to
the
on
Wild
cities or towns liable for the repair
repeal
bounty
the complainant’s judgment for damages graph or
of act. are hereby repealed.
line in this state, and thousand dollars annually shall be made
of the channel, except in the Cathance,
telephone
Cats.
such bridges respectively, who may imshall
Section 4. This ac«
take effect and cost,' so tuat said section as amend- refusing or neglecting to make the re- for said institute work and for all other
and Eastern rivers,
such
Be it enacted by the Senate and House Abbagadasset
when approved.
ed, shall read as follows:
pose such conditions .and terms upon rai
1 Approved March 1G.]
weirs may extend twenty-live feet beyond
turns required by law, or to exhibit to purposes set out in sections
three and
of Representatives in
roads desiring to cross the same as to
Legislature as- the one-eighth aforesaid, provided such
‘Section Li). In case of an original com- the state assessors, or their duly author- four.
(Iinuter 1»4.
as
follows:
sembled,
thorn may seem expedient. In case any
the
or
his
With
its
books
for
the
Section b. it shall be the duty of the
respondent may,
ized agent the re lor,
plaint,
extension snail not exceed one-lourth of
Section 1. So much of chapter thirty of the
county is liaole for the repair of a bridge, AN ACT additional to Chapter Twenty- same advantages to himself, tender and the purpose aforesaid or making returns said
commissioner to aid and assist
width of the channel in the Abbathe
revised statutes,
as
the county commissioners of such county
amended
by gadasset and Eastern rivers; third, every
nine of tlie Revised Statutes, relating bring money into court, or if the issue is which the president, clerk, treasurer or societies and associations organized and
of
the
chapter
laws
lorty-two
of such weir shall be
shall have authority in the premises.’
public
decided in mvor of the complainant, or other
certifying such returns established for the advancement of pomolto Howling Alloys.
stripped so as to ren
person
Section 5. When the location of any
work, also eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, as pro- dcr it incapable of taking lish between
Be it enacted by the Senate and House* if the respondent is defaulted, or does; know to be false, shall forfeit not less ogy, horticulture and dairy
street railroad shall have been approved of
not plead or show any legal objection to than one thousand or
more
than
ten societies devoted to the Interests of the vides for a bounty on wildcats is hereby the twenty-fifth day of June
and
in
the
asRepresentatives
Legislature
repealed.
as provided by law. the municipal officers
proceedings, the respondent may, in writ- thousand dollars, to be recovered by in- pure breeding of stock of all kinds.
fifteenth uay of August of each year,
sembled. as follows:
Section 2. This act shall
take
effect but these conditions
in
may approve such additional local in is for
Section 7. It shall be the duty of said |
any
to Weirs
Section 1. Any person licensed to own. ing entered of record with its date, offer dictment or bv action of debt
apply
only
turnouts and spurs to property used or to
sum for the county into which the said telegraph or commissioner to apportion annually the j when approved.
[Approved March 19.J
that exceed the aloresaul limit of depth.
keep and operate a bowling alley or to be defaulted for a specific
1“* used by said corporation in the operClin liter 208.
The standard for low water mark on the
stipend due from the state to the said
bowling alloys in this state, under the yearly damages or a sum in gross as rea- telephone lines extend.’
ation of its road as shall be necessary
‘Section 7. The excise tax collected un- agricultural societies, including the state AN ACT to amend Section thirty of Kennebec river, is in all cases the nearprovisions of chapter twenty-nine of the sonable compensation for ail damages, as
therefor, and such additional
locations revised statutes, may be granted permis- in an action at common
law; am. if der this act shall be in lieu of all taxes porno.ogical society, in accordance witn
Chapter forty-six of the Revised ‘Stat- est bench mark of the United States
shall not be deemed to he extensions, ad- sion by the municipal officers of the town either is accepted, the judgment has the upon any corporation therein designated, the laws as now provided; and he shall
utes, relating to Banks and Trust Com- coast survey, allowance being made at
same effect as if rendered on a verdict.
ditions or variations within the meaning or city when- such alley or
stock and its issue blanks to the proper officers of said
of
its
capital
upon
shares
the various points for the difference in
arc
sitalleys
panies.
ol’ this act.
as
be
uated. to keep the same open to the pub- If not accepted within such time as the property used in the conduct of its tele- societies lor such returns
may
Be it enacted by the Senate and House time. The provisions of this and the preSection (i. All proceedings under section lic until midnight, when in the opinion court orders, it snail not be offered in ev- phone or telegraph business, including deemed necessary for a full and complete of
to
sections do not apply
wens
ceding
Representatives in Legislature asor have any effect upon the rights
live of chapter two hundred and forty- of such municipal officers no
the poles, wires, insulators, office furni- knowledge of the work of said societies
built for the purpose of inking herring
or idence
person
sembled, as follows:
or the judgment to be rennine of the public laws of eighteen hun- persons
ture. batteries, instruments, telegraphic for each year, ar.d shall certify to the
Section thirty of chapter forty-six of or other salt water lish.'
residing in the immediate neigh- of the parties, the
costs. If the complain- ■and telephonic apparatus, telephones and governor and
dred and ninoly-scvt n shall be governed borhood will
dered except
the
council
amount
of the
disturbed thereby.
take effect
Section 3. This act shall
revised statutes, relating to banks when
by section six of chapter two hundred
Section 2. This act shall
take effect ant fails to recover a sum greater than | transmitters used under lease or license bounty due such society, and shall desig- and trust companies, is hereby
[ApproveJ March 1J.J
approved.
amended,
and sixty-eight of tie*
the
sum tendered or offered, he recovers or owned by such corporation, a.-snciat:on
the
to
nate
to
state
whom
such
treasurer
public laws of when approved.
March
| Approved
as follows:
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212.
Chunter
costs
as
accrued
before
or
the
such
the
ofhundred
and
however,
that
ns
but
only
eighteen
said societies
ninety-three,
moneys shall be paid,
person;’provided,
First, by inserting after the word
lia liter 1»5.
fer. and the respondent recovers costs ac- real estate and also the personal prop- shall not be entitled to such bounty unto fix the salary of the Register
amended by this act ami as
the
same
“banks’’ anil before the word "and” of AN ACT
of Probate in and for the County of
may lie amended from time to time.
AN ACT relating to the Filing of Papers crued after that time, and his judgment erty not hereinabove exempted, owned less they shall make such returns.
the
first
line
thereof
the
following:
for costs may be set off against the com- by such corporation, association or/ perSec'ion 7. In all proceedings
heretoSection S. It shall be the duty of said •treasurers of trust
:n eases argued before the supremo juWashington*
and
banking and safelor
fore brought where the railroad commisBe it enacted by the Senate and House
damages and son. shall nc taxed in the municipality commissioner annually to make report to deposit
dicial court, when sitting as a court of plainant’s judgment
companies.’
in which the sane? is situated; but the the governor and council, on or before
sioners have found that public, convenin
cost.’
(Approved March lli.]
Legislature aslaw.
Second, by inserting after the word of Representatives
ience requires the construction
assessed upon suen the first day of January of each year, of
amount of the tax
of
as follows:
sembled,
any
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
and
before
tne word
Chapter lOf).
road and an appeal
real estate if owned and actually used by I the work of the department of agricul- “corporations”
thei'efor
shall
be of
Section 1. The salary of the register of
Representatives in Legislature as- AX ACT
in
“and,”
the
tenth
line
the
foltheicof,
relating to compensation of such corporation, association or person ture in detail, combining in the same a
]tending at the time this act takes effect, sembl'd. as follows:
probate in and for the county of Washof
Franklin in the transaction of their business, shall report of the. state pomological society, lowing: ’and also the value of the real ington shall be six hundred dollars a y»or
the petitioners in all petitions hereafter
County Commissioners
In each case argued
before tile law
estate, vaults and safe deposit plant,
County.
tiled for the apnroval of the location
bo deducted by the state board of assess- state ‘dairymen's association,
if court, counsel shall tile with the clerk of
and
the owned
instead of the sum now established by
bank
or
trust
and banking
by any
Lie it enacted by the Senate and House ors from the tax laid under this act. The state of Maine cattle commission, and all
su.-h road, shall omii the prayer for the the district in which such case is heard
to be paid from the comity treasury
or safe deposit company, in which it does law,
Representatives in Legislature as- assessment of taxes on such real estate other matters relating to the promotion business
railroad commissioners to determine the three copies of their respective briefs, it of
in equal quarterly payments.
and
which
is
taxed
as
other
shall be legal, whether assessed as resi- of agriculture; and for the purpose of
issue of public convenience. In any ease j printed, and the clerk, at the expense of! sembled. as follows:
2. This act shall
take effect
Section
real estate is taxed in the town in wnich
On and alter April first, in the year dent or non-resident property.’
where an anneal is now pending the pe- his county, shall cause tile same to be
[Approved Match 19.]
making his said report said society, asso- it is located and the amount lor whicii when approved.
take effect ciation and commission shall furnish said
titioners may by proper entry noon the bound in three equal volumes of conven- of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
Section 8. This act shall
211.
Chapter
it is valued by the assessors
of
such
commissioner of when approved.
docket of the
railroad
commissioners, ient size, properly paged, indexed and la- \ and one, each county
I Vpprovcd March 19.]
commissioner with all necessary data
municipality for the year previous.’
AN ACT authorizing the employment of
cause their petition to be dismissed with-j beled, and shall
therefor on or before the first day of Dedeposit one each of sai l j l* ranklin county shall receive two dollars
Third, by adding after the word “propChunter 202.
Deputy Fish Wardens by the Commisnit prejudice and begin proceedings un- volumes in the respective county law li-i and fifty cents per day, while actually
cember of each year.
in the last line thereof the followerty”
sioner of sea and shore fisheries and
in
the
of
the
service
inAN
certain
as
ACT
der this act do novo.
to legalize
county,
He shall further report all farmers' indays
jbraries at Augusta, Bangor and Portland, j employed
ing: ‘deducting the assessed value of the
by the Commissioners of inland fishcluding the time spent in traveling, for
Section S. This act shall
lake effect j
School Holidays.
stitutes held and the work therein done, real
[Approved March 1(5.]
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every
when approved.
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Be it enacted by the Senate and House
cents per mile lor the distance
Chapter 11)0.
actually of Representatives in Legislature as- his authority, and such part of said re- ing or safe deposit company as herein
provided.’
Chapter IMS.
of
Representatives in Legislature asshall
be
AN act relating to Trust and Banking traveled; but no commissioner shall have sembled, as follows:
as
is
of
interest
public
ports
So that said section,
when
amended, sembled, as follows:
more than one travel for the same hearFrom and after the passage of this act printed for free distribution. Six
AN ACT to amend Section four of (.’nap-;
<
thou'nmpanics.
shall read as follows:
The commissioner of sea and shore
ter sixteen of the Public
Laws of the
Be it enacted by the Senate and House ing or session, or for more than two ad- the
following days, recognized as legal sand copies shall be printed and bound in
‘Section >50. Cashiers of banks,
treas- fisheries for his department and the comyear one thousand eight hundred
and of
Repress motives in Legislature as- journments of any regular term, or for holidays by the laws of the state of cloth to be distributed among the agri- urers of trust and
banking and safe de- missioners of inland fisheries and game
iravel dn more than one petition or case Maine, shall be observed as school holi- culturists of the state, after supplying!
uinotv live, entitled “An Aet to regulate sembled. as follows:
and clerks or treasurers for their department may appoint deputy
posit
companies,
at
same
session.
considered
the
the alowive fisherv in Pemaq id River.'
Year’s
New
libraries
and1
days,
day,
January
number
for
namely:
Section 1. JOvery
the necessary
trust
and
banking!
of other
shall ascertain the wardens, for whose
official
misconduct
Be it enacted hv the Senate and House company shall sot a part as a guaranty!
one:
[Approved March Hi.]
Washington's birthday, February exchanges; and for the purpose of mak- i residencescorporations
of all stockholders in either; and neglect they shall be answerable, and
f
Representativ es it: Legislature as-: fund not less than ten per cent of its net 1
twenty-two; Memorial day. May thirty; ing up his report as herein provided, it and
Clia liter 200.
no
dividend
be sworn.
shall
be
wardens
shall
to
said
paid
any
deputy
semhled, as follows:
Independence day, July four; Labor holi- shall be the duty of said commissioner to!
earnings in each and every year until !
whose residence, for the time Their appointment and discharge shall be
Section J. Section four of chapter six- such fund, wan the accumulated interes. I AX ACT to amend Chapter fifty-five of day, first Monday in September; Christ- attend
various
the
agricultural exhi- stockholder,
is not entered on the books there- in writing. Such deputy wardens shall
being,
the
Public:
Laws
of
mas
Thankshundred
teen of the public laws of one thousand
December
eighteen
day,
twenty-five;
thereon. .sh;u! amount to one-fourth
bitions in the state and report upon the
of j
and ninety-one, relating to the
incor- giving, Fast and Arbor days, as appointed quality and character of the work of the of; and the cashiers of banks, and clerks be subject to ad the law's pertaining to
eight hundred and ninety-live is herein
the capita!
puk of the company.
The
or treasurers of all corporations holding
wardens appointed by the governor and
poration of Churches,
amended by inserting
after
the
word said surplus shall be
by the governor and council. Provided, same.
kept lo* secure
liable to be taxed, shall, by the council, and have the same powers. And
lie it enacted by the Senate and House however, that Arbor day shall not be
"iid" in the fourth lino, the words ’per- against
loss-s
and
Section 9. Said commissioner shall be property
contingencies, and
return said commissioners may levoke such apson unless authorized l>\
said fish com- whenever the came becomes impaired i’. of Representatives in
Legislature as- recognized as a school holiday, unless required to render on the first day of 'eighth day of April annually,
assessors
of
each pointment at any time.
observed by teacher and pupils for the January of each year a detailed and item- under oath, to the
mittee shall set.' and by inserting after shall be r imhursed in the manner pro- semb.eu, as follows:
Section J. Section six of chapter fifty- purpose for which it is designated by the ized account of all expenses of his office, town, in which any of its stockholders
[Approved March 19.]
the wan’d “or" in the same line, th-* word vided for its accumulation.
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laws
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public
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cignteen
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after 111* word
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Section L. No such company shall make
Chapter 215.
of all institutes held and of all moneys
vontrivanee." in
the
same
line,
the any loan lo its directors, officers, agents dred and ninety-one is hereby
repealed public schools in this state may close paid out for employes under the pro- the amount of stock owned by them on AN ACT to regulate proceedings on
April, and the
words “shall he used.'' so tlv.'t said sec- or other persons in its employ, until the and the following substituted in the place their schools on the days mentioned in visions of this bill,
sums
of the first day of such
also
all
Certiorari.
amount
of
stock
into
such
paid
corpothis act and draw pay the same as if money paid for prizes on exhibits and for
tion, as amended, shall read as follows:
proposition to make such loan shall have thereof.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
‘Section G. Such church may by its by- their schools had been in session upon all other purposes; and for this purpose rations, and also the value of the real
‘Section l. No person
not
authorized been submitPd by the person desiring the
of Representatives in
Legislature asvaults
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safe
estate,
laws
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deposit
all
not
bv the lish committee of the
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(Approved
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he is hereby required to keep necessary
owned by any bank or trust and banking sembled, as follows:
Bristol, shall bo allowed to catch or dis- bank, or to the executive committee
books of account in which all entries of
of of the church, who are twenty-one years
When the proceedings of any tribunal
203.
or safe deposit company,
Chapter
in
which
it
of
and
and
who
turb any ah wives
upwards
in
L< manual
age
river such board, if nr.v, and accepted and apreceived
regularly
moneys
money expended and
a writ of certiorari,
are brought up by
is
taxed
as
amend
Section
of shall be entered, which books shall be does business and which
above I he How of the tide, and no perthree
of
the AN ACT to
"ovod by a majority of such board or contribute toward the expenses
other real estate is taxed in the town in the court may quash or affirm such proChapter two hundred and sixteen of the open to public inspection.
son. unless authorized by said lish oemcommitt<•<
Such approval, if the loan is church, the right to attend and particor enter such judgment as the
ceedings.
it
which
is
located
and
the
amount
for
Public Laws of eighteen hundred and
mitbe. shall set traps, or us. any other made, shall be spread upon the records ipate in the annual and special meetings
Section 10. It shall be the duty of said
court below should have
rendered, or
cnirivanct
tor catching eels,
ninety-three, relating to Conveyance commissioner to act for the state in the which it is valued by the assessors of
or
of the corporation: and this record shall, of the church, when action is to be taken
atsv
such municipality for the year previous, may make such order, judgment, or deof Scholars.
•ther fish, that shall in any way inter- in evo’-.v instance, give the names of the relative to the use and appropriation ot
enforcement of the laws relating to the
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law
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in
cree
the
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'' t'e with
Be it enacted by the Senate and House sale or manufacture of any impure or and such return shall contain in the body
funds toward which they have contribthe passage either way of ale- directors authorizing the loan.
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or toward which they have pledged of
wives. old or young, and any person vioRepresentatives :in Legislature as-! adulterated food or seed products; and thereof, or by note annexed thereto, ah may require.
Section
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not uted
abstract
of
section thirty-two of chapter
Chapter 21(1.
..iting this section shall be subject to a make loans or discounts on the security contributions, and meetings called for the sembled, as follows:
for said purpose he is empowered to emsix; and such returns shall be the basis
Section three of chapter two hundredi
i•
of twentv-five dollars, and one di i- of the shares of their own capital stock: purpose of obtaining or dismissing a pasploy chemists, agents and counsel, as of
taxation on such property, deducting AN ACT additional to Chapter eightyand sixteen of the public laws of eighteen
tor.’
! ir for each lish so taken or h -troyod.'
nor be the purchasers or holders of any
for the proper enmay be necessary
the
six
of
Revised
Statutes, regulating
Section 2. This act shall
take etrect hundred and ninetv-three, as amended by forcement of such laws; and for such ex- the assessed value of the real estate of
Section 2. This act
shall
take "effect stall shares unless neccssarv to prevent
as
Parties
summoned
the Costs of
when approved.
loss upon a debt previously contracted in when approved.
chapter two hundred and ninety-five of penses there shall bo appropriated a sum any bank, trust and banking or safe
[Approved March 1G.J
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Trustee.
the public laws of eighteen hundred and not exceeding live hundred dollars, to be deposit company, as herein provided.’
good faith: and all stock so acquired
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
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[Approved
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shall, within a reasonable time after its
allowed upon the approval of the governor
of Representatives in
Legislature asAN ACT relating to
\N ACT to regulate the salary of Clei’ii acquisition, be disposed of at
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of and seventy-four of the public laws of and council
Taxation
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presentation of
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hundred and
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ninety-nine, is proper itemized vouchers; and said com- AN ACT to fix the
priv a to sale.
of the revised statof
the
of
Chapter
eighty-six
salary
Judge
Be
it
further
amended
enacted by the Senate and House hereby
Be it
nacb (i by the Senate and House
!■' 'otion !.
by inserting missioner shall perform all other duties
No trust and banking comthe
Probate in and for the County of Wash- utes is hereby amended by adding
Representatives in Legislature ns- pany shall establish a branch or agenev ol* Representatives in legislature as- after the word “town" in the twenty-first now required of the secretary of the
ington.
following section:
line of said section, as'amended by chap- board of
in any city or town other than that in sembled, as follows:
mbled. as follows:
not inconsistent with
as
summoned
agriculture
A
91.
it
•Section
Be
enacted
the
party
Senate
and
House
by
Section 1. Strike
out sections
From and after the first day of April, whi-'h the parent, institution has its locaforty- ter seventy-four of the public laws of this act.
of Representatives in
Legislature as- trustee and required to attend court an l
••tie
thousand nun- hundred :iul .t ie. th. tion until ill*' same bo authorized by a eight to liity-four inclusive of chapter eighteen hundred and' .ninety-nine, the
Section 11. That part of chapter fifty- sembled. as follows:
to
be entitled
shall
make
.a
disclosure,
I* tk of entires for Franklin
This pro- six of the Revised Statutes, as amended words ‘a part or the whole of the dis- eight of the revised statutes relating to
omuij shall special act of the legislature.
If the claim sued for
Section 1. The salary of the judge of costs as follows:
•' (,,‘ive
tiii annual compensation
f f air vision shall not apply to branches and by chapter one hundred fifty-four of the tance,’ so that said section, as amended, the Maine board of agriculture, and all
such
dollars
not
exceed
does
in
and
for
the
twenty
of
Washprobate
county
'■ united
shall
laws
read as follows:
of eighteen
hundred
and
do,tars, ;.» i>« paid out o1' th* agencies already established und in opninetyacts amendatory thereof and additional
trustee shall he entitled to travel and at‘Section 3. This act shall not abolish or thereto, inconsistent with this act, are ington shall be seven hundred dollars a
‘•r; lion under existing charter
three, and substitute therefor the fol.ow"unty trrisiirv of said count'onarrights.
fixed
year instead of the sum now
by tendance and twenty-five cents for the
•• -fly.
on the bi'-'t days of March!
change the location of any school legally hereby repealed, and all offices created law,
ing:
June.
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which
shall
be
to him out of oath; and if the claim sued for exceeds
paid
Si pi ember and December. which shall b•Section 1. Every corporation,
associ- established at the time of its
passage; thereby abolished on and after January the
county treasury in equal quarterly twenty dollars, such trustee shall be enClmjiter 1!»7.
i(i full payment for ail services of said
ation or person operating in whole or in but any town at its annual meeting, or at first, nineteen hundred and two.
titled to tw'o dollars and fifty cents in
payments.
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ally, by tiie thirty-first ray of January,

whoever introduces wild birds or wild
animals of any kind or species, into the
state except upon written permission of
the commissioners of inland fisheiies and
game, shall forfeit not less than flf.y Uolla s nor more than live hundred dollars.
The having in possession of any jack
light, spear, trawl, or net. other than a
dip net, in any camp, lodge, or place of
resort for hunters or fishermen, in the
be
shail
inland territory of the state,
prima facie evidence that the same ar-.*
Kept for unlawful use; and they m.iy be
seised by any officer authorized 10 enlaws.
and
force the inland fish
game
Whoever is convicted of having any id
the
above- named
implements in his
possession unlawfully as aloresaid, shall
be lined fifty dollars and costs of prosecution.’
Section
twenty-seven of
5.
.Section
chanter thirtv nf the revised statutes, as
bv' chapter forty-two of the
amended
public laws of eighteen nundred and
miset.v-n:ne, is hereoy amended by striking out the words “nsh or” in the fourteenth line of said section.
Section (i. Section ttn ot' chapter thirty
..I
tin- revised statutes, as amended by
chapter forty-two of the public law's of
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, is
hereby ■iinendei so as to read as follows:
'Section 1U. In closed waters where eels,
suckers, rusk and white fish abound, the
commissioners may grant permits to take
;hc same and dispose of them tor food
purnoses; and where an exclusive right
is granted to take eels in any river or
stream or part thereof, they may grant
such permit upon such terms as they
..com reasonable, and such permits shall
expire with the calendar year; and it
be lawful to take suckers with
shall
spears or hook and line in any closed
tributaries Horn the time the ice goes out
in the spring until June first.’
Section i. Section fourteen of chapter
thirtv of the revised statutes, as amended
bv chapter forty-two of the public laws
or eighteen hundred and eighty-nine, is
hen by amended by striking out the word
in the sixth line 01 said section,
••ten’
and Inserting instead thereof the word
fifteen, ana by adding after the word
•‘hearing’’ in the thirtieth line the words,
such license shall be for the term of
three years, and each person so licensed
shall annually on or before December
first f each year make a detailed written
report to the commissioners of all they
have done during the year by virtue oi
license.’ sc that said
section, as
such
amended, shall read as follows:
•Section H. The commissioners of inland fisheries and game may, upon application, issue a license to such persons
as taxidermists, who, in their judgment,
are skilled in that art, of good reputation, and friendly to the lish and game
.aws of the state; and may also issue’
licenses to suitable persons, whose minions shall not exceed fifteen at one lime,
to take, kill, capture a d have in possession a i> species of birds other than
domestic and the nests and eggs thereof
and tor such
lor
scientific
purposes;
licenses the applicant shall pay the sum
live
of
dollars; but no person thus
allowed to take or have in possession
birds for scientific purposes shall sell,
offer for sale, or take any compensation
for specimens of birds, nests, or eggs, or
dispose of the same, by gift or otherwise,
to hr
taken from the state, except for
exchange ol specimens for scientific purposes; and for any violation of the provisions of this section, such persons shall
oc subject to a fine of not less than ten
This section,
nor mere than fifty dollars.
however, snail not authorize the killing
el any birds nor the taking of any birds
nests or eggs thereof on Sunday; and the
commissioners may, for
cause, revoke
un> license authorized by this section.
Taxidermists mtntioned in this section
may at all times have in their possession,
at ihoir places of business, fish and game
lawfully caught or killed m open time
lor the sole purpose of preparing for and
mounting the same; and such fish and
game. <r parts thereof, may be transported to such licensee ami retained b>
nim for the purposes aloresaid, under
such rules, restrictions and limitations as
shall, from time to time, be made by said
commissioners and stated in such original
license and additions made thereto, irom
commissioners.
liuie
time, by said
t«>
Such licenses may be revoked by said
commissioners, at any time after notice
and an opportunity lor a hearing; such
licenses shall be lor the term of three
years, and each person so licensed shall
annually, on or befoie December first of
a
detailed, written*
each
year, make
report to the commissioners ot all they
have done during the year by virtue of
such license; ana every licensee or carrier violating any of the provisions of
this act, or jf the rules, restrictions, or
limitations set out in said license and
thereto,
additions
shall, on complaint
before ary trial justice or municipal or
police court, be fired not less than twenty dollars nor more than fifty dollars.’
Sectu-.n S. Section twenty of chapter
thirty of the revised statutes, as amended
by cnaptor forty-two of the public laws
a eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, is
hereby amended by inserting after the
woi 1
“costs" in the sixth line of said
section thj
following words, 'for each
deer taken, caught, killed or had in possession in violation of the provisions of
see lion eighteen of said chapter,’ so that
s nd section, as amended, shall read as
follows:
Whoever shall violate any
‘Section 2".
of the provisions of section seventeen of
this chapter, shall be punished by a line
of no. I< ss than live handled dollars nor
more than one thousand dollars or
by
imprisonment not exceeding four months;
whoever shad violate any of the provisions of a ction eighteen of this chapter,
shall be punished by a tine of forty dollars
and
costs for
each deer
taken,
caught, killed-or.had in possession in violation of ihe provisions of section eighteen of said chapter; whoever shall violate
an> ot the pro\ isions of section nineteen
f tliis chapter relating to deer, shall be
punished by a fire of forty dollars and
c< sts:
and whoever shall violate any cf
the provisions of section nineteen of this
or

render to the
commissioner cither an
exaet statement, under
oath, of Us cornu
tion as it existed on the

thirty-first da*
Previous December, or
its
last
exhibit, setting forth its condition as required by blanks, furnished by the com-

missioner. and any company,
association
Of society which
neglects or refuses to
comply with the provisions of this section, or to flic its premium tax return, or
to nay
the tax for which it
shall
be
liable, as required by the laws of this
state, 1 or!cits five dollars a day for each
day s neglect, provided, that
for
good
♦•ause shown, the commissioner
may extend the time within which
the
statement required by this section
be
may
iiled,
to
a
date
not
later than
the
tiltcenth day of February.’

[Approved March 19.]
C'liupier lilt).
AN ACT relating to Life Insurance

on

the Assessment Plan.
I>c it enacted by the Senate and House
«*l
Representatives in Legislature assembled, as follow's:
Section J. So much of chapter two hundred and thirty-seven of the
public laws
ol eighteen hundred and
eighty-nine and
arts
additional thereto and amendatory
thereof and so much of chapter one hundred and six
of
the
public laws of
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, as relate to life insurance on the assessment
plan are hereby repeaied.
Section i*. This act snail
take effect
January one, nineteen hundred and two.
[Approved March 19.J

rill!ptcr 220.
amend Section sixty-three of
hapter three of the Revised Statutes,
iis
amended by Chapter three hundred
and thirty-four of the l'ublic Laws of
eighteen hundred and eighty-five, relating to Fish Weirs ami Wharves.
Be it
iacted by tin; Senate and House1
of
Representatives in Legislature assembled. as lollows:
•
Section l. Section sixty-three of chapter time
of
the revised
statutes
as
amended by chapter three hundred and
thirty-four of the public laws of eighteen
hundred
and
eighty-five, is hereby
amended by inserting
after
the
word
'Avoir" in the second line the words ‘or
wharf so that said section, as amended,
shall read as lollows:
‘Section (*J. No lisli weir or wharf saall
be extended, erected or maintained, except in accordance
with
this
chapter;
and no fish
weir, or wharf shall be
erected or maintained in tide waters below low water mark in front of the shore
or Hats of another without the owner’s
consent, under a penalty of fifty dollars
tor each offense to be recovered
in an
action by debt by the owner of said shon
or Hats; but this chapter does not
applv
10
weirs, the materials
of
which
are
chiefly removed annually, provided that
they do not obstruct navigation, nor intcrtcrc with the rights of others.’
Section 1
Nothing in this act shall
affect any wnarves now so
erected
or
maintained.
Section :J. All icts or parts of acts, inconsistent with this act, are hereby repealed.
[Approved March 1D.J
C hapter 221.
AN ACT to amend Section twenty-three
of Chapter one hundred
and
seven of the Public Laws of
eighteen
hundred and eightv-seven, omitleu “An
Act to abolish Imprisonment for Debt
in
cases
of
except
fraud."
lie it enacted by the Senate and House
of
Representatives in Legislature assembled. as follows;
Section
twenty-three of chapter one
hundred and thirty-seven of me public
laws of eighteen
hundred
and
eightyseven ;s hereby amended by
inserting in
said section after the word “subpoena"
and before the word “twenty-live” in the
second line of said section
the
words
'seventy-live cents for entry;’ and by
striking out the words “one dollar" in
the fourth line of said section
and
insert iug in the place thereof
the
word.:
’twemy-iive cents' so that said secti-n,
as amended, shall read as follows;
Section l\'{. The magistrate shall be entitled to twenty-live cents for each sub1 m " 11 a,
cents
seventy-live
for entry,
twenty-live cents for capias, twenty-live
cents for certificate, and three dollars for
rai-h day in hearing the disclosure and
miier testimony, and for entering default
t went\-live cents.
The fees
of
.• hall
be the same as for service of other
process ol similar nature. The petitioner
may if the magistrate authorizes it,
procure an officer to be in attendance during the proceedings, and the fees for such
attendance shall be seventy-rive cents a
day. The above fees shall be paid by tlia
petitioner, and in case the oatn named in
sect urn eight
is administered, shall be
added to the costs on the judgment and
execution and taxed in detail thereon by
the magistrate. In ease said oath is not
administered to the debtor, the petitioner
shall recover his costs and said tees, us
in actions before u trial justice, and the
magistrate shall issue a separate execution therefor.’
[Approved March 19. j
AX ACT

to

<

"thirty-

officer^

Chapter 222.
AN ACT to correct clerical errors and
make plain the meaning of and amend
Chapter thirty of the Revised Statutes,
as
amended by Chapter forty-two 01
the I'ublic Laws of eighteen hundred
and
ninety-nine, relating to Inland
Fisheries and Game.
Re it enacted by the Senate and House
"t
Representatives in Legislature assembled, as fellows:
Section
1. Section
seventeen
of said
chapter thirty of the revised statutes, as
amended by chapter
forty-two of the
public laws of eighteen hundred and
ninety-nine, is hereby amended by inserting after the word “kill” in the seventh
line of said section the words 'or have in
possession,’ and by inserting after tieword “moose” in the eighth lino of said
section the words ‘or part
thereof,’ so
that said section, as amended, shall read
as follows:
Section 17. No
person shall at any
tune hunt, catch, kill, destroy or have in
possession any cow or calf moose; ami
tin- term ‘calf moose’ as
herein
used,
shall he construed to mean
that
these
animals are calves until
they arc at
h ast one year,did,, and have at least two
prongs or tines to their horns. No person shall, between the first day of Dceember and the fifteenth day of October,
in any manner, h int, take, catch, or
or have in possession any bull moose or
part therein ; and no person
shall, between October fifteenth
and
December
hi'st. take, catch, kill or have in possession more than one bull moose or
part

fees for their entire support as are the public laws of one thousand eight
provided by law, or may be fixed handled
hereby
and ninetv-three. Is
county commissioners under the amended by striking out, in the first line,
authority vested in them by statute and 1
words, “at any term of the supreme
include the same in the statement pro- judicial or superior courts, the.” and by
vided for in the preceding section, and inserting instead thereof the word ‘any,’
the same shall be deducted from
the and by inserting, after the word ‘‘justice’
(
salary as herein prescribed. He shall no: in the second line, the words, ‘of the
make any charge or collect any fees for supreme judicial court;’ also by striking
the support of prisoners committed on cut. in I he twelfth line, the words, “he’
criminal process from any court in the shall receive for his services, from the
county in which said jail is situated.
treasury of the county in which the
Section 4. The
said
county commis- court is held the sum allowed by the
sioners of
the
county of Cumberland court, not exceeding six dollars a day
shall, without extra charge or commis- for attendance, six cents a mile for actsion to themselves or to any other per- ual travel, and ten cents for every one
son. procure all necessary supplies, in- hundred words of the long hand copy
cluding necessary food, fuel, bedding and furnished for the use of the court.” and
clothing, for the jail and the prisoners py inserting Instead thereof the follOwtherein, in said county, to be furnished uig, ‘he shall receive for his services
and purchased under their direction and fifteen hundred dollars a year, payable
at the expense of the county. A suitable quarterly from the state treasury on the
person shall be employed to prepare th»' first days of January. April, July and
food of the prisoners, at the expense o* October, which shall be in full for all
the county, and the service of the food services now
iegallv chargeable by him
to the prisoners shall be under the gen- to the counties;’ also by striking out the
eral direction of the jailer, master or word “aforesaid” in the
last
line and
keeper. The person employed to prepare inserting instead thereof the words ‘of
the food ot the prisoners shall be ap- ten cents for
every one hundred words.’
pointed by the sheriff, subject to the So that said section, as amended, shall
approval of the county commissioners. read as follows:
The
shall
have
‘Section 145. Any just ire of the supreme
county commissioners
authority at anv time to direct specific judicial court may appoint a stenographrations, or articles of food, clothing, soap, er to report the proceedings thereof, who
fuel or other, necessaries, to he furnished shall be an officer of the court, and be
and served to the prisoners. The bills' sworn to
faithful discharge of his duty.
and accounts for supplies furnished, and He shall take full notes of all oral testhe items of expenses incurred in pre- timony, and other
proceedings in the trial
•f causes, including the charge of tho
paring and serving the same, shall be
audited quarterly by some competent per- justice and all comments and
rulings of
son appointed by the judge of the supesu;u justice in the
presence of the jury
rior court of the county of Cumberland, during the
progress of the trial, ns well
arid be paid by the county treasurer. For as a.l statements and arguments of counservices it; auditing said accounts, said sel addressed to the court, and furnish
judge shall allow a reasonable compensa- ‘or the use of the court or any partv intion to be paid from the county treasury. terested, a fair,
legible, long hand
Section 5. The county commissioners of of so much of his notes as may becopv
rethe
county of Cumberland may each quired. He shall receive for his services
year, as soon after the first of January fifteen hundred dollars a year, payable
as
may be. make an estimate of the quarterly from the state treasury on the
amount of food, fuel, clothing and sup- first days of January, April.
July and
plies as far as practicable, which will be October,
which shall bo in full for all
required by the county jail and for the services now legally chargeable by him
support of the prisoners therein for the to tljc counties.
He shall also furnish
current
advertise for sealed a copy of so much of the evidence and
year, and
proposals for furnishing the same accord- other proceedings, taken by him
as
ing to specifications furnished by them, cither party to the trial requests, on
in the daily papers.of the city bf Port- payment therefor by such
party at the
land, three days successively, at least rate of ten cents for every one‘hundred
fourteen days before the time limited for words.
[Approved March 20.]
the reception of such proposals, at which
t limiter
time they shall examine all such proAll Ant in relation to Corporations and to
posals and award the contract to the
provide for a revenue therefrom.
lowest responsible bidder: and the county
Le it enacted by the Senate and House
commissioners shall procure such other
necessary supplies and articles for the ef Representatives in Legislature assemforegoing purposes as may not he fur- bled. as follows:
Section 1. Every corporation
nished by contract, and account for the
incorpo
rated under the laws of this state,
same in the manner provided for in the
exceptpreceding section of this act.
jmr religious, charitable, educational and
Section •>. The sheriff of Cumberland oenevolcnt corporations, and excepting
shall
three
county
appoint
deputy such corporations as may be organized
sheriffs, who shall serve at the pleasure under cnapter fifty-five of the revised
of said sheriff, and whose special duty st.itutos, and such corporations as are lish ill be to or force the provisions of chap- I able to a franchise tax under some other
ter
twenty-seven, revised statutes of law of this state, and such corporations
as
same
now

by

the

Maine

and

acts

additional

thereto

and

amendatory thereof, in said county, and
who shall receive as compensation therefor, the sum of three dollars per day. to
be paid from the county treasury," together with such incidental expenses as

necessary for the proper enforceof said chapter: bills for which
be audited as provided in section
one, chapter one hundred and thirty-six
revised statutes of Maine.
Section 7.
The sheriff of said countv,
and his deputies
appointed under the
provisions of see cion six of this act, shall
receive no fees for said service except
as herein provide.1, but shall charge u;
ali fees now allowed to sheriffs and their
deputies for the enforcement of the provisions ct said chapter twenty-seven, revised statutes of Maine, and acts additional thereto and amendatory thereof,
to the county of Cumberland and account
for thom as provided in section eight of
this act.
Section S.
The sheriff of Cumberland
county, op the last secular day of June
and December of each year, shall render
to the treasurer of said county an itemized account of all fees charged up to
said county by him. and by his deputies
appointed as herein provided, for the enforcement of the provisions of said chapter
twenty-seven, revised statutes of
Maine, and acts additional thereto and
in
amendatory thereof,
said
county,
which said fees shall revert to the county of Cumberland.
Section.9. No deputy sheriff, unless appointed under the provisions of section
six of this act, shall receive any compensation for the enforcement of the provisions of said chapter
twenty-seven,
revised statutes of Maine, and acts additional thereto and amendatory thereof,
in the city of Portland, unless such compensation shall be allowed by the county
commissioners of said countv.
Section 10. Ail acts and parts of acts
inconsistent with the provisions of this
at t
an* hereb\
repealed so far as the
same would apply to the
county of Cumberland.
Section 11.
This act shall lake effect
uP°n the first day of July, in the year of
our Lord nineteen hundred and one.
[Approved March 19.J
may
ment
shall

be

Chapter 22.*5.
AN ACT to amend Chapter ninety-six of
the Public Laws of eighteen hundred
and
ninety-five, relating to Collateral
inheritance Tax.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of
Representatives in Legislature assembled, as follows:
Section one of chapter ninety-six of the
public laws of eighteen hundred and
ninety-five is hereby amended by striking out in line twelve the words “two and
one-half,” and inserting in place thereof
the word ‘four,’ so that said section, as
amended, shall read as follows:
‘Section
1. All
property within
the
jurisdiction of this state, and any interest therein, whether
belonging to inhabitants of this state or not, and whether
tangible or intangible, which shall pass
by will or by the intestate laws of this
state, or by deed, grant, sale or gift made
or intended to take effect in
to
moose
or
possession
caribou,
chapter, relating
j shall
death
of
the
Lc punished by a line of not less or enjoyment after the
than five hundred dollars nor more than grantor, to any person in trust or otherone
thousand dollars, or by imprison- wise, other than to or for the use of the
father, mother, husband, wife,
lineal
ment. not exceeding four months.’
the
adopted child,
Section 1). Section fifty of chapter thirty descendant,
lineal
of the revised statutes, as amended by descendant of any
adopted child, the
chapter forty-two of the public law’s of wife or widow of a son or the husband of
eighteen hundred ninety-nine, is hereby the daughter of a descendant, or any
amended by striking out all of said sec- educational, charitable or benevolent intion after the word "recovered” in the stitution in this state, shall be liable to
a. tax of four per cent of its value, above
eighth line of said section.
the sum of five hundred dollars, for the
[.Approved March 19.]
use of the state, and all administrators,
Chapter
executors and
trustees, and any such
thereof.’
AN ACT relating to Fees and Taxable grantee Under a conveyance made during
Section
Section eighteen of chapter
the grantor’s life shall be liable for all
Costs allowed to prevailing parties.
thirty of ihe revised statutes, as amended
Be it enacted by the Senate and. House such taxes, with lawful interest as hereby chapter forty-two of the public laws of
Itepresentatives in Legislature Assem- inafter provided, until the same shall
of eighteen hundred and
have been paid as hereinafter directed.’
ninety-nine, is bled, as follows:
hereby amended to road as follows:
Section 2. This act
shall
take
No costs shall accrue, be taxed or
effect
‘Section is. No person shall, except as
[Approved March 20.]
allowed, for any precept required in legal when approved.
hereinafter provided,
in
any
manner,
whether in law or equity,
proceedings,
22<>.
Chapter
bunt, tnke. catch, kill or have in posses- unless the same shall issue from and bear
AN ACT in relation to the salaries of the
sion for any purpose
or
whenever or the endorsement of an attorney at law.
Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court.
wherever taken, caught or
killed, anv
L Approved March 19. J
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
deer, or part thereof, between December
of
221.
Representatives in Legislature asfifteenth and October first
Chapter
next
following; no person shall between October first AN
ACT relating to the Fees of the sembled, as follows:
From and after the first day of April,
and
December fifteenth next following,
Sheriff of Cumberland County.
in the year of our Lord one thousand
as
except,
hereinafter provided,
lie it enacted by the Senate and House
take,
'"ili'li. kill or have in possession for any of Representatives in Legislature assem- nine hundred and one, the annual salary
of
each of the justices of the supreme
or
whenever or wherever taken, bled, as follows:
purpose
court shall be four thousand dolcaught or killed, more than two deer or
Section 1. The sheriff of the county of judicial
harts thereof; a person lawfully killing a Cumberland shall receive as full compen- lars, payable from the treasury of the
deer in open season shall have'a reason- sation for services in attendance
state, in quarterly payments, on the first
upon
of
able time in which to transport the same, ihe
days
January.
and
April,
July
supreme judici il and superior courts October.
to his home, and may have the same in in said
[Approved March 20.j
county, as jailer, master or keeper
possession at his home in close season.’
of the county jail in said county, for
Chapter -«7.
►Section X. Section twenty-two of chap*ceiving and committing prisoners thereter thirty of the revised statutes, as in, and for the services of all criminal* AN ACT to amend Section forty-eight of
two
nundred and
Chapter
amended by chapter
eighty-five
forty-two of the processes and the performance of all
of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred
public laws oi eighteen hundred and duties relating to the enforcement of alt
and ninety-seven, relating to Sea and
ninety-nine, is hereby amended to read criminal laws, an annual salary of three
Shore Fisheries.
as follows:
thousand five hundred dollars a year, to
Be it enacted by the Senate and. House
‘Section 'll. The words
‘close season’ be paid from the county treasury in equal
and ‘close time,’ where used in this act, quarterly payments on the first days ot of Representatives in
Legislature asshall mean the time
or
period during January. April. July and October, to- sembled, as follow's:
Section forty-eight of chapter two hunwhich by this act it is made unlawful to gether with the free rental of the house
bunt, shoot, wound, trap or destroy any or living apartments connected with the' dred and eighty-five of the public law?
bird or animal, or fish for, or eaten any county jail in said county, including the of eighteen hundred and ninety-seven is
lish mentioned or referred to in this act. stable, and including necessary light and hereby amended by striking out of the
and the words ‘open season’ where used fuel. Such necessary, incidental expenses fourth and tifth lines of said section the
in this act. shall mean the time or period as are just and proper, incurred in the words, “into the treasury of the county
during which it shall be lawful to take performance of his public duties, shall in which the offense is committed, and by
these animals, fish, and birds as specified oe allowed by the county commissioners such treasurer,” so that said section, as
and
limited. Any person may. at any of said county, and paid from the county* amended, shall read as follows:
‘Section 48. All fines and penalties untime, lawfully kill any dog which hunts treasury.
der this act may be recovered by comor chases a moose, caribou, or deer, or
Section 2. All
fees chargeable
under
indictment or action of debt made
any dog kept or used for that purpose.
the statutes of the state for the perform- plaint.
Any person owning or having in his ance of any of the duties prescribed in or brought b£ any person in the county
possession any dog for the purpose of the preceding section, except for the where the offense is committed, and shall
hunting or chasing moose, caribou, or board of prisoners, shall be charged and be paid to the state treasurer, to be
deer, shall be punished by a tine of one collected by sakl sheriff as now provided added and made a part of the appropriation for sea and shore fisheries.’
hundred dollars and costs of prosecution
by law, and an accurate account thereof,
lor each offense.
[Approved March 20.j
end of those specified in section three of
Sunday is a close time, on which it is this act. kept and transmitted to the
Chapter 228.
not lawful to hunt, kill, or destroy game
county treasurer on the. last day oi An Act to amend Section one hundred
or birds of any kind, under the
penalties March. June, September and December
and forty-live of Chapter eighty-two of
imposed therefor during other close time, annually, and the amount deducted from
the Revised Statutes as amended by
but the penalties already imposed for the the
quarter’s salary lor the quarter then
Chapter one hundred and seventy-four
violation of the Sunday laws by the stat- ending. If such fees are in excess of the
of the Public Laws of eighteen hunutes of this state are not hereby repeal*, d amount of
then due said sheriff,
dred and ninety-three entitled "An Act
salary
or diminished.’
he shall pay said excess to the county
relating to Exceptions and StenographSection
4. Section
nine of
treasurer.
And no county treasurer shall
ers.”
thirty of the revised statutes, as amended pay any quarter's salary until said stateBe it enacted by the Senate and House
by chapter forty-two of the public 1 iws i ment shall hove been filed.
of
Representatives in Legislature asof eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, is
Section 3. For all prisoners committed sembled, as follows:
hereby amended so as to read as follows:, from other comities or from any court of
Section one hundred and forty-five of
‘Section 9. Whoever introduces fish of j the I’nited States, and for all other
per- (hnpter eighty-two of the revised statany kind into any of the wateis of the ) sons confined for deb: and mi other civil utes. .is
amended
by section two of
K'a’e by means of live lish or otherwis.-, ptoeessos, the
sheriff
shall collect the ••li.ipti’!- one hundred and seventy-four of

|

kill]

chapter)

and

the revised statutes,
as
Chapter 2:M.
amended i,"
AN ACT to authorize cities and towns to chapter three hundred and twenty-eight
of
the
laws
of
public
eighteen
establish Manual Training Schools.
hundred
Ee it enacted by the Senate and House and ninety-seven, is further amended b
of Rej resentatfves in Legislature assem- adding after the word “escaped" in tiv
ization.
thirteenth line, the following: ‘or for th.
bled, as follows:
ttecvinn 13.
Any corporation of this
Section 1. Cities and towns may raise purpose of taking a prisoner before su< i,
state may purchase mines, manufactories end
a court or trial justice, or for the
purpos*.
appropriate
money for the support
and oth«
property necessary for its bus- of manual training schools in addition to j of executing a mittimus given t him bv
! such court or trial justice’ and by
iness, and the stock of any company or the sum thay raise for the
striksupport ol
companies owning, mining, manufactur- public schools.
ing out after the word “cities" In th,
ing or producing materials or other propSection 2. Said manual training schools seventeenth line, "in the county of York
erty necessary for its business, and issue shall admit such persons between the age so that said section, as amended, shall
stocks to the amount of the value there- ol six and
twenty-one years, and shail read as follows:
of in paymert therefor, and
‘Section 54. A warrant issued by a m
may likewise give such courses of instruction as the
issue stock for services rendered to such
nicipal or police court or a trial justp,
local school board may determine.
for
an offense committed in his countv or
corporation and the stock so issued shall
Section 3. Said manual training schools
11
stock and not liable to any shall be tinder the control, direction and under the laws for the maintenance ,,f
bastard
further call or payment thereon; and in
children, may be directed to ;i;
supervision of local school boards.
the absence of actual fraud in the transSection 4
Pupils in such schools shall executed by a constable of any to*
action, tiie judgment of the directors as be subject to the same conditions, rules therein: and if the accused has gone ini
to the value of the property purchased, or and
regulations as are provided for pub- another county before or after the *•,,
rant was issued, a sheriff or his
services rendered, shall be conclusive.
lic schools.
depot
Section 14. Any corporation organized
waiSection 3. Cities an.l towns may receive coroner, or constable, having the
rant. may pursue and arrest him in an
under chapter forty-eight of the revised
aod
for
the
mainteuse,
bequests
gifts
and
to
the
statutes may purchase, hold. sell, assign,
county,
carry
county when
nance and support of
manual training
the act complained of
was
commit
transfer, mortgage, pledge or otherwise schools.
dispose of the shares of the capital stock
Section. 6. This act shall take effect and when such officer arrests a person
commit to tne jail of his county, lie rn
of, or any bonds.sceurities or evidences of when approved.
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convey him by the most convenien- ;|„
indebtedness created by any other c*'?-!
Cliopter is:t5.
suitable route, although it pass thr,
poration or corporations of this or any
other state, territory
or
country, and AN APT to provide for the transfer of other counties. But. except, for tin p
Patients in Insane Hospitals.
while owner of such stock may exercise
pose of retaking a prisoner whom he b:,
Be it enacted by (he Senate and House arrested and who lias escaped, or for rh.
all the rights, powers and privileges of
of
in
assemRepresentatives
purpose of taking a person before sin i,
the
Legislature
to
vote
ownership, including
right
court or trial justice, or for the purpose
bled, as tohows:
thereon.
The trustees of
insane
Section 13. A copy of every decree or
hospitals are' of executing a mittimus given to him I,
judgment dissolving a corporation or for- hereby author! sod to transfer from one such a court or trial justice, or for ip
feiting its charter shall be forthwith tiled insane hospital to the other, any patients purpose of pursuing a person wln> ha
by the clerk of the court in the office of that are now or may hereafter oe com- gone into another town and for wim.*.
the secretary of state and there recorded. mitted to either of said hospitals, when- arrest such constable or marshal lias
constable of
tlve
Section thirty-one of chap- ever. in their judgment the welfare <■! warrant, no
Section l<3.
»o\. -,.
institution will
be towns or city marshal
of
the sever;,
ter forty-six of the revised statutes as the patients or the
amended by chapter three hundred and promoted thereby. A copy of the 'crti- cities shall have any authority in
nrh
inal
of
matters hevond the limits ,,f
commitment certified
by the
fifteen of the pubbe laws of eighteen hun- ficate
dred and eighty-five is hereby amended superintendent of the hospital in which town or city in which he is elect,,I
by striking out in the first line of said said patient has been eonlined. with a chosen.’
[Approved March 2! ;
sectior tho words “and clerks or treasur- certificate signed by the secretary of the
t linidor
ers.” so that said section, as amended, trustees, showing that such transfer has
ACT
1
) amend Section six of
AX.
Ciiup
been voted by tlie trustees, shall authorshall read as follows:
one hundred and thirty-two of the jp
‘Section 31. Such cashiers shall, be- ize the superintendent of the hospital to.
vised
Statutes relating to the issuin:
such
tween the first day of November and the which
patient is transferred to
of
Warrants by Magistrates.
eighih day of December, annually, make receive and detain him in custody in the
Be it e.nacicd, by the Senate aiul II
return to the secretary of state of the same manner as if he had eriglnally been
of Representatives in Legislature ass, -t,
committed to such institution. The exnames of all stockholders, their residenbe bleu, as follows:
ces, the amount of stock owned by each pense attending such transfer sh:ill
Section six of chapter one hundred
the hospital
trie funds oT
rial the whole amount of stock paid in paid out of
The sec-, receiving such
on said first-day of November.
patient and shall he a thirty-two of the revised statutes is her,
amended by inserting after the w
by
retury shall lay the same before the leg- charge upon the pet son or municipality "shall" in
the fourth line thereof h,
blature within the first thirty days of the liable for the board of such patient, ami
words: ‘on any day. fliind
following
is
if the board of such patient
paid In
session.
Section IT. Section five of chapter forty- whole or in part, by the state the expense and holidays not excepted,* so that tp.
section as amended shall r* o>
statutes
is
six of the revised
hereby of such transfer shall be paid by the said
follows:
amended by adding after the word "pres- state out of the appropriation for insane
‘Section
0. When complaint is tiiad
benelieiaries.
.date
‘in
or
the
words
ent.”
person
by proxy.'
at y such magistrate, charging a pot-..
so that said section, as amended, shall
[Approved March 21.]
wPh Iho commission of an offence
read*as follows:
t hupicr
shaM carefully
examine, on oath
tl
‘Section 5. When all tho members of a
AX ACT to amend Section one of Chap- complainant, the witnesses by him
corporation arc present in person or by
ter
seven of the Public Laws of eight
duced.
and
the
\\
circumstances,
and.
a
written
proxy at a meeting and sign
ton hundred and eighty-seven, relating
satisfied that the accused committed
consent on tho record thereof, such mootto the Salary of the Clerk of Courts offence, shall, on any day, Sundays
ing is legal.’
*
for the County of York.
holidays not excepted, issue a wan
Seoti »n Is. Section twenty of, chapter
He it enacted by the Senate and House for Ids arrest, stating therein the
forty-eight of the revised statutes as of
assemin
stance
of
the
and
he
Representatives
Legislature
charge;
m;p.
of
three
amended by sectior.
chapter
as follows:
those brought before him for off'-,
have been or may hereafter be excused
ninety-nine of the laws of eighteen hun- bled,
Irom filing annual returns under the
Section one of
chapter seven of the within his jurisdiction, although tinpro- dred and ninety-one and by section two
visions of section thirty-six of
eighteen hundred and ally or fine accrues wholly or parti
chapter of chapter two hundred and twelve of the public lav.'s of
torty-six of the revised statutes, so long laws of eighteen hundred and ninety- eighty-seven is hereby amended by strik- his town.’
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lines
lirst ami
second
the
.is its franchises remain
unused, sha'l, three. is hereby amended by striking out ing out in
Chapter 210.
am:
on
or before the first
day of June, an- the words, “not exceeding ton; million dol- ch( reof the words “eighteen hundred
nually. file in the office of the secretary lars.'' so that said section as amended eighty-seven" and substituting therefor AN ACT to amend Chapter two hum;
hundred and one.’
the words ‘nineteen
and seventy-nine of the Public Law
of state, a return signed by its
president shall read as follows:
word “preceding''
or
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven.
treasurer
verified under oath, conIf the stockholders of any and by adding after the
‘Section 29.
the
sixth
line
following ‘and in
kiting to the packing of Sardines.
taining the names of its directors, presi- corporation crcaied by special charter in the
Be it enacted by the Senate a lid Ik
addition
thereto he shall be allowed to
dent. treasurer and clerk, with the resi- ami not
of
with
the
performance
charged
the fees ot his office a sum of Representatives
in
dence of each, the location ot its
Legislature
principal any public duty, or organized under the retain from
office in this state, and the amount of its
not exceeding three hundred dollars an- sembled, as follows:
the
find
that
laws
of
ihe
state,
general
Section J. Section one of chapter ••*
authorized capital stock; and for this pur- amount of its capital stock is insufficient nually. to be applied to the payment of
pose the secretary of s:ate shall furnish for the purposes for which said corporation clerk hire in his office.’ so that said sec- hundred and seventy-nine, of the pm
laws of eighteen
as amended, shall read as fellows:
hundred
anil
nfm
bbtnks in proper form and safely keep in is.
organized, or that the number of di- tion,
Ins office all such returns.
‘Section 1. From and after the first day seven is hereby amended by inserting
Every cor- rectors is inconvenient for the transacporation failing to comply with the pro- tion of its business, the stockholders may of January, nineteen hundred ami one. the tenth line of said section ;after
the salary'of the clerk of courts for York word “whoever" the word cither ami
visions of this section shall forfeit to the
by a vote representing a majority of the
state two hundred dollars to be recov- stock issued, increase the amount of its county shall be fifteen hundred dollars the eleventh line thereof after th- w
“without" the word ‘first,’ so that
or annum, payable quarterly from the
ered with costs, in an action of debt to be
capital stock to any amount, and may t
first
days <>l- section, as amended, shall read atreasury, on the
prosecuted in the name of the state by change the number of their directors in county
each lows:
of
October
and
the attorney general.
April.
July
January.
like manner, and the corporation shall
‘Section 1. The commissioner of
Section 2.
It shall be the duty of the file a certificate thereof with the secre- year, for th*> quart rs preceding, and in
to and shore tisheries shall require a smsecretary of state; on or before the first tary of state within ten days thereafter, addition thereto he shall lie allowedsum
observation of the following rules
W
da> of July, annually, to furnish the at- and thereupon said vote shall take effect. retain from the fees of his office a
ever catches,
takes, preserves, sell
torney general with a statement showing When the capital stock is increased from not exceeding three hundred dollars anof
to
the
v
offers
for
sale
to
be
between
the
lirst
da
payment
which of said corporations, it any. have ten thousand dollars or less to not ex- nually
applied
failed to comply with section one hereof, ceeding live hundred thousand dollars, the clerk hire in his office, to be in full of all December and the tenth day of the
of
the.
clerk
judicial
for
as
wnh such other memoranda from his ofservices
supreme
lowing
May,
any
herring
canning
corporation shall pay to the treasurer of
tien as vvi.l aid the attorney genera! in state for the use of the state the sum of court, and of the county commissioners’ poses less than eight inches long, inoath, ured from one extreme to the other
obtaining service upon such delinquent forty dollars. When tho capital stock is court: and he shall account, under
corporation. The attorney general shall increased to any amount exceeding five for all fees received by him. or which In- packs or cans sardines of any doer:
promptly prosecute such delinquent cor- hundred thousand dollars it shall pay to is entitled to receive by virtue of bis tion. between the first day of Dec- m
them over to the county and the tenth day of the following M
porations and make itemized
return the treasurer of fctatc for the use of the office, and pay
first days ot January forfeits twenty dollars for every bund
thereof in his annual report.
state the sum often dollars for each one treasurer on the
cans so packed or canned, and for r\of
each
Section 3. Evci'y corporation
end
year.’
July
incorpo hundred ’thousand dollars of such inhundred herring so taken; and who*
rated under the laws of this state, except crease, and ihe treasurer s receipt for the
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either bakes, fries, packs or cans
such as are exc&pted by section one of same shall be filed with the secretary of
15.57.
Chapter
or other fish for sardines wit
tms act. shall pay an annual
franchise state before he shall be authorized to re- AN ACT to amend Chapter one hundred herring
first heading anil eviscerating the
tax of live dollars, provided the uuthor- ceive
of
of
increase
certificate
any
any
an.I forty-two of the Revised Statutes, and whoever sells, offers for sal*
’zi-.i capital of said corporation does not
stock.'
relating to the Maine Industrial School in his possession for sale any sn-.
exceed fifty thousand dollars, of ten dol- capital
Any corporation whose
Section 19.
for Girls.
packed without being so headed ami «
lars.
provided said authorized capital dutv it is to make the return provided by
it enac ted by the Senate and House cerated shall forfeit twenty dollar
lie
f
stock exceeds fifty thousand
dollars, and section one of this act shall, upon com- of Rep* esc ntatives ii Legislature ass> ni- every hundred cans so
n.es
packed, sol-l
not exceed two hundred thousand
plying with section thirty-six of chapter
fered for sale or in possession for saldollars, of twenty-five dollars, provided fortv-six of the revised statutes, be ex- bled, as follow's:
ot
1.
Section
chapter be recovered by indictment or action
Section
twenty
said authorized capital exceeds two hun- cused from making such returns so long
one hundre 1 and forty-two of the revised
debt, one-half to the complainant pr
re•. thousand
dollars, and does not ex- as its franchises remain unused.
mended, so that saio
statutes is hereby
utor, and one-half to the town in
w
ceed five hundred thousand dollars, of
of
acts
acts
and
2<».
All
Section
parts
as amended, shall read as talsection,
the offense is committed.
In packing i
l;Uy dollars, provided said authorized inconsistent with this act are hereby relows:
ring, mackerel or other fish in berm
capital
exceeds
live hundred thousand
March
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ot
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trustees
pealed.
Section 2(1. The board ot
rally sealed cans, either in ml. must
dollars, and does not exceed one million
said school shall have all the* powers as or vinegar, there shall he
>
•!
Chapter 230.
dollars, and thq ..{further sum of twentvearnings and than three quarts of oil, of tin- lirst n
to the
person, property,
nve dollars per annum
of
the
per one million AN ACT to lix the Salary
Register education of every girl committed to the
summer
or
winter
cotton
ity,
pure
dollars, or any part thereof, in excess of
of Deeds for the County of Androscharge of said trustees, during the t**r*n any food oil of equal qualim, fm
one million dollar^,.
coggin.
guardian hundred cans so packed of the size kmcommitment, which a
of her
Section 4. The state board of assessors
lie it enacted by the Senate and House has as to his ward, and all powers which as
quarter oils; three quarts of m
shall, on or before the first day of
July, of Representatives in Legislature assem- parents have over their children. At tin- sauce
of good quality for every lift
annually, assess the annual franchise tax bled, as follows:
discretion of said board, any such gi*'l. of the size known as three quartm
provided for by section three of this act
tor
Section 3. The register of deeds
at
be
kept
her commitment, may
and for every one hundred
tards;
during
up<.n the authorized capital stock of each
an
anAndroscoggin county shall receive
said school, or intrusted to the care ot
the size known as one-quarter mu:
ot said corporations and shall
certify and nual salary of sixteen hundred dollars, any suitable person and may be required one gallon of
vinegar for ever, Milreport the same to the secretary of state
payable quarterly, said salary to be paid to work for such person, or may be dred cans of the size known as ouwho shall thereupon notify each of said
from the county treasury and to be inof indenture to service or ter spiced; and for every titty
corporations of the amount of said tax stead ol the fees now provided by law; bound b.v deed for
a period not exceeding
th*' size known as three-quarter
assessed to it, and such tax shall become which fees shall be paid into the county apprenticeship
such
the »• rm of her commitment, on
tomato.
Proprietors of fish pm k
due and payable from said
corporation treasiirv for .ho use of said c.unty.
conditions as said board may deem rea- tories shall provide sealed measurinto the state treasury, on the first
effect
shall take'
Section 1. This act
day of
and prop-r. Such indenture shall ing one
sonable
one-niindredth
part
September thereafter.
April one. n the year of our Lord one specify the conditions, and shall require quarts each, which shall be used
Section
Such tax shall be a debt due thousand nine hundred and one.
is bound, uring all oil into
such
whom
girl
to
the
person
quarter oil sardim
Horn such corporation to the
March 21.]
once
state, for
as
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often
as
board
and measures holding one-tifii-•••
to report to said
which an action of debt may be mainin three months the conduct am! behavior a gallon which shall be used ii e
Chapter 2151.
tained after the same shall have been in
girl, and whether she remains ing all mustard sauce and vim
arrears
for the period of one month; AN A'*T providing that the Sheriff of of such
not.
under such master or mistress, and it
three-quarter size cans used
such tax shall also be preferred debt in
Penobscot County shall not^ be entitled where she is.
take sardines, and all fish
Said trustees shall
packed ,case of insolvency under the laws of this
his
Fees of
the
to a percentage of
shall be when so packed good
care that :he terms of suen indenture arc
state, or m any process of liquidation in
ami il
deputies.
treated,
well
that
the
shall
be dean —I
fulfilled.'and
girl
except
they
it:; courts.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
reason of her mis
and eviscerated. Whoever packSection »>.
If any corporation liable to of Representatives in Legislature assem- they believe that by
conduct, vicious inclinations or surround- or causes to be packed or
taxation under this act shall for one year bled, as follows:
shs is in
danger of falling into fish in violation of this section -l
neglect or refuse to pay to the state any
1. The sheriff of Penobscot ings,
Section
habits of vice or immorality, or that hoi* foil twenty dollars for every on*
tax or penalty assessed against it under
be entitled to receive
shall not
county
cans or fifty cans as aforesaid
is
in
way imperiled, they
welfare
any
this act. its charter shall be liable to- for- from his
deputies any portion of their may cancel sue! indenture and resume case may he. so packed by him
feiture as hereinafter provided.
foes for travel and service of precepts,
same powers
the
with
to be recovered by
such
of
employes,
girl
charge
Section 7.
It shall be the duty of the nor any percentage of any fees received
Tin
Section 2. This act shall
t.ik*
as before the indenture was made.
state treasurer, whenever any tax due
to anv
by said deputies.
with
ird
when
bo
>f
said
inspect
approved.
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powers
under this act from any company shall
Section 2. All acts and parts of acts,
as herein provided. io tn-have remained in arrears for a period of inconsistent with this act,
arc
(
hereby girl intrusted,
lin
‘1
I
I
pier
suitable person nr not aflecn*d
eare of
six months after the same shall have berepea led.
.AN ACT to amend Chapter
nor by her being 1-nind to sercome payable to report the same to the
take
effect thereby,
This act shall
Section
as exI ci b I i
Laws of eighteen hw
except
or -apprenticeship,
vice
attorney general, who shall forthwith ap- when approved.
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ninety-five, entitled "An Art
pressed in 1 lie bond >t indenture. r>aid j
ply to the supreme judicial court in equity
Chapter tw'enty-oue of the Rid
trustees, master or mistress and apprent'lm liter *211*2.
in the name of the state, for the forfeitof eighteen hundred and rigii
and be suball
the
rights
have
shall
tic**,
ure of the charter of such delinquent corAN ACT establishing a
entitled 'An Act to amend ci,..
salary for the ject
.j; On- luties and penalties proporation, and said court shall order such
Sheriff of Sagadahoc County.
hund.vd and eighty 0f the lmi
childien
apprenticed
vided in case of
notice to all parties interested as it mnv
of
13o it enacted by the Senate and House bv overseers of the poor. Any member,
eighteen hundred and
deem proper and shall have jurisdiction
entitled An Act amendatory
of Representatives in Legislature assemjf said board may execute such indenin said cause to appoint receivers, issue
if
the
of
bled, as follows:
of Chapter mini;
behalf
twenty-nine
in
deed
ture
injunctions and pass interlocutory de•he
Sec Hon 1. The sheriff of the county of authorized by a vote of said board. Said
Revised
r.
Statutes,
crees and orders according to the usual
case. «*r by
the lirst day board may. 1\\ vol
in
from
and
aftei
Liens.’
any
Sagadahoc
course of proceedings .in equity, and to
member or
He it enacted by tin* Senate
make such final orders and decrees as the <■' April, one thousand nine hundred one, general by-law. authorize a
shall receive
as full
compensation lor committee of said board, or the principal "f R< presentatives in Legisi.it u
nature of the case may require.
the supreme of said scho'd to intrust said girls to the bled,
s
follows:
Section 8. Section seventeen of chapter services in attendance upon
Section twenty-nine of
li i;■;■
court in this county, as jailer In care an 1 servi- e of a suitable person or I
judicial
of
the
forty-eight
revised statutes, as
iand commit- persons w'd.heut indenture, to see to their
ur of the revised statutes.
said
for
county,
receiving
amended by section one of chapter ninewhatever
jails said welfare during such service and to re- by chapter two hundred and
ty-nine of the public laws of eighteen ting prisoners to
with
the quire their return to said school at discrecontract
.lie
laws
of
Inc
county
n.ay
legally
public
eighteen
hundred and ninety-one, is hereby further
j
and for services of all tion.’
eighty-live, as amended by rh ;
amended by striking out the words, “nor proper authorities
sin.
criminal
the public laws
performance of
ty-ono of
processes and
Section 2. Section thirlv-one of
more than ten million,” so that said secsaid
of
that
so
ll
to
the
enforcement
duties
liundrcd and
amended,
relating
eighty-seven, v
chanter is hereby
tion seventeen, as amended, shall read as
fill criminal laws, an annual salary of section, as hereby uir.enoed, shall read by eh 'pter sixty of the pub
follows:
twelve hundred dollars a year to be paid as follows:
hundred
and
nim
eighteen
‘Section 17. Their first meeting shall be from
the
in
‘‘dual
county treasury
hereby further amended b>
‘Section 31. Whoever advises, induces.
called by one or more of the signers of quarterly payments on the lam days of
t » tin*
committed
th
words
"and"
and
"or
girl
or
abets
aids
any
said articles, by giving notice thereof, March, June, September and December of |
to
line of said section, as am* tided
barge or guardianship <>t -ail trustees
stating the time, place and purposes of each year.
tin* cus- by striking out the word "or
escape •’rorr. the school. or trom
the meeting to each signer, in writing, or
such
girl
whom
of said county shall not
wi rd
t*»
The sheriff
before
"cutting" and
of any person
tody
by publishing it in some newspaper I receive from any of his deputies any of has been bound or intrusted by sin. "yaiding” in the second line
printed in the county, at least fourteen the fees earned by said deputies or any trustees or by their authority, or know- lion, as amended, and by
to
wl.
the
time
days prior
appointed there- percentage thereon.
the
word "yarding" in the
ingly harbors or secretes any
for. At such meeting they may organize
Section 2. All fees chargeable under the has cleaned fr *m said school, or from ln<
second lines of said section,
into a corporation, adopt a corporate statutes
said
control of
>f this state for the perform- custody, authority
the wends ‘or hauling,' and aior
name, defil e the purposes of the corpoof any of the duties prescribed in trustees, oi from any person to wtiom ing after the word "yarding
ance
ration, five, the amount of the capital stock, the preceding section shall be charged' siich girl lias been bound or intrusted b> "cord" in sjid second line tie
or
which shall not be less than one thousand and collected by said sheriff as now prohauling.’ so that said section,
slid trustees or bv their authority,
dollars, divide it into shares and elect a
vided by law, an accurate account thereof
ed. shall read ns follows:
with, any such girl, or withum th
sueit
president, not less than three directors, a kept and transmitted to the county treas- elopes
‘Sec tion 29. Whoever labors
consent of said trustees marries any
clerk, treasurer, and any other necessary urer on the last days of March. June. girl during th term of her commitmem, peeling, yarding or hauling hem
officers, and may adopt a code of by-laws. September and December annually and shall
be lined not more than one hun- or cutting, yarding or hauling
Section !).
or be
If all of the
said the amount actually received
deducted
or at cooking for persons .-ng,
nor less- than fifty dollars,
articles shall in writing waive notice from the quarter's salary for the quarter dred.
montas.
labor, has a lien thereon for
imprisoned not exceeding six
and fix a time and place of the first meettreasurer and anv girl who has so escaped may be due for his
then ending and the county
personal seta
ing. requited under section seventeen of shall not pay any quarter's salary until arrested and detained, without warrant, services performed by his t,
of
crimthe
revised
stat- said statement shall have been tiled.
chapter forty-eight
takes precedence of all other
bv anv officer authorized to serve
utes. no notice of publication shall be
Section 3. All acts and parts of ads inal precepts, for a reasonable time to tlnues for thirty days afn
inconsistent with the provisions of this enable the principal or a trustee ot said is v-ompleted. and
| necessary.
may
Section 10.
wilting attachment; provided, how,
Any corporation of this act are hereby repealed.
school, or a person authorized m
! state may conduct business in other
take effect
pro- lien shall not continue aft.i
trustee and
Section 4. This act shall
such principal or
by
! states, territories, or possessions of the when
such
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wood has arrived at a mark’ 1
approved.
vided with the mittimus by which
United States, or in foreign countries, and
[Approved March 21
girl was committed, or a certified copy
Chapter 23S.
have one or more officers out of the state,
to take such girl for the putthereof,
Chapter 212
but
and may hold, purchase, mortgage and
school:
said
AN ACT to establish a State Flag.
to
her
pose of returning
Seetion.convey real estate and personal property
Be it enacted by the Senate and House during such detention she shall noi be AX ACT to amend
out of this state.
sixieen and seventeen «»f c
of Representatives in Legislature assem- committed to jail, and the officer arres
n
hundred
and
uaSection 11. Every corporation of this bled, as follows:
a
twenty-se\•
state
the
her shall be paid by
state shall have power to create two or
vised Statutes, relating
her arrest and
The state
Section 1.
flag is hereby sing
on able compensation for
more kinds of stock with such classes,
Mischief.
March
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I Approved
with such designations, preferences and emblem of the state, a pine tree proper,
Ite it enacted by the Set
C liainer -•>«.
of !*“j»res« ’.datives in Lv-gislat1
voting powers, or restrictions or qualifi- in the center, and the polar star, a mulcation thereof, as shall be fixed and de- let of five points, in bine in the upper
bit
d. as follows:
ot
AN ACT to amend Section fifty-four
termined in the by-laws, or by vote of corner: the star to be equidistant from
Section 1. Section live >f
Chapter eighty of the Revised Statutes,
the stockholders at a meeting duly called the hoist and the upper border of the
hundred
and twcntx -seven
hundred
three
as amended by Chapter
for the purpose.
flag, the distance from the two borders
and twenty-eight of the Public Laws oi sta'uter is hereby ann-ndt•<!
Section 12. Every corporation organized-: to the center of the star being equal to
a I ter
t he word
"and" in
relating
hundred
ninety-seven,
[
eighteen
I under chapter forty-eight of the revised
tilth lines thereof, tic- w
about one-fourth of the hoist, this disto Constables.
seitbni.
I statutes may change Ihe par value of its tance arul the size of the star being proBe it enacted by the Senate and House ;:r.* m> flat said
1
shares at a meeting of the stockholders portionate to the ^ize of the Hag.
of
Representatives in legislature as- s11 li read as follows: win
called for the purpose by a vote repre‘S* et I* m ’. Whoever
Section 2. This act shall take effect scmbled. ns follows:
1
senting
majority of the stock issued, I when approved.
J Approved Mart!: 21
Section lifty-four of chapter eighty of to 111>■ or mallei.; iMy cti s.
a certificate thereof
signed by the
president or clerk shall be hied in tne office of the secretary of sta^e in the same
manner as now provided
law
for
by
changes in charier or certificate of organ-

re
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boat’d^
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ice
otherwise destroys or damages
upon any waters from which ice is or
may be taken as an article of merchandise, whereby the taking thereof is
the same
is
or the value of
hindered
diminished for that purpose ; or whoever
or
and
wantonly
maliciously
willfully
incites or procures another to do so, shall
be punished by line not exceeding five
hundred dollars, or by imprisonment not
exceeding one year, or both; and it is
not necessary to allege or prove the title
or ownership of the ice so cut, injured,
or

large the time for furnishing such copies.
Such appeals shall be heard at the term
to which they are taken, unless otherwise
agreed, or the Taw court* shall for good
cause, order a further time for the hearing thereof, and shall on such appeal, afhirn, reverse, or modify the decree of the
court below, or remand the cause for
further proceedings, as it deems proper.
All cases in which appeals or exceptions
are taken from a final decree, shall remain on the docket of the court below,
marked ‘lav/,’ and decree shall lie entered therein by a single justice, in accordance with the certificate and opinion
of the law court.’
Section
2.
S:ction
twenty-three is
amended as follows: In second and third
lines strike out the
words
“law
court
held within the district in which it is
pending” and insert thereof the words
’term of the law court,' so that said section. as amended, shall read as follows:
Section 2J.
Upon a hearing in any
cause in equity, the justice hearing ihe
same m*»\
report the cause l,» the n**xt
term of the law court, if he is of opinion
that any question of law is involved, of
sufficient importance or doubt to justify
the same, and the parties agree thereto.
The cause shall he entered and copies
furnished by the complainant and shall
be heard and decided by said law court
|
in like manner and with like results as
is herein provided ir. case of appeals.*
|
Section 3. Section thirty-nine is amend-

tccdjngs apply to the transfer of actions at anv time be reduced below an amount
Irons either of the superior courts or the
equal" to one assessment or. periodical
dockets thereof to said law court, and to cal!
all of its members, nor to less
the proceedings in such cases and the than upon thousand dollars.
The insurone
effect thereof, except so far as thev a»v> ance commissioner
shall
annually, in
inconsistent \v*th the foregoing provicertify to the treasurer of
February
sions.’
state,
the minimum amount of reserve
Section
11.
Section
eighty-two
is fund required to be kept on deposit in the
amended by striking out in the third line
treasury by each association doing busithereof the words “tor the district” so ness under this
If said
associayet.
that said section, as -amended, shall read tion
for
sixty
days
neglect
shall
as follows:
to saUsiv any judgment, against it, in
‘Soetirn 82. All exceptions or questions any court in this slate, then the said
arising in any way during the trial of treasurer shall convert into money any of
criminal cases in cither of said superior said securities, and forthwith satisfy such
courts, shali be transfened to the law judgment, and said association shall not J
docket of ihe supreme judicial court and transact liny further business until said
When any such ashave dav therein, and if said exceptions deposit is restored.
arc sustained, or a new trial is ordered,
sociation shall discontinue business, any
ho
oaus-j shall
be remanded to
such justice of the supremo judicial court may
Motions for a appoint a receiver or agent to administer
superior court for trial.
new trial in criminal cases tried in either
any unexhausted portion of such fund
ol' the superior courts, shall be heard which shall be used, less compensation
and
dnaliy determined bv the lustioe not to exceed five per cent, as such court
or
justice may allow the receiver or
thereof.’
[approved March 21.]
agentr; first, in ihe payment of accrued,
Chapter i!47.
mortuary or indemnity claims upon cerAN ACT relating
to
Fraternal
Bene- tificates or policies, or if insufficient to
pay such claims in full, fhey shall be
ficiary Organizations.
Be it enacted by the Senate and IIou3e paid, pro rata; second, if a balance reof
Representatives in Legislature as- mains after me payment of such claims,

exhibit of its business and standing; any. person more than sixty years of age; servant, agent, or guide of
any other perand the commissioner may at any other nor on the life of any person who has son. shall build a
camp, cooking, or other
times require any further statement he rot been examined by a reputable, prac- lire, or use an abandoned
camp, cooking
may deem necessary to be made relating ticing physician and passed a satisfactory or other fire in or adjacent to any wood-?
to such association.
! medical examination. No person shall be in this state, shall, before
such
Any such association wl/eh neglects or admitted to membership in any such or- lire, totally extinguish the leaving
and
same,
refuses to make the returns required bv ganization unless he has first Hied an ap- upon failure to do so such
person shall
this section shall forfeit five dollars a plication with and has been initiated in be deemed
of a misdemeanor and
guilty
day for each day’s neglect; and for wil- and becomes a member of a local branch. upon conviction thereof shall be punished
fully making a false statement, the as- The by-ic ws of such association shall pro- by a fine of fifty dollars, provided that
sociation and the persons making oath vide that meetings of such branches shall such fires built
upon the sea beach in such
thereto, or subscribing the *ame. shail be held at least once each month.
situation that they cannot
spread into
severally be punished by a fine of not
Section 22. When the laws of any state forest wood or cultivated lands or meador
destroyed.’
marred, damaged
less than one hundred nor moni than five or country under which
any such associa- ows. shall not be construed as prohibited
Section 2. Section nine of chapter on<
hundred dollars.
tion is organized or incorporated impose by this act. One-half of any fine Imposed
hundred and twenty-seven of the revised
Section 15. The money or other benefit, on fraternal associations of this state any and collected under this section shall
be
statutes is hereby amended by inserting
charity, relief or aid to be paid, provid- additional or greater fees, fines, penalties, paid to i*ie complainant.’
lirst line,
word
after the
and’’ in the
ed or rendered, or which has been paid,
or obligations than are imMarch
prohibitions
[Approved
21.]
thereof, the words ‘wantonly or,’ so that
provided or rendered by any association posed by this act upon similar associaChapter 252.
solid section, as amended, shall read as
authorized to do business under this act, tions of other states or countries
the
AN ACT to amend Section fourteen
follows.
of
and as herein provided, shall not be „- same fees,
fines, penalties, prohibitions
section 9. AN hoover willfully and wanone nundred and thirty-four of
abie to attachment by trustee, or other or
Chapter
obligations shall be imposed upon the
the Revised Statutes, relating to Crimtonly or maliciously cuts down, destroys,
process, and shall not be seized, taken or associations of such state or country apinal Proceedings ip Court.
or otherwise injures any shrub or tree for
appropriated, or applied by any/legal or plying for admission or transacting busiornament or use; breaks, injures or deBe it enacted by the Senate and House
equitable process, nor by operation of I ness in this state.
of Representatives in Legislature asfaces any fence; throws down or opens
law, to pay any debt or liability of a
Section 23.
association
Any
neglecting
certificate
any gates or bars; injures, destroys, or
holder, or any’ bcneficlarv or refusing to comply with, or violating sembled, as follows:
land of another, anv
severs from
the
Section lourteen of chapter one
hun(hereof, existing at the death of such the provisions of this act shall be tir.e.1
holder.
iwoduce thereof or thing attached Iherenot 'exceeding two hundred dollars upon dred and thirty-four of the revised statutes is hereby amended by striking out of
v i. such articles not being his own, shall
Section Jfi.
Anyr solicitor, agent or ex- conviction thereof.
be punished
by imprisonment for less
amining physician, who shall ktiowinglv
Section 24. Prosecutions for violation said section all after the word “counsel"
such balance to be distributed to the or willfully make any false or fraudulent
than one year, and by fine not exceeding
sembled. as follows:
of any of the provisions of this act may in the eleventh line of said section and
in place thereof the words ‘and
Section 1. A fraternal beneficiary asso- holders of certificates then in force, pro statement or representation in or v ih be commenced
cne hundred dollars.’
by complaint and warrant inserting
sixteen »f chapter':
reasonable compensation for' the services
ciation is hereby defined to be any corpo-: rata, in accordance with the total mort- reference to any application for member- before
Section ;i. Section
any municipal judge or trial justice of counsel shall
• me hundred an«l twenty-s-evon of the rebe allowed by the court,
ration, society or voluntary association, uary pay men is of said members, after ship, or for the purpose of obtaining as in the case of other
offenses
not
withformed or organized and carried on fur first paying all expenses incident to such any money or benefit, in any assoi:::V
vised statutes is hereby amended by inin the linal jurisdiction of such judge or to be paid out ot the county treasury, so
to read as follows:
and" in the first e
that said section fourteen, as amended,
the sole benefit/of its members and their distribution. If. upon the thirty-first day transacting business under this act. shall
serting after the word
as
in.
live
justice,
section
of
provided
‘Section JO. For ‘lit purposes of the law beneficiaries, and not for profit. Each of December of any year, the emergency be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
shall read as iollows:
v.‘ so
line thereof, the words wantonly
chapter one hundred and thirty-two of
‘Section 14. The clerk shall,
without
that said section, as amended, shall read court the stale shall constitute one dis- association shall have a
lodge system, or reserve fund of any such association is conviction, shall be punished hv a fine the revised statutes.
trict. The sessions of the court as a law with ritualistic form of work and repr
found to be less than the amount of one
furnish to every person indicted
than 0,10 hundred nor more
as follows:
noL
Rcotion 25.
The word ‘association’ as charge,
for a crime ounishable by imprisonment
upon all than dvc hundred dollars, or by impriscourt, shall be hohlen at Augusta on the sentative form of government, and shall, assessment or periodical call
■Section 16. Whoever willfully and wan
used in
ho various sections of this act
in the state prison, a copy of me indicthereof, said association onment not less than thirty’ days nor shall he taken
tonly or maliciously injures or removes second Tuesday of December, at Ua.igor make provision for the payment of bene- the members
and construed as meanmore than one year, or both; and anv
and
at .tits in case of death, and may make pro- shall, within six months thereafter, colment; if for a crime punishable by death
any monument erected, or tree markid on the first Tuesday of June
ing a corporation, society or voluntary or
a
sum
sufficient
lect
members
who
from
its
Portland
on
person
the fourth Tuesday of June vision for the payment
shall willfully make a false
of
benefits
in
imprisonment for life, he shall also
as a boundary of any land or town; deassociation.
statement of any material fact or
in each your.
furnish a list of the jurors returned, and
or to bring si; id emergency or reserve fund
Meetings of all the jus- the case of sickness,
temporary
stroys, delac?s or alters tile marks therething
Section 26. All acts or part# of acts, in- !
call
a
statement as to the death or consistent
process to obtain witnesses, to be sumon, made for the purpose of designating tices shall be In Id annually at Augusta permanent physical disability, either as up to one assessment or periodical
J?'yorri
are
herewith,
hereby
repealed.
and deposit the disability of a certificate holder in anv
moned and paid at the expense ot the
such boundary; injures or defaces any and Portland during the law terms, and the result of disease, accident or old age, upon all its members,
Section 27.
This act shall take effect
ail undecided questions of law and equity provided the ’'oriod in life at which pay- amount with the state treasurer to the such association, for the purpose of prostate; if lor a crime punishable by immile stone or guide board erected on
[Approved March 21.]
fund.
curing the payment of the benefit named when approved.
prisonment for a term of years, witnesses
I'ublic way or railroad; removes, deface:. previously submitted shall then be de- ment of physical disability benefits on credit of said No
such association shall in the certificate of such
Section N.
shall be summoned and paid at the excided.'
Chapter 248.
account of old age commences, shall not
holder, shall be
if injures any sign board, lamp or lamp
Section 4. Section forty is repealed and be under seventy years, subject to their re-insuro with or transfer i:s member- S.1 ,,y. of Pei’jury, and upon conviction, AN ACT to fix the compensation of the pense of the state only at the discretion
post, oi extinguishes any lamp on anv
certificates or funds to any organi- snail be punished accordingly'.
ship
of
the court, competent counsel shall be
l>
the
shall
with
its
and
enacted
in
constitution
thereof:
or
following
Clerk
of
compliance
place
passage,
street,
way.
Courts
for
hiidge.
Androscoggin
Section 17.
'Section 1«>. At least ten days before the laws. The fund from which the payment zation. unless the said contract of transassigned by the court in capital cases,
Nothing herein contained
County.
punished by imprisonment1 for less than
sitting of each tenn of the law court, the of such benefits shall be made, and the fer or re-insuvmce is first submitted to s.iall be construed to affect or apply’ to
Be it enacted by the Senate and House when it appears that the accused has not
me ye.iv and by line1 nbt exceeding one
sufficient means to employ counsel; and
clerks of ?ourt in the several counties of fund from which the expenses of such as- and approved by a two-tliiids vote ot the grand or subordinate lodges of Masons. of Representatives in
hundred dollars.'
Legislature assem- reasonable
association present at Odd Fellows, Knights of Pythias or simcompensation for the services
Section seventeen of chapter the state, shall certify to the clerk of sociation shall be defrayed shall be de- members of each
Section l
bled, as follows:
to consider the same, of
i.nr orders,
called
meetings
such
the
reor
rived
or
dues
term,
all
of
from
assessments
collected
in
organized
the
sucases,
pending
and
twtmy-seven
Section 1. The clerk of the judicial of counsel shall be allowed by the court,
ne hundrtd
which "meetings written or printed notice under the laws of this state,incorporated
and which courts of Androscoggin county shall here- to be paid out of the county treasury.
Payments of death shall
is hereby amended by preme judicial and superior courts in from its members.
statutes
vises!
bo mailed to each certificate holder do not have as their
the thoii respective counties, marked ‘law’ benefits shall be to the families, heirs,
[Approved March 21.]
t!u word "and" in
principal object the after receive an annual salary of two
inserting a.tier
at least
before the date fixed issuance of
insurance certificates.
Nor thousand dollars, to
tirc-t line lhereof. th<* words wantonly or,’ ami ail other matte*s of which the law blood relatives, adopted children, adopting for said thirty days
tnapter .<•.{,
be paid quarterly
meeting, nor unless the said con- shall anything herein contained
affianced husband or affianced
to cut of the county treasury. Said sum AX ACT to fix the terms of the
so
that -aid section, as amended, shall conn has jurisdiction, except cases in parents,
apply
Supreme
which exceptions or appeals in proceed- wife of, or to persons dependent upon the tract or transfer or re-insurance is first domestic corporations or voluntary asso- shall be In full compensation for the
read as follows:
Judicial
perCourt
in the counties of Frankthe
inand
by
submitted
to
approved
ciations w'hich limit their membership to formance of all
and ings in equity hr.v* been adjudged friv- member. Such associations shall be govwh.iully
17. Whoever
Section
duties required of him
lin.
Knox. Sagadahoc, Somerset ami
The members of the employes of a
surance commissioner.
erned
tins
act
and
shall
be
bv
olous
and
for
or
intended
ami
exempt
particular
delay:
injures,
city'
they
town,
by law. including those performed by him
we.ntonly or maliciously destroys,
York.
trnni
the provisions of insurance laws iraternal beneficiary associations shall designated firm, business house or corfixture shall be
:**r* d on the docket of the law
or
budding
is clerk of the county commissioners, or
oi
defaces
any
He u enacted by the Senate and House
not vote oy pr< xy.
poration: nor to domestic lodges, orders by a clerk,
a u at bed
thereto, without consent of lh- court uni shall, together with al! other of this state, except as herein provided
pro tempoie, employed by him of Representatives iri Legislature assemassoSection
‘j.
Fraternal
beneficiary
or
and
no
associations of a
law hereafter passed shall apply
purely religious, under section seven, chapter seventy- bled, as follows:
u
owner:
destroys, injures, or secretes, I matters ih-rein pending be in order for
ciations
under
the
of
anlaws
organized
and
benevolent
valuable papers .argument determination or continuance to them unless they be expressly desig- other state
or
description eight. and also for any and all sums paid
anv goods, chattels,
or country which were trans- Which do
FRANKLIN COUNTY.
nated therein.
not operate with a view to profit by him for clerk hire. He shall
in tin;* alphabetical order of counties.
Any such fraternal beneof another, shall he punished by impriskeep a
in this state as herein and which do not
for a funeral true and accurate account of all fees as
TT'-vi n d that causes marked ‘law and ficiary association may create, maintain, acting business
Section 1. Section one of chapter two
provide
onment f«»r less than one y< ar <>r !-y line
defined,
on. the iwenty-eignth day ot Febbenefit
of
disburse
and
a
or
more
reserve
emerthan
and
one
;:li
of
dollars:
hundred
apply
other
matters
which
the
law'
court
dollars, required bv law, and on the first Wednes- hundred and twenty-two o£ the pub.ie
not exceeding live hundred
hundred and eighty-nine, or sick or
gency fund in accordance wLh its con- ruary, eighteen
disability benefits of more than day of January, April. July and October laws of eighteen hundred and nineivshall also be liable to the parly injured. has jiu*i,:Mic' ion in the counties of Andrn
or which subsequently thereto have been
one hundred and fifty dollars, to
Franklin.
Knox, stitution or by-laws.
any one in each year shall, under oath, render thr*e is hereby amended to read as fo».action of trespass, for the amount Ixcoggin. Fuinbcrlaad.
.a an
to transact business in
admitted
legally
1.
fcccnon
more
Seven or
person in any one year. Provided always, such account, specifying the items, to the lcws:
persons, resiLincoln. Oxford, Sagadahoc and
York
if in.puy s>- done, and l«>v a further sum,
this slate and which now report or -which
‘Section !. The supremo judicial coui t
not
exceeding. in all. three thru s wuch shall rot be entered or bet in order for dent of the state, desiring to form a shall report when requested to the in- that any association which has more county treasurer. He shall be responsible
hearing at the term hohlen at Pangor. fraternal beneficiary corporation for the surance commissioner may continue such than three hundred members and whfT*h for such fees, whether collected bv him shall hereafter bo held at Farmington
amount, as the jury deems reasonab.c.
above
and
issues
to any person a certificate provid- dr not, and shall
purposes
provided,
In
having
of
both
within
consent
but
and for the county of Franklin.
M
ire'n
except
parlies;
21.]
amount
the
whole
[ Approved
pay
business subject to the provisions of this I
ing for the payment of benefits shall no; of the same to the treasurer of said «*n the first Tuesday of February, third
| such muses shall bo enter' d and be in signed an agreement therefor, declaring act. A fraternal
Chapter -i...
beneficiary association be exempt by
the provisions of this sec- county for the use thereof.
I order for hearing at the Portland and therein ihe purposes of such corporation,
of May and fourth Tuesday of
Tuesday
in
which was not transacting business
tion. and such associations shall comply
may organize as such in the manner pro.\N ACT to amend Section six <*| Chapter Al!S’.!;i K'l'lliS.
Section 2. This act shall take effect September, annually, instead of the times
this state on the twenty-eighth day of
with all requirements of this act. The in- on the first
sixty-seven of the Revised Statutes, renow provided by law.’
*<-»i 'ii V Section forty-one is repealed vided in sections one, two and three of
of
hunnineteen
day
July,
hundred
and
ninety- surance commissioner
February, eighteen
lating to the Appointment of Guardians. and the following enacted in place tliere- chapter lifty-iive of the revised statutes, nine.
Section two of chapter two hundred and
may require of any dred and one, and the first account filed
and which has not since been legaland such corporation shall have all the
I.
it omit ted by the Senate and House of:
association such information relating to
by said clerk as herein required, and the j tweiuv-iv.o of the public laws of eight
ly admitted to transact business therein iis
o
and
Representatives in Legislature ascertificates
as
sen
wrill
hundred and ninety-three as amendmembership
‘Section 11. The clerks of court in the powers, privileges and immunities, and and which
first
of
to
him
as
hero5«
payment
salary
may hereafter desire to do- so,
sembled, as follows.
! < on r t ice of Kennebec. Penobscot and be subject to all the liabilities named in shall first obtain a license therefor from enable him to determine whether it is provided, shall be on the first WednescL** I ed by chapter two hundred and sixt>
Section six of chapter sixty-seven of Cumberland shall be til*' cierks of the said section three.
from the provisions of this act. c f October, nineteen hundred and on«.
four
of the public laws of eighteen hunexempt
,
I
Before
rethe
insurance commissioner.
amend'd
Section
The president, secretary, and
the revised statutes is hereby
And no association which is exempt by
terms of the law court held in their n
Section 3. All acts and parts of acts, dred and ninety-seven is hereby amended
ceiving such license it shall file with the
bv adding after the tenth word in the
so as to read as follows:
counties an 1 each shall, upon the a majority of the directors, or other offi- commissioner a duly certified copy of its the provisions of this section from the re- inconsistent •with
speetiv*this
are
act,
hereby
I
third line, the words ‘and if there be no adjournment of a term thereof hoiden in cers corresponding thereto, shall forth‘Section 2. Slid May term shall be held
charter or articles of association and a quirements of this act, shall employ paid repealed.
[Approved March 21.]
!
such municipal officers the judge shall his ••«*uiii\. transmit to the ch.’rk of the with make, sign and swear to a certior give or allow to any person
without a grand jury and with but one
copy of its constitution or law's, certi- agents
name three, reputable persons resident of
for
Chapter 249.
new'
next term, ill dockets together with
ail ficate setting forth a true copy of the fied by its secretary or corresponding of- any compensation
traverse jury, unless a
procuring
justice of said
tlio vicinity in which such person resides, exhibits and documents in his custody agreement and declaration of the purAN ACT fixing the amount of allowance court shall otherwise specially order, in
ficer, a power of attorney to the com- members.
so that said
m make such investigation;
Section 18. The insurance commissioner,
The dockets poses of the association, with the names missioner.
which
case
the
clerk
shall
send venires
to pending causes.
for
clerk
a
rotating
hire
in
the
office
of
the
hereinafter
as
Adjuprovided;
section, as amended, shall read as fol- of the law court shall be made from time of the subscribers thereto, the date of the statement under oath of the president in person or by deputy, shall have the
for the
requisite number of traverse
tant-General.
first meeting, and the successive adjournof visitation and examination into
lows:
power
shall
and
summon
the
to tim< and kept as the court may direct.
jurors,
grand jury
Be
it
Senate
enacted
the
and
House
and
or
officers,
»y
corresponding
secretary,
ments, if any, and shall submit such cer‘Section «*. In all other eases the judge
Die
hief justice or in his absence the
in the
n quired
form
by the commis- the affairs of any domestic association of Representatives in Legislature assem- of the preceding term, as the terms of
tificate and the records
of
the
corposhall issue his warrant to the municipal senior
subject to the provisions of this act. that bled, as follows:
said order
All recogniznt may allow the sevmay
require.
for
pres
of
its
business
the
justice
sioner,
precedration to the insurance
person eral clerks for attendance, not
commissioner,
,,ffieers of the town where such
are conferred upon him by the provisions
trial
courts and
exceeding
Section 1. From
and after January ances from municipal
a certificate from the proper
who, upon payment of a fee of five dol- ing year:
resides, requiring them to make inquisi- two mi l mic-half dollars per day, and a
of chapter forty-nine of {ho revised stat- first,
or country, that
nineteen
hundred and one the justices in cases in which parties are held
lars, shall make such examination and re- official in its home state
tion into the allegations made in the ap- M'Msonablc
utes.
that
he
shall
not
be
reprovided
for
to
await
the
action
of
the
grand
jury,
and
that
compensation
making
amount allow-? 1 for clerk hire in the
the company is legally-organized
plication; and if there be no such mu- dm kets. which shall be paid by the state, quire such evidence as he deems neces- similar
examinations office of the adjutant-general shall
be made returnable to said May term, shall,
associations of this state may be quired to make periodical
sary; and if it appears that the purposes
of domestic associations. Whenever after
nicipal officers the judge shall name three but no entry fee shall be charged.
admitted to transact business in said
eighteen hundred dollars per annum, pay- when no grand jury is in attendance, be
of the corporation conform to
he
law,
examination
the
commissioner
is
reputable persons resident of the vicinsatisfied
This act shall take effect
able quarterly, instead of the sum now continued to and have day in the next
state or country; a copy of its applicaSeptember
to
make
his
resides
shall
and
the
certify
thereof,
suen
approval
person
ity in which
term of the court held in said county.’
first, nineteen hundred ami one. and all
tion and policy or certificate, which must that any domestic association is not pay- provided by law.
shall
certificate shall then be filed by said offiupon
such inquisition, and they
action then pending before ihe law court
show that benefits are provided for by ing the maximum amount named in its
Section 2. This act Hiail
take effect
KNOX COUNTY.
cer in the office of the secretary of state,
such evidence as they arc able to obtain, in the several districts as
policies or certilicates in full or is in when approved.
now
eonslisimMarch
assessments
holding
persons
upon
[Approved
21.J
section
Section 2. In
forty-seven of
decide whether such allegations arc true; tut"'1 shall be transferred to the docket who. upon payment of a fee of live dol- ilar contracts, and shall furnish the com- such condition as to render further prolars. shall cause the same with the enof the revised statand as soon as may be report the result of said court as herein established.’
chapter
seventy-seven
Chapter 250.
missioner with such other information as ceedings hazardous to tiie public or its
dorsements. to be recorded, and shall
to the judge, and on such report after
policy holders or is transacting its busi- AN A('T to amend Section eight of Chap- utes, that paragraph relating to times of
ti.
is
amended
to
a proper exSection
Section
he
deem
may
necessary
forty-two
holding terms of the supreme judicial
personal notice to the other party and a in the eleventh and sixteenth lines by thereupon issue a certificate in the fol- hibit of its business, and standing and ness fraudulently; or whenever such doter twenty-four of the Revised Statutes,
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thereto
either shall he paid by said treasurer to the as- report to the insurance commissioner the at chandlers and in vacation, and cause striking out the words “not exceeding one fenders to lind sureties for keeping the
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thereof
petition hundred.’’ and inserting in place
’lie court from which the appeal is taken, superior court as hereinbefore provided. sociation. When deemed advisable by the names and addresses of its president, sec- notice
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is And all provisions of law and rules of majority of the directors, or other offi- retary and treasurer, or other officers to be served on the commissioner, and the words, ‘of fifty,’ and also by adding
Chapter
signed, entered and filed, and notice the supreme judicial court relative to the cers corresponding thereto, such part of corresponding thereto, and shall make after said hearing he may affirm or re- thereto the words, ‘one-half of any fine
thereof has been given by such clerk to transfer of actions and other matters the fund as may be considered necessary, under oath such further statements of verse the decision of the commissioner imposed and collected under this secth u AN ACT relating to the duties and comHie parties ;»r their counsel.
The :mp«d- from the supreme judicial court for said may with the written approval of the its membership and financial transactions and the decision of such justice .shall l»3 shall be paid to the complainant,’ so that
pensation of the Reporter of Decisions
1 int shall enter such appeal, and furnish county, or from its docket to the docket insurance commissioner, be
as
of the Supremo Judicial Court.
said section, as amended, shall read
applied from for the year ending on the preceding final.
Section 21. No association organized or follows:
Be it enact l by the Senate and House
written *r printed copies of tho case on of said law court, and all provisions of time to time to the payment of death thirty-first day of December, with other
'he first day of said law term, and for law and rules regulating proceedings in benefits but for no other purpose; pro- information relating thereto, as said com- doing business under this act *shall issue*
•Section 5. Whqever by himself, or by of
Represent ives in Legislature asgood cause shown, the law court may en- such eases, and the effects of such pro- vided. however, that such fund shall no. missioner may deem necessary to & prop- any policy or certificate upon \l»e life of his servant, agent, or guide, or as the sembled, as fo. 'vs:
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Section 1. Sections sixty-and sixty-one biennially Incorporate the result of their I purpose; and In no case shall such munic- pose, in cr to any
city or town, in or to to the amount of twenty-five dollars on corded when received. In all cases 1C Tor thirty days thereafter neg'o,-,,,
of chapter seventy-seven of the revised investigation and inquiry in their annual I ipal officers or committee incur any ex- which 'another company, person or firm his stock in trade, can
peddle said 'roods where books with printed lorms are riot jive satisfactory hood, they shall
statutes are hereby !» pealed.
; report made prior to each legsiative ses- ; pense on behalf of the town for such are making, generating, selling, distrib- in his own town without paying any li- lurnishfd therefor, the clerk
shall
reormation thereof to ths
of decisions slon. and recommend therein such modi- 1 purpose, exceeding the
Section 2. The
reporter
amount
ceive for receiving arid recording any in- ihall remove him
appro- uting or supplying or arc authorized to cense fee whatever.
w:"'
from office
shall, by his personal attendance
when j fications. changes and additions in ili« priated therefor,’ so that
said
Hoction 5.
The secretary, upon condi- strument by law entitled to record, in
section, make, generate, soil, distribute or supply
Section 11. Every iiw„,
or
the
best
other
means
in
tax
law
or
of
this
s
by
ate
as
when
see
n
practicable,
gas
amended, shall read as fellows:
advistions required in section two, may grant addition to the fees now provided by law, the thirtieth
may
electricity, or both.’
day
of
his [lower, prepare correct reports of all able or necessary lo secure a more just
Section 2. The municipal officers of a
[Approved March 22.]
special stale licenses, upon the payment the sum of fifteen cents for each hun- •nake a return into November
the office of he
legal questions argued,
reporting the and equitable system of taxa'ion.
town, or a committee duly chosen by the
hy the applicant of fifty dollars for each dred words or fraction thereof, in excess
Chapter 274.
of sea and shops
cases more or less at lar^o according to
See lion 2. This act shall take effect town. may. at the expense of the town,
fish, r’es
and the person so licensed may rf live hundred. Provided, however, if
license,
AN
ACT to amend Chapter one hundred
his judgment of their importance.
lie when approved.
construct public drains or sewers along
the
instrument
bo
to
lor
recorded
does
not
sale
and sell, in any city or
v
and thirty-seven of the Public Laws expose
shall publish at least one volume yearly,
or across any public way tnerein; an..
exceed in length two hundred and fifty
[Approved March 22.]
town in this state, any goods, wares or
of
eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, merchandise. He
and furnish the usual number of current
through any lands of persons or corporamay also grant as afore- worths, then the foe for recording the
diopter 2UI.
as amended by
hundred
three
Chapter
copies to the state and to the public a* An
when
tions.
they deem it necessary ior
said. upon the payment by the applicant same shall he twenty-five cents.’
•md
thirteen of
Act to fix the compensation cf the
commissioner shall embody the
the Public Laws of
a price of one dollar
and
seventy-five
Section 2. This act shall take effect
public convenience or health; but neither
eighteen hundred and ninety-three, and ot one dollar for each county mentioned when
hls m ^
County Commissioners ol the County of the municipal officers of the town, nor
cents per volume. The volumes shall be
approved.
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therein, special county licenses, and the
as
further
three
amended
Chapter
of tic average size of
by
Androscoggin.
volume eightysuch committee, shall construct any pub('Iinptci* 2S2.
hundred and thirty of the Public Laws person so licensed, upon paying to the
Be it enacted by the Senate and liovso
three. Maine reports, and be equal therelic sewer therein until the same shad be
treasurer
of
each county mentioned in' AN ACT in relation to
f eighteen hundred and ninety-seven,
to in paper, printing, binding, general fin- of Representatives in Legislature assemthe Taxing of
authorized by vole of raid tewn, and an
rela-i- g to Service of Subpoenas issued said license, the sum of five dollars, may
bled. ns follows:
Costs in Municipal and Police Courts.
ish and quantity of primed matter.
appropriation made l'or the purpose; an I
expose for sale and sell,
in act.on on such
within
such i Pc it enacted
•’ sciosurc commissioners.
Section 1.
by
From and after the first when constructed such sewers
the
Senate
by
and House
Section
Each volume of said reports
inspector’s bon 1 in n
shall l.c
Bo i enacted by the Senate and House counties, any tin, brittania, glass, earth- cf Representatives in Legislature assem- name of the
shall be entered by the secretary of state Tuesday of April, in ihe year of our Lord under the control of the
for his orn, ,
omiron
or
en,
municipal
wooden
manufactured1
wares,
ol Ji<presentatives m Legislature assemas follows:
bled,
with the librarian of congress and copy- one thousand nine hundred and one. the cers.'
"f :llB bond ther..:
in the United States.
The
bled. an follows:
Section L In all municipal and police; for
respective
judgment is rendered thcreni
right'd in 'he name of the slate of pay of each county commissioner of the
Section 2. This act shall take
effect
county
for
treasurers,
or'
the
upon
the
receipt
Section live, of chapter one hundred and
courts in this state the amount of costs
plaintiff, execution shall issue
Maine, and tl •j manuscript and copyright county of Androscoggin shall be three when approved.
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aforesaid sum, shall cert’fy on the face 1 allowed in civil actions
the sum found due to
thirly-se'en of the public laws of eifilv- of
1 hcrorf shall belong to the
shall
the
state.
All dollars for each day employed in the serupemm
said license the amount so received.
I on the amount recovered anddepend
een hundred and eighty-seven, as amendnot upon Whore use such action is brought
Chapter UK?!).
profits arising from the publication and vice of the county, and travel as now
an,
Section
G.
Any soldier or sailor disabled ! the ad damnum in the writ.
ed by chapter three hundred and thirteen
sale o' said reports and advance sheets fixed by law.
,lamages
shall i.e ei,
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2.
of
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This
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laws
of
act
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public
take
This
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take
clerk
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eighteen
effect
thereof by said reporter shall be accounteffect
tlie court on u,
.Sheriff of Androscoggin County.
united
or
or
sickness
States,
hy
disability when approved.
end ninety-three, and as further amended
l° rema;n in tl,c
ed for end paid ever by him to the state when approved.
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He it enacted bv the Senate an 1 Hons-*
custody
three hundred and ihirtv of contracted therein or since his discharge I
treasurer on the first Monday in DecemChapter 2(12.
('liuplcr
of Representatives in Legislature assem- by chapter
ofeuoti
the public laws of eighteen hundred and Irom service, and any person who is blind
33
! An Act to amend chapter sixtv-six of the bled. as follows:
ber i n each year.
Every inspector who in.
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shall
to
be
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exempt from paying the kcense
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further
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ninety-seven,
kind
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of
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After ceasing to hold
hereby
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office
that
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Section 1. The sheriff of the county oC
in certain counties.
public laws of eighteen hundred and
syl.l n...i
!
pickled for i.nikhiK, .shall see that
by s liking out all of said section five ices required by this chapter.
the reporter ■•mil prepare and publish all
IJc it enacted by the Senate and House
ninety-nine, relating to the jurisdiction Androscoggin shall receive as full com- and
they
Scotian 7.
The secretary of state and
in lieu thereof the follow'"'sl inshince. free from
uuppi ! sh: ,i cases argued while in office.
of Municipal and Police Courts.
of Representatives in Legislature assem- ar.h
pensation for services in attendance upon ing: inserting
the treasurers of counties,
elites
and
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and
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It shall he the duty of the
well
Ife it enacted by the Senate and House the supreme judicial court in said counstrtiek
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with
shall
towns,
of
all
records
severally
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•Section 5. The subpoena may be served
the of Representatives in Legislature assem- ty. as jailor, master or keeper of
o.ekle; and such of said llsh
reporter to furnish free of charge
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Nothing contained in “An Act to amend
licenses upon which the sums herein progood onh
he
by any officer qualified to serve civil vided
and of Rood riualit
and
judges of
supreme
superior bled. as follows:
county jail in said county, ter receiving
have been paid t;> then, with the, section twenty-one of chapter thirty of ..hall he idckled in
i:i said
court
by giving to the
with one copy each
of advance
barrels, half barrels'
the
revised
Chapter sixty-six of the public laws of and committing prisoners therein, and debtor in hand county
as
bv
number
of
statutes,
amended
each, the names and rcsidena certified copy of the
fie
sheets:
shall
also be entitled
to
lentils or barrels or
eight e'en hundred and ninety-nine is here- for the services of all criminal processes
an.l subpoena, which said ser- ces of the persons licensed, and the sums ! chapter forty-two of the public laws of kits, each barrel containing Iwo
twem y-livc copies, free
of expense, for by amended so as to read as follows:
and the performance of all duties relat- petition
eiguteen hundred and ninety nine, relathundred
received
ail
and
such
records
thereon,
winds. and so on in that
vice shall be at least twenty-four hours
current exchanges with the reporters of
to
the
A municipal or police court shall not ing to 'the enforcement of all
pr..]>.>;-t■ and
criminal
taking of deer in September the same shall be
shall be opened ior public inspection.
i ing
other states, law school libraries, the at- have jurisdiction in any civil matter un- law. an annual salary of two thousand before the time ol said disclosure for
packed in ttood <•!,.,
for food purposes., and relating to nonb.
to
Section
All
sums
the
secrepaid
coarse salt, sufllri.m! for their
torn -v feneral,
and
twenty miles travel from his home
heads of depart- less the defendant resides within the live hundred dollars a year, to be
,.rv
paid every
tary under this chapter shall be for the ic.sidents going upon the wild lands of l,°n; and (hen each
or p’aee of abode at the time of service
ments.
p
| j,
the state" shall be construed to repeal so
|w
(l,
county in which such is established, or from the county treasury in equal quaruse of the stale, and all sums paid to the
of disclosure.’
up and tilled with ilea:.
Section
So much of section
one.
t ,mg
much
of
, p klf.
section
is a non-resident of the state and has terly payments on the first days of Jan- to the place
of
twenty-one
treasurer of a county, city or town, shall
chapter and shall he branded
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the
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revised ’■••urates s relates to the reporter
a!!l! ‘I’Jality ef
Chapter —75.
hundred
and
the
fish
and
acts
party summoned as trustee resides wilh- with the free rental of the house or livninety-nine,
iown. provided, however, that the fee of
of dcei. ions, m hereby repealed.
in the county, or property of the defend- ing apartments connected with the county AN ACT to amend an act entitled “An one dollar paid for each license, sliail amendatory thereto, as relates to dorr
Section i 1. Ma.-l.-rc! ef i’,e |.e;y
Soetinn 7. Tile
of decisions ant is attached within the county,
reporter
in jail in said county, including the stab'e,
oi
York.
Act to regulate the Practice of Medi- t o tor the personal use of said secretary. in the counties
Cumberland.
not
shall '■!>(•.av- an annua! salary from the which such court is established.
mutilated.
measurin';.
win u
But in and including necessary light and fuel.
cine and Surgery."
Section !>. livery person licensed to ped- | Androscoggin, Sagadahoc, Knox. Lincoln, split, not less lhan
;
trca.~- per of state in quarterly payments
thirteen inches from
as
Such necessary, incidental expenses
case of such personal service, trustee or
Be it enacted by the Senate and House dle. as hereinbefore provided, when his Waldo and Kctinehec.
on tie
fi-s; da vs of January, April, July attachment such court shall have,
extremity of the head 10 the croti h
are just and proper incurred in the per.'
March 22.]
of Representatives in Legislature assem- license is demanded of him by a mayor,
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and
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laws
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public
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court.
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when approved.
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aforesaid
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alter
and
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‘Section 8. On and after the passage of ed on every license.
lie it enacted by the Senate and Hoys,- ; or damage, and not less
game and game birds.
He i enacted by the Senate and House
than
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from
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Be it enacted by the Senate
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Representatives
Legislature as- by said sheriff as now provided by law. physicians or surgeons.
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those of
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transmits
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medicine,
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vessel or vessels
ha t th---' *'
obstructing the I Be it enacted by tlie Senate and House dred and ninety-seven, is hereby further license so to do as hereinafter provided. of January one, one thousand nine hun the Ended Stains eommessioper ..f fi -fi pi ima faei.- evid. a
tree mov.-mem or safe
fcection 2. The secretary of state shall
be reip;li-od Ieugi h.
anchorage of such of Represent at ives in Legislature as- amended by adding thereto the following
dred and one.
.■
1 Approved March 22.1
s a to n move to a
and fisheries in the meetajtion of t'c
grant a license, to go about exposing for
position to be dcsig- ! sembled, as follows:
'• '.I UiS Wl !!!
t
iM-cthMI
it
pro vis ion:
"at- it by tom. and to
fish
wrl of
cul!; :and of seien ilie .•
Chapter 15.SO.
sale and selling, any goods, wares or mercause, without anv
Chanter two hundred and ninety-six of
‘Twelfth. The state superintendent shall
srll. expose l'«»r sn!<* ov
-'I catch. )>':>
seared relative to fishes. The e <!■•<•
complaint being made to him. any vessel’s the
public laws of eighteen hundred and perform ill duties imposed upon him by chandise. to any person who files in his AN ACT to increase the compensation of ting apart such waters snail he r- <• rde J any ft male lobster-: la -paw
.■Ma o eang within the
oin. e a certificate signed by ;he
ciiannel lines as esthe Sheriff of the County .>!' Lincoln.
is hereby amended by adding any
ol
mayor of
a MV
:• -a-:ili
horter or charters granted by the
eggs atiai 111**.! -1
in the registry of deeds of tli
tar»i:-ii• •.i i y ihc municipal authorities as eighty-five
couirv
Be it enacted by the Senut-* and House
the following: ‘Coroners may employ a 1* gislature to educational institutions in a city, or by the majority of the selectand,- v a
tv:. dollars
) enalt\
waters
:o
]>r<o idea m section one of this act. to remen
of a town, stating to their best of Representatives in Legislator, assent- j which- thev are situa:'"!. In
for
the
of
stenographer
purpose
iohsii
r
de
so
s:ro\
ed.
the
state.’
takingxl.t.
move to
set apart ho a:vl tin- I'nited Stages comuc!i anchorage as he may des- such
evidence, who shall receive the same
a
Section 2. This act shall take effect knowledge and belief that the applicant bled, as follow:
exposed for ale or e
ignate.
therein named is of good moral charSection 1. The sheriff of the county of1 missioner of fish and fisheries. and per
compensation as is provided for stenog- when approved.
however, if it aiaiars t!«.. t it
Section 1.
if such vessel has no- crew
act ?r: but such license shall be granted
from and -after the first day of sens acting under their authoritv may. ia-i tended :.. libera t<
Lincoln,
of tuc supreme judicial
raphers
a<
court,’
lean
in
their respective fish <n
[Approved March 22.]
«>n
urn I end
s -i m- j
.*";ird. 11r if the master or other per- so that said
nine
to
no
other
in
the
one
thousand
The
year
person.
mayor or select- January
chapter as amended shall
with, the proviso.! ••• .>t th;s .< <.
son in "barge neglects or refuses to
men
hundred and one. shall receive an annual tide work, take fish at any rime or in' sort
before granting
move
272.
such
read as follows:
Chapter
certificate,
sin
!i
n
lobsters
having
such vessei as directed by the harbor
any manner, and ere.
and maintain an.
‘Section 13. The evidence of all the wit- AN ACT to amend Section one of Chap- shall require the applicant to make oath, salary of live- hundred dollars in quarter- fixture
No shall not l>e liable to a :n of he
necessary for such purposes.
master, then and in that ease such har- nesses taken at any inquest
that he is the person named therein, and ly payments,on the first days of Janinry.
within
her*.
in
he
u,
ter
one
two
of
the
Pubuc
shall,
ivied
for
hundred
and
pro-,
though
other
bor rnar-ver may put a suitable crew on
person shall take or kill anv fish..
the mayor or said selectmen are hereby April, Juiy and October, instead of the
ten days atter the delivery of the verd:cr
Laws of eighteen hundred and ninetyibed, for a 11y ea use Hoi wit iiiu
board and move such vessel to a suitable
.or use any inch m-nt for fishim* tier-in.'
compensation now fixed by law.
to the coroner, be filed by the coroner
to :;■» liberate tin m.
five relating to the incorporation and authorized to administer said oath.
trol.
a
under
of
not
l->ss
berth a? a wharf or anchorage at the cost with
than
ten
ruv
penalty
take
shall
effect |
Section 2. This act
Section 2. The secretary shall cause to
the clerk of courts for the countv
control of Gas and Electric Companies.
! t shill I-- en'aw! s
Section Lit.
more
than one hundred dollars, and
and risk of the owners thereof, and shall
[Approved March 22.J
in which said inquest is held, and there
Be it enacted by the Senate and House be inserted in every such license the when approved.
further penalty of one do’lar for “•n n, pl serve or Diehl.- loistejs 'r-s l’
enlarge two dollars, to be uaid by the remain open for
names of such cities and towns as the a re2S1.
of
CorChapter
in
assempublic
inspection.
ami
one-half
inches in length,
Representatives
Legislature
i
fish so taken or kill'd; provided. h< w« v.
master or owner of such
vessel, which oners may employ a stenographer for the bled, as follows:
plicant selects, with the sums to be paid AN ACT to amend Section :w> of Chap- that hefore such
hearing he shall g v ; dead.' measured as aforesaid:
charge together with the cost of the crew purpose of taking such evidence,
to the respective treasurers thereof, as
who
Section
one of chapter one hundred and
h
lister
canned.
ter
of
the
Revised
every
pr
Statuses,
otice
thereof
ninety-one
of
his
intenlor removing such
by pdd'eatinn
vessel
the
harbor shall receive as
compensation
therefor two of the public laws of eighteen hun- provided in the following section, and
piekled contrary t" tin* provision-'
relating to fees of town and it/ e.erks tion for two successive weeks in at 1
master may collect by suit.
the sum of six dollars per dav and ten dred and ninety-live is hereby amended shall receive from the applicant one doleve.\ person, linn, assoc
section.
for
epo
Mortgages.
in
Recording
printed
the
newspaper
Sec-iinn
county•,
Harbor masters may. when cents
per hundred W'ords for transcript of by striking but from the end of said sec- lar for each city and town so inserted.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House where such waters lie.
corporation so canning, pres, r
assault is committed either upon them- notes, and six
cents
as
mile
actual tion, the following words: “without the Every person so licensed may sell
per
of Representatives in Legislature assemSection 9. In each town where pickled pickling, shall 1« liable :t> a n<-:
selves or any person acting under their travel.’
consent cf such other company, person aforesaid, in any city or town mentioned bled. as follows:
one
dolls r lor ovcrv lobster
fish
are
or
cured
packed for exportation,
authority, arrest and deliver to the police
or firm” so that said section, as amend-! in his license, any goods, wares or mer[Approved March 22.]
1. Section
two
of
Section
chapter the governor, with the advice and con- preserved or pickled centra r> " ''
aulhoriHes on shore any person commitchandise upon first paying the required
ed. shall read as follows:
a
visions
this .-••cetion.
an 1
of
the
revised
statutes is, heresent
of
ninety-one
the
council,
from
shall,
lime
t
Chapter 208.
ting such assault. (Approved March 22.]
‘Section 1. Corporations for the pur- j sum to the treasurer of such citv or town, by amended by striking out
*•»' s
the
word time, as occasion requires,
huw'-vd
appoint one petinity of thr
AN ACT to amend Section two of Chan- pose of making, generating, selling, dis- who shall certify on the face of said li-'a- o.
ir. the first line of said
which s teh inn awr more persons skilled in the quality o' ovor>
“twenty-rive”
Chapter
ter sixteen of the Revised Statutes, retributing and supplying gas or electricity, cense the sum so paid.
section and inserting in place thereof the the same, to ho inspectors of fish, wli > ning. preserving or pii kling is ca
AN ACT relating to the duties of the
Section 4. Every porsor licensed under j word
lating to the construction of Public or both, for lighting, heating, manufacSeet oil ;’i.
hurrels. boxc*-.
‘fifty*: and by adding to raid secJJoard of State Assessors.
the two preceding sections, shall pay to ; tion the words ‘In all cases when book;- shall hold their office for tive years, unDrains and Sewers.
or mechanical purposes in any city
turing
less sooner removed by the governor and packages in transit containim*. 1
I Jo it ei,noted by the Senate and Mouse
Be it enacted by the Senate and House or town or two or more adjoining cities the treasurer of each city or town men- with
furnished, council.
shall b*‘ in in.ed with tin- wo:
printed forms are not
of Rc pres-i.tativcfl in Legislature assem- of
tioned
in
the
his license,
sums following: j
Representatives in legislature assem- or towns, within this state, or for cither j
iii capital h-iters, at least .n
therefor, the clerk shall receive for reSection 1.0. Every such, inspector. b« f r
bled. as fe llows:
for every town containing not more than
or any of such purposes may be organbled. as follows:
ceiving and recording any instrument os- entering upon his duties, shall be sworn, length, together with the fail
Scot ion 1. U shall be the duty of the
Section 1. Section two of chapter six- teed under the provisions of sections six- one thousand inhabitants, according to law entitled to record, in addition to tiro and
the shipper; said marking shall i"
with sufficient sureties t
bonds
give
board of state assessors, hud they are teen of the revised statutes is
herebv teen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen and the United States census next preceding fees now provided by law. the
of the treasurer of the town for which he in a plain and legible manm r on
sum
here he directed to biennially investigate amended
by adding after the word twenty of chapter forty-eight of the re- i the date of his license, three dollars: for I fifteen cents for each hundred words or is appointed, to the satisfaction of the side of such barrel, boxes or
In
:nd e xamine into the system and method "town” in the first line thereof, the words vised statutes of. this state, and acts towns containing more than otic thoufraction thereof, in excess of five hun- municipal
officers
thereof, in the noun I ages; and in ease of seizure 1>\ .*
of taxation of other states, and also to ‘or a committee duly chosen bv th«* town
amendatory thereof and additional there- sand and less than two thousand inhab- dred.’ so that said section as amended, sum of not less than five hundred nor authorized oflieor.
f a ay bar: •■■■
make careful and constant inquiry into and also by adding after the word "health” to, and all provisions of said
for
and
six
dollars:
chapter and itants.
every thou- shall read as follows:
more than five thousand dollars, for the or other packages in transi
the practical operation arid effect of the in the fourth line, the
1
‘Section 2. The clerk on payment of faithful
following words, acts are hereby made applicable to such sand inhabitants in excess of two thouperformance
of
his
official ’obsters, which are not so nii’k*
laws <>’' the state of Maine, in compari- ‘but neither the municipal officers of the corporations. But
no
corporation or- j sand, two dollars, provided, that the sum fifty cents, shall record ail such mort- duties; and such officers shall, at leas: ease of seizure l>\ such oflieer of
son with th
of
laws
other states, with town, nor such committee,
ganized hereunder shall have authority, so to be paid to any such treasurer shall gages delivered to him. in a book kept once a year, examine the bonds
shall
conu-M
p
boxes
other
in
or
packages
given by
1 he view of ascertaining wherein the tax struct any public sewer therein until the without special act of the legislature, to in no case exceed twenty’ dollars, but any
for that purpose, noting therein, and on said
inspectors, and if that of any in- taining lobsters less than lb*- i*'"laws of Maine are defective, inefficient, same shall he authorized by vote of said make, generate, sell, distribute or supply resident of a town having a place or bus- the
mortgage, the time when it was reis not in their opinion sufficient, length. such lobsters as arc
inoperative or inequitable.
They shall town, and an appropriation made for the gas or electricity, or both, for any pur- iness therein, owning and paying taxes ceived; anil it shall be considered as re- spector
they shall forthwith notify him. and if than tin- proscribed hngth si. I:
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tod, and ail such lobsters as arc of the
s< ril"d
length found in such barrels,
jH,\cs or packages, together with such
barrels, boxes and packages, shall be forp.ited and disposed of under the provisions of section twenty-nine of this act.
Section 25. Every person, firm, assocl*
lion or corporation who ships lobsters
barrels, boxes or
without navinir the
packages in which the same are
oniained. marked as prescribed in the
shall
conviction
upon
p,, vious section,
p, punished by a line of twenty-live doland
upon
subsequent conviction
1 iVs.
>h**i’eof by a line of fifty dollars; and any
,„.rson or corporation in the business of a
who
carrier of merchandise,
(union
slj.,l! carry or transport from place to
i,,
lobsters in barrels, boxes or other
p i, kages not so marked, shall bo liable
penalty of fifty dollars upon each
a

arrived at. the factory. No fish shall bo way, dam, or mill race; nor In the PenobTo authorize the construction of
Shall take or catch any alewives within visions of this statute, may be settled by
a
baked fer sardines in ovens unless they scot river between the mouth of the
Ken- saia limits except by hook and line, shall the commissioner of sea and shore fish- wharf into the tide waters of Penobscot
shall lirsi be properly flaked in rows and duskeag stream and the water
works be punished by a hue ot two hunur.d eries, upon such terms and conditions as River In Bucksport.
laid on with jut overlapping.
Whoever dam at Treat’s falls on said river, nor
he
all
advisable. All fines, penalties
Authorizing the construction of a wharf
Hakes, bakes o-r packs any sardines in between the Augusta highway bridge dollars tor each offense; or nets, weirs, and deems
collections under this act shall be into me tide waters of the Penobscot
devict‘3, proseines or other machines
violation of this section forfeits live dol- over the Kennebec river and the Augusta
to
snail
be
the
state treasurer, to be added River In Verona, Maine.
deemed
iorpaid
tnbued
as aforesaid,
lars for every hundred fish so flaked, dam; nor
any salmon five hundred fee*; letted and contraband, and any member to and made a part cf the appropriation
To
authorize the construction of a
baked or packed, to be recovered bv above Perry point bridge on the Saint
ot me nsh committee of the towns of for sea and shore fisheries.
wharf into the tide waters of Piscalaqua
indictment or action of debt.
Croix river in Calais, between the first
Section ‘<2. All acts or parts of acts, River at Kittery.
finding
Newcastle or Nobleborough
Section 33. Section thiny-two of this days of April and November,
except by them in such use, may destroy them. Bur relating to the regulation of the lobster
To regulate ilshing
in
Branch
and
act shall not apply to certain articles of
the ordinary mode of angling with tingle
noming in mis section shall oe construed fisheries, to the packing, canning and Meadow Brooks in Tnomaston and Rackstock in possession of ar.y packer of sar- hook and line or artificial
fl.es; nor shall to abridge or affect in any manlier, me inspection of herring, sardines, and clams, land.
dines when this act is approved, as fol- hook and line or artificial flies be used
at
now held by law, by heretofore passed, and the following secTo prohibit ice fishing in Androscoggin
lows:
decorated tin plate, cans, metal, any time within one hundred yards of rights and privileges
f
said
chapter forty of the revised Pond, situated partly or wholly in Kenne.Newcastle and Noble- tions
towns of
labels and cans of sard.lies, nor to goods
any fishway, dam or mill race; but this burough m the alewive fishery in the said statutes, viz:
sections
one
to thirty- bec county.
packed previous to the approval of this section shall not apply to the taking of
both
inclusive; sections forty to
three,
Uamanscotta river.
To amend the charter of the Lewiston
act.
Dili this exemption docs not apply i alewivos
by the town of Warren in the
Section i>4 From the first day of April lorty-six, both inclusive; sections nfty- Trust and Sale Deposit Company.
to any of the methods, processes or reguGeorges river, and by the town of Waldd- to the fifteenth uay of July In cacti year, •six. sixty to sixty-six, both inclusive, so
To authorize the City of Lewiston to
lations ii: ■egard to canning sardines or boro In Medomak
river, under the author- all persons are nereoy prohibited irom far as they relate to sea and shore llsh- issue
mendinr leaky cans provided lor in this
its bonds to the amount of one huuity granted said towns by a private fishing Wim nets, seines, traps, weirs, or cnos; sections sixty-eight, sixty-nine and dred and
act.
Ail packers of sardines shall file and
eignty-live thousand dollars to
law
ol’
Massachusetts, passed any other contrivance, ill that part ot seventy-three, and oil acts amendatory
special
»vith
its
now
bonds
the
commissioner
of
sea
thereof.
outstanding and
and
shore March six, eighteen hundred and
union
cf or addition il 10 any of the loregoing pay
two. Feinaiiuiu river which nos between Fern
in the year one thousand nine
maturing
Section «ti. All ears in winch lobsters fisheries, or his wardens, within ten days and amendments thereof, passed by the aqiud
acts
or
sections; chapter two hundred
tails and a line drawn west from
after
the
and
one.
of
this
ears
while
in
the
all
lobster
a
true
and
hundred,
approval
list
act,
kept
legislature of this stale; nor shall it tile site of the old Femauuld fort, tor the and eighty-five of me public laws of
boTo change ui part the town line
1. shall have the name of the owner or schedule of all decorated cans and tin
apply to the taking of alewivcs by the. term of ten years irom me iwelltn day eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, and
towns of Mexico and liumford
plate, metal, labels and cans of sardines, town of Woolwich in
wners thereof on the top of the car.
additional to or tween me
Nequassct stream; of
'»
February, t igntcen nundred and all itets o»* parts of acts
his
in the County of Oxford.
possession at the time of the ap- fly fishing shall bo allowed up to the
re it may be plainly seen, in letters
and
all
other
amendatory
acts
thereof;
of
ninety-live. Any peesuii violating any
i. ss than three-lourths of an inch in
proval of ihts act, subscribed and sworn bridge
To amend an act entitled “An Act to
across
the
Denny’s river at the provisions 01 tins scci,ou shun be or parts of acts inconsistent with this
and
Distributing
'ill, plainly carved or branded thcre- to by said pucker of sardines before a Lincoln’s
mill, but not between said
But this act provide lor Printing
ot one nunaied Uoi.ars, act, ui*'» hereby repealed.
at the public expense, and to regBallots
mil all trails, nets, or other devices notary or justice of the peace, otherwise bridge arid Lincolns mill dam: But this subject to a one
shall
not
be
construed
as
repealing any
am, lorfeituie of ail boats, nets anu upEleciin> catching of lobsters, shall have, lie shall r.oi obtain the benefits of this section shall not apply
of the laws relating to inland iish and uiate Voting tor state and City
to
the Laconia paratus useu -n tiuc.i illegal fishing.
name section.
the owner's
in the water,
tions.”
falls and the Lower falls, so calico, of
inning ior a.cw.ves, at game.
•section
Aroostoox
d or branded in like manner on ad
the
and
To
authorize
Section C4. The commissioner of sea the Saco river, located at Biddeiord and or aooiit no. Ail
Bangor
[Approved March 22.]
ine mill
ta**s oeto.v
Railroad Company to purchase the Bailbuoys attached to said traps or other and shore iisheries siiall insist upon the Saco; and upon the lirst three days or uaiu, shalli'tnun|UKi
ii.stric.cu to tour days m
oc
Chapter 15JS5.
u es. under a penalty of ten dollars for
strict
enioi cement
ol
gor and Kataiidin Iron Works Radroau.
sections
each week, lroin ihe first ot June to the cat... wecK, anu tiic owning season snail
thirty,
for
each trap thirty-one,
To amend section lorty-seven of cnapear. and live dollars
thirty-two and thirty-three lirst of September of each year, all per- be irom tno last auy oi Afuii 10 tno AN ACT providing for State Roads and
Statand require his waruens who have jiuis- sons may dip lor salmon, shad and a!c
i. vice not so marked; and if sufficient
lor me improvement thereof.
tcr seventy-seven o%, the Revised
tuteeniii aay oi a my of each year, ior mi
to establish the ownership of such
.be it enacted by tne senate and House utes, in relation to the terms of the Sudiction in localities wlicre sardine can- wives at the falls last named above. But term
all tismng shad be
and
aioresaia,
■!• trai*s cannot be readily obtained ning factories are located, to
of
of
in
the
Judical
Court
in
County
Representatives
preme
ussem-1
give a good it shall be lawtul tor any person to takj unuer si.cn 1 aginations and
re.Logislatuio
turther
as follows:
may be declared forfeited, subject and sufficient bond in ihe sum
oxford.
t.ie
of li\ e any salmon, shad or alewivcs in
strictions, as tnc fish committee of tne bled,
iit- provisions of section twenty-nine thousand dollars payable to the treasure
Section 1. Upon
To build a bridge across the bar bethe request of the
waters of Orange river, in the town or town or Bristol shall decide upon.
this act.
island
ana
Bar
of the state ol' Maine, said bond to be Whiting, in the county of Washington,
•Section ut». No person not authorized by municipal officers of any town, the coun- tween Mount Desert
ion ~7. All persons are hereby pro- deposited in the slate treasury, to guar- up to cue hundred and thirty yards ot the the
lish committee ot the town or Biistoi, ty commissioners of the county wherein Island, in tne county of Hancock.
lobster
I from setting any
traps antee tiio faithful and strict enl'urccim nf. fishway ai the lower dam in said river, shall
said
town
is
ana
close
winter
to
shall
To
mat
itslnng
located,
designate
regulate
bo allowed to catch or disturb any
a
three hundred feet of the month of the provisions of this act and its pen- subject, However, to all the laws of the ale
running through said town j the tributaries of certain lattes ana punas
river
the hignway
above
wives in remaquhl
..■tier end of the leaders of any fish alties, and in no ease shall a
pa.ker of state, and laws regulating the taking of llow ot the tide, anu no person unless winch in their judgment is the main in Piscataquis county.
under a penalty of ten dollars lor (sardines be accepted as a surety,
me penally ror authorized
thoroughfare, ana said highway shall be
To leguiale lisuing in Wilson River in
sucu ilsii in sanl r.ver.
by said lish committee, shall known
as a slate road.
ii offense.
Piscataquis county.
Section tk). The commissioner
of sea any violation of this section is a fine or set traps, or use any other contrivance,
wnocver taices up, or ai:ion
Section
2. Towns
To amend and extend the charter of the
establishing state
and shore lishcries or his wardens shah not more than lifty nor less than ten dol- tor catching ecus, or any other lisn, that
knowroads as aforesaid may, on complying Strong Water company.
to Hike up, or in any way
into violations of the laws relat- lars lor eaen offense, and a further hue snail in any way iutertere with the pasinterferes with
with the conditions hereinafter set iorm,
ami wilfully
any inquire
Relating to Compressed Air Company of
ing to sardines and enforce the penal.ies of ten dollars lor each salmon and one sage, either -way, or aiewives old or receive Horn
v trap while set for use. without tne
tne state one-naif ot the Massachusetts.
dollar for each snad so taken.
tnis
section
and
tor
the
of
young;
violating
thereto,
purpose
any
person
inquiring
.»fity of the owner thereof, shall be into any violation of said laws, and e.iSection 44. No person shall set any net snail ue subject to a line of twenty-nve amount actually expended in permanent
Authorizing the construction of a wharf
less
than
of
not
shod bv a line
improvement oi said roads, not exceed- into tne tide waters or A-’enobscot ALver
dollars and one dollar lor cucn lish so
lorcing the penalties thereof, suen com- or seme within live hundred leet of the
one hundred dollars per year; prov
nor more than fifty dollars; proing
of
under
a
weir
of
mouth
penalty
in
any
taken
or
Verona, Maine.
missioner or his deputies
at
all
destroyed.
may
vided that no town shall
however, that no action, complaint
receive such
To open Lamoert
{Section an A bounty of one dollar for
Lake, Washington
reasonable times enter any manufactory, titty dollars tor each offense.
state aid unless its
iietmcnt shall be maintained under or
in eacii and
and County, to ice nshing.
'ihe owner or
appropriation
4.>.
person
Section
in
tne
waters
Killed
and
seal
make
inestablishment,
canning
every
for such road snail amount
action unless the name of the owner
charge of any weir is hereby permitted or mis state snail ne paid by the treas- expenditure
To prohibit iee lismng in Bungancaut
or vestigations concerning the methuds embe
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Section 65. Any one mutilating or Titles of Those Passed
ConTo apportion Representatives to
lily, for every hundred cans so period of twenty-four hours with dip fishery for smelts and tom-cods, not to destroying such notices, shall be sub,1ec«
II.
Gov.
H
and
gress.
and
inlets.
rivers
the size known as quarter oils: net. In all
bays,
any implements lawfully used above the io the same penalties as set forth in sechundred
and
'•I is
To amend chapter one
of mustard sauev of good harbors east of the west shore of the How of tide, nor to any portion of Penob- tion twenty,
chapter one hundred and
of
'i
twenty-tnree of the Public Laws
every fifty cans of the siz*- Penobscot bay and river where any en- scot river, bay or tributaries, nor to the twenty-seven of the revised statutes.
AN ACT
tnrec quarter muscards; anti
eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, entrance to the same or any part thereof Main! Croix river five hundred feet above
Section 66. In case no notices as herein
of titled “An Act in relation
To authorize the Board of Trade
oin* hundred cans of the size
to
Foreign
from main land to main land is not more Ferry’s point in Calais.
|
and
maintained
on
provided are posted
Portland to establish a Committee on In"Pc quarter mustards; one galAssociations and Corporations.”
than three nautical miles in width, but
beet ion 7,1. The
limit of
depth pre- waters that arc protected by special law, spection of Produce, and Inspectors of I Banking
for every one hundred purse and drag seines may be used for scribed for
(gar
Authorizing and empowering the Registhen no one violating such laws snail t.eweirs in the preceding section
j
the Port of Portland.
Produce
at
iv- size known as one 'quarter I the purpose of taking smelts
in
these shall
tor
of
Deeds
for the county of Curnberbe measured at the entrance of the liable thereunder to any penalties set
c
Thompson J; land to make a true copy of contents of
To regulate ice fishing in
lor every fifty cans of the waters,
bay. The weir,
except in Bluehill
provided that no part of the weir forth in such Jaws.
•' n
and Otis- I vo1 ume one of the Cumberland
Poland
in
bv
as th.ree ttuarter spiced
Oxford,
Casco,
or
therefor,
or
Pond,
of
county
herring,
fishing
.Section 67. Sections sixty-three, sixtyj
taking
known as the leader, is in more than two
'prietors of fish packing fac- the use of purse or drag seines and all feet of water at low water mark. Weirs four, sixty-five and sixty-six shall
| records of deeds and to certify that it is
not field.
-11 provide sealed measures hoklTo abolish the fees and per diem com- a true copy of said records.
other seines or nets, except the use of may exceed the limit of two feet depth, apply to towns which by special act have
and establish the salary of the ; To authorize the Town of York to sup'•ne-hundredth part of three seines or nets in weirs, from the first day measured as
aforesaid, under, the follow- acquired vested rights in any fishery in pensation
iv which shall be used in meas- of Juno to the first day of November in!
Stenographer of the Superior Court for ply Light lor Public Uses.
ing conditions: first, the distance from said towns.
d into quarter oil sardine cans,
Machias
and
its
the
of
ap- the before mentioned two feet limit to
County of Kennebec.
the waters
bay
To amend chapter one hundred ?.nd four
Section 68. All vessels, boats, craft,
vi s
holding one-fiftieth part of proaches inside of or to the northward! the entrance of such weir, shall not ex- owned
Relating to the Franklin Real Estate of the Revised
and officered by non-residents, and
Statutes, as it wiy» amendwhich shall be used in nieusur- of a direct line drawn straight from the; ceed one
Company.
hundred feet; second, no such
of
ed
in
kind,
by chapter eighty-five of Pie Public
every
employed
isiard sauce and vinegar into highest summit of the island called The | veir shill
apparatus
To authorize a special election to be
obstruct
more than one-eighth
I
of
unlawful
or
on
Laws
board any I held in the
elgnteon hundred and 'ninety-..ve
having
fishing,
I t size cans used ii» packing
Brothers, easterly to a. point one-half of the channel, except that in the Cat- fish
city of Waterville.
thereto section forty-nine reunlawfully taken, are liable for a.i
cd .ill fish packed as aforesaid ! mile d'stant and due south from Libby
To revive the organization of the trus- by adding
and Eastern rivers, fines and casts herein provided for; and I
liance,
1
Abbagadasset
!
to
the Settlement of Titles to Real
luting
■n so packed good and sound,
island light house, thence from said po'ntl such wens
extend twahiy-Hve leet any officer may seize and detain said tees of the Parsonage fund of Bueksport. Estate.
they shall be cleaned, headed 1 easterly to the southerly extremity cf the! beyond the may
To amend the charter of the Livermore
one-eighth aforesaid, pio- property
not
exceeding
twenty-four
d.
Whoever packs or cans. southern island called the Double Head vided such extension shall not exceed
Additional to chapter ninety-one of the
Light and Power Company.
hours, in older that it may be attached, Falls amend
"
I)
packed or canned any Shots, is hereby prohibit©-’. Any person] one-lnurth of the width of the channel and
relating to liens on
the charter of the Rockland, Revised Statutes,
To
taken by due process of law to sat'oi: of this section shall for- I
violating any of the provisions of this! in the Abbauidasset and Eastern rivers; isfy any judgment that may be recov- Thomaston and Camden Street Railway. wharfs and piers.
iollars for every one hundred section shall be liable to a penalty not
the
Pownal and YarTo
the
charter
of
the
incorporate
To
amend
and
extend
third, every such weir shall be stripped ered. but it sh ill, at any time, be released
a tv vans as aforesaid, as the
mouth Railroad Company.
exceeding five hundred dollars for each' so as to render it incapable of taking fish on
payment, by the owner or master, of Agamenticus Water Company.
1
so packed by
him or by his offense, to be recovered in an action ofi betw.-cn the
To
for
hundred
and
provide
Voting
oy Machine.
amend
section
one
four
To
of
and
June
twenty-fifth day
the tin-4, costs, and reasonable expenses.
be recover'd by complaint.
debt.
Amendatory to section twenty of chapthe fifteenth day of August of each year;
Section >9. No person shall use dyna- of chapter eleven of the Revised Stat1
All cans shall be decorated,
waters
the
the following
ter two hundred and forty-two
of
Section 41'.
nnt. but these conditions apply only to weirs mite or other
to
of
the
duties
utes
of
Maine,
;
!
relating
or
any poisonous
label:, u with quality, pack- their tributaries are exempt
the' that exceed the aforesaid limit of
from
Public Special Raws of eighteen hundred ninetyof
depth. ! or stupefying substance whatever, for the the State
Superintendent
and place of business, or
live, entitled "An Act to incorporate the
provisions relating to migratory fishes.! The standard for low water mark on 1 he 1 purpose of destroying or ta king fish, Schools.
name for whom .be same are
and the supervision of fishways by
Kennebec river, is in all cases the nearest under a penalty of one hundred dollars
Water- city of Sou til Portland.”
To incorporate the Wiscassct,
'' leaks, swell heads and blow
commissioners, that is to sav: Ro'yaU's bench mark of the United States coast and, in addition thereto, two months' I villo and Farmington Railroad Company.
To amend section two of chapter four
II i
.be thoroughly mended and I river in North Yarmouth; Sewall’s pon-.l! survey, allowance being made at the [imprisonment
hundred six of the Private and Special
of
the
the
charter
Waierville
in the county jul for each | To extend
oil or Vinegar, as per kind of i or its outlet, in Arrowsic; so much of the
various points for the difference in time. offense.
Raws of the year one
thousand
ar.d
Railroad
Wiscassct
eigut
Company,
}
v:d
then
bathed in
boiling waf ers of Damariscotta river as ar° west The provisions of this and the preceding
Section TO: In all
under j
Relating to the charter of the Wiscas- hundred fifty, entitled “An Act creating
»t less than twenty
minutes, of the railroad bridge near Damariscotta* sections do not apply to weirs built for Uiis chapter and theprosecutions
the Norway Village Corporation.”
amendments and set and Quebec Railroad.
■!>, at a temperature of two Mills; the eastern Penobscot river
in,; the purpose of taking herring, or other additions thereto, municipal and police
To amend “An Act to incorporate MauAuthorizing the construction of a wharf
•'
forty degrees, not less than Orland: Winslow’s stream in Penob-cot; salt water fish.
judges and trial justices within their into the tide waters of Penobscot River ul ison Village Corporation.”
Whoever sells or offers for all
waters
in
Section o2. AH boats, implements and counties have by complaint original and
Vinalhaven,
Tremom.l
To protect lobsters in the waters adBueksport.
irdines in viola-ion of this sec- Mount Desert. Eden. Franklin and Sulli- mMeiials used, and all fish taken in
vio- concurrent jurisdiction with the .supreme
iorfeit one dollar for every can van;
j To extend the charter of the Franklin. jacent to the shores of tne town ot Rubec
Pieasant
river
in
Washinglo 1 lation of sections thirty-five and thirty- judicial and superior courts.
Somerset and Kennebec Railway Com- and Trescott.
offered for sale, to be recov- county and East
Machias
river. Little six are forfeitedSection 71. All tines and penalties under ( pany.
Relating to the Mallison Power Compplai.it. ind.ctment or action j river, in Perry, shall be exempt from all
Section
51. Whoever shall
construct, this act may be recovered by complaint,
To extend the charter of the Waldo pany.
the
of
law. that relate to set, maintain or use any not, weir, seine, Indictment or action of
provisions
debt made or Street Railway Company,
To close a portion of Sandy River and
No can of sardines shall be
in said river, except or other device, in
the waters of the brought in I he countv wher e the offense
maintaining
fishways
To amend chapter two
hundred
and certain of its tributaries against fishing.
Jp-vs than s'x fish and no fish
Bamariscotta
river,
April, May arid June.
northerly of the is committed. The action of debt shall ij
To close the tributaries of Duck Ponu in
of the Private and
•km os sirdbn-'S unless they during
Special
Section 43. No, salmon, shad cr other bridge between the villages of Newcastle be brought in the name- of the cofnmis- ninety-five
Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-five, Cumberland County.
h id si and eviscerated within I
fish
and
shall
be
Bamariscotta.
for the purpose of S-' ner of sea and shore fisheries, and all
taken or tithed
migratory
To authorize
entitled “An Act to incorporate the Yarhirers lrom the lime they for within five hundred yards of
Telephone,
Telegraph,
any fish- taking or catching alewlves, or whoever offenses under, or violations of, the pro- mouth Water
Electric Right,
Heat
or
Power
ComCompany.”

panles to place their wires under the sur
lace of public ways.
To close Sandy Stream and the tribu
taries of Unity Pond in the
Town of

pn

v\

■

Unity.
To prohibit Ashing in Pleasant
Pond
and its inlets, situated in Sumner,
Oxford County.
I To extend the charter of the Winn Water and rower Company.
,
I To extend the cnarier of the Bluehi.»
I'Water
Company.
I To amend
chapter two humlred sixty|
six of the Public Laws of U03, as amer.ilI[ed by chapter one hundred twentv-eigut
; of the Public Laws of
relating to
! the Militia.
j1 To amend chapter four hundred nineteen fcf the ir-ivute and Special Laws of
18ih, as amended by chapter lv»o of in*?
Private and Special Laws or 1L9*J. relating
lo tiie Penobscot Kast Branch
Log Driv-

|

ing Company.

jI

To amend "An Act to authorize the City
of Portland to appoint Commissioners of
Cornea ies nod Public Grounds.”
t\ iegaii;.
the doings of a meeting of
1
Sol tool District Number Sixteen in
the
*.own
of Stonington.
,
Permitting ice fishing in Cochncwagon
1 Pond in *aonmouth.
To authorize Charles H. Mansfield to
| mainiain a wharf
into the tide w.uers of
! Moosabec Reach in the town of
Jonesport, County ot Washington.
'to extend the time ol construction of
Cm Buothbay Railroad.
To incorporate Machias Banking Compa.iy.
To amend the charter of Parsonsfiehi
1

Seminary.

Entitled “An Act
to
establish
ward
boundaries of the City of Bangor.”
To incorporate tne 1’ushaw i^akc Railway.
To if&orporate the
Little
Churchill
Stream Dam Company.
To supply the Town of
Dexter with
pure water.
To amend chapter sixty-seven of the
Public Laws of one thousand eight hundred and ninety-one, relating to the taking of Smelts.
To amend chapter sixteen of the Private and Special Laws of eighteen hundred and fifty-three, entitled "An Act to
incorporate the North Yarmouth Mutual
Eire insurance Company.
To provide for a close time on
Lily
Pond, in the Town of Shirley, County
of Piscataquis.To extend the charter of the Kennebec
and Franklin Railway.
To incorporate the Trustees of Leavitt
Institute, in the Town of Turner.
To prohibit the killing of Deer in the
Town of Isle au Haut m the County oj.
Hancock.
To amend chapter thirty of the Revised
Statutes, as amended by chapter fortytwo of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-nine pertaining to Inland
Fisheries and Came.
To authorize
the
Portland Railroad
Company to acquire certain streei railroads and make certain extensions of its
railroad system.
To amend chapter two hundred seven of
the Private and Special Laws of
the.
State of Maine for the year eighteen hundred ninety-live, as heretofore amended,
relating to the Eastern Telephone Company.
Fixing tne salary of the sheriff of
Piscataquis County.
To amend an act entitled “An Act to
incorporate Saint Albans Academy.”
To incorporate the
Searsport Water

1

...

■

.•

Company.

To amend the charter of the Rockland
Trust company.
To authorize the City of Rockland to
control the brooks and streams therein to
prevent pollution of same, and to better
protect public lieaich.
To extend the charter of the Bluchili
and Bucksport Electric Railroad
Company
To authorize the
gusta, Hallowed
and Gardiner Railroad Company to sen
or lease its property and franchises.
To amend section twi n.y-iwo of chapter one hundred twenty- vo ut‘ the Revised Statutes, relatir
«v
uisely assuming to be a justice or officer.
Authorizing the City of Lewiston to accept donations of money and property to
establish and maintain a Free Public Library in Lewiston, and to accept conveyances of land for a site therefor.
To extend the charter of the Ellsworth
Street Railway Company.
To incorporate the
Lincoln
Electric
Railway company.
the
Alexis
Morneault
Granting
right to
erect and mainiain piers and booms on
the Saint John River in the
of
Town
Grand Isle.
To prohibit the sale d Trout in Hancock County.
To regulate
fishing in Grand Lake
Stream and at the outlet of Grand Lake,

<•
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J

■
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■
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banJP

1

by
Signed by

■

Legislature
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I
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■

0

explosives

[

the)

{

Washington County.
Relating to fishing for Toguc

through

the ice.
To incorporate the Mattanawcook Manufacturing Com .any.
To incorpor:; u
Manu10 Matagamon
facturing Cornu, ay.
of
To amend an t extend the charter
the Bangor Gas Light Company.
To merge in
Knox and Lincoln Railway in tne Maine Central Railroad Cornua ny

To authorize the Androscoggin Railroad
!.
the
to convey its interests in
! tail road
•sei”
to
the
Maine
Rail.1'
Company’.
•' Thorize tne Skowhegan and
*.t
Nor[ lvigcwuck Railv.ay and Power Company
to extend i's lino to and into the Town
of S nithlield.
To ratify the purchase by the Sagada: hock Light and Power
Company of ihj
I property, rights and franchises of ...e
Bath ti.t-ctric. Eight and Power Company.
Ball Gas and Electric Company, and uic
Bath Gas Eight Company, and to
give
fin-flier rights to the said
Sagadahoek
Eight and Power umiptuiy.
Rel.iang ti* a Winter Speed Course or
AuYv'a
above the Kennebec Dam at
gusta.
To extend the rights, powers and privileges of tne Eastport Street Railway
Company.
To amend section / tiv-:vvo of cnamer
six of the Revised Sts lutes as amended
by chapter one hundred sixty-six of the
hundred
;;nd
Public Eaws of eighteen
ninety-three, relating to Taxation of
'Steam Railroads.
To amend section fifty-five of chapter
six of tiie Revised Statutes as amended
by chapter two hundred thirty-five of the
Public Laws of the year one thousand
eight hundred ami ninety-three, relating
to Taxation of Express Companies.
To incorporate tlie Trustees of Springfield Normal School.
To set off Calf Island and West Clack
<>i
the
Plantation
Island
from
Long
ami
island in the County of Hancock,
Swan s
annex the same to the Town of
island.
Relating to Academies, Seminaries and
Institutes.
To provide temporarily for the storage
of water in West Branch of Penobscot.
Street
In relation to the Taxation of
Railroad Companies.
To amend chapter sixty-one of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and eightyseven, as amended by chapter three hundred and nineteen of the Public Laws of
eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, relating lo Lean and Builuing Associations.
To amend section five of chapter ninetysix of the Private and Special Law's of
one thousand eight hundred and ninelyniue, and to authorize lie Van Buren
Water Company lo increase the amount
! of its mt.rL’age bonds.
Additional to chapter fifty-one of tho
; lb: vised Statutes, ir relation to Railroads.
Additional to chapter forty-nine of the
Revised Statutes, relating to Insurance.
To amend chapter two
hundred and
four of the Public Laws of « ightc'ui hundred and fifty-six, in ivlaliou to the Municipal Court of the City of Portland.
To cede jurisdiction to the United State.*
over certain
property of the National
Home lor Disabled Volunteer Soldiers.
To amend chapter one hundred
and
four
the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, relating 10 the salary of Judge of Muni* cal Court of Bail:.
I
In relation to tho ■•*•.;•< nsalion of the
Sheriff of the Counij
t.».\:*>rd, estabI

Comp:

:

And:
Ce

■

■

j

lishing

a

salary.

To amend section tw
chapter one
hundred and sixty-si\
f.ivate and
Special Laws of eighteen Ivndred ami
eight y-sover., as amended by chapter
forty of tho Private a- d S. o -ial L :\v of
j eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, reler
ing to the Fort Fairfield Village Corporation.
To incorporate the Pleasant River Improvement Company.
| To incorporate t..o Union Boom Company.
I
To amend the Charter of toe Os'dpee
Valley Telegraph and Telephone Company.
lo extend the charter of the Mutual
; Fire Insurance Company.
To authorize Robert Jordan to maintain
a wharf into the tide waters of the
New

|

Meadows River in Brunswick, County of
Cumberland.
In relation to disorderly conduct
and
evasion of fares on street
railroads,
steamboats and ferries.
To prohibit bait fishing, so called, in
Seven Ponds, Seven Ponds Stream, j^.ttle
Kennebago Lake, and the outlet of the
same to the dam at the head of Kennebago Falls, and the outlet of Kennebago
Lake.
To -inhibit winter
fishing in Groat
A\ atchie Pond, and regulating the i.me
for fishing in the tributaries of the same.
Additional to "An Act to incorporate
the Union Gas and E.ectric Co. of Water'll lc.” and to amend section 4 of
chapter
lll° 1>rivale a,ld Special Laws of

To amend chapter 22 of 4he Public Laws
of 1S99, relating to Traveling Libraries.
Additional to chapter 41) of the Revised
Statutes, relating to Insurance.
Additional to section ED, chapter 3, of
the Revised Statutes, relating to CMy Ordinances.
To extend the charter of the Ivittery
and Eliot Street Railway Company.
To incorporate the Old Orchard Trust
and Banking Company.
To incorporate the Winthrop
Electric
Light and Power Company.
To amend and extend the charter of
the Mechanic Falls Banking and
Trust

of the Revised Statutes, relating
to the appointment of Guardians.
To amend sections live, nine, sixteen
and seventeen of chapter one
hundred
and twenty-seven of the Revised Statutes, relating to Malicious Mischief.
Authorizing the inhabitants of Orono
to supply the town of Orono with pure
water.
To incorporate
the
Hallowell Trust
seven

'To authorize tlie Skowhcgan Hal! Association of RkoW began. in the County
of Somerset and State of Maine, to issue
bonds to the amount of twenty-five thousand dollars, to pay the outstanding indebtedness of said corporation, known a3

To amend chapter two
hundred and
sixty-thrcc of the Private and Special
Laws of eighteen hundred and
eightyAn Act relating to tho
seven* entitled
Herring Fishery in the Saint Croix

River.”
To amend section one of chapter thirtyfive of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-one, relating to Salaries
of assistant superintendents, steward and
matron at the Insane Hospital.
a
of
Authorizing tne Construction
Wharf into the tide waters of the Penobscot River in Winterport. Maine.
Relating to the Fees of the Sheriff of

preferred stock.
To supply the nCO'ple of South Gardiner
Village, hi the City of Gardiner, with
Pure Water.
To establish a Municipal Court in the
and Town of Wint .rop.

In

f,i>or

HJnPl'avor
favor

of the Eastern Maine Insane

of the Maine rnaane Hospital.
of Maine
In
In favor of Lee Normal,Academy,
of
favor
in
Madawaska Training

plate Prison.

School.

in favor of the Maine Industrial School
for Girls.
To apportion one hundred and (Ifty-one
representatives among the sevferal counCompany.
cities,
towns,
ties,
plan tatted? <» and
To incorporate the Knox Trust
of the State of Maine.—*
classes
for
the
a
State
Tax
For
Ranking Company.
assessment of
favor
In
of paying, the upcsplrcd
To legalize
the
organization of the the year one thousand nine hundred and
licenses of hawkers and pe<p}le|-a>
>
Eangor Kindergarten Association and to one, amounting to the sum of nine hunIn favor Normal School Trustees.
authorize it to convey real estate.
dred twenty-seven thousand seven hun- Androscoggin County.
Company.
In favor of Hervey D. Eaton.
To
To extend the charter of the
To amend section twenty-one of chapincorporate the Columbia Falls dred twenty-five dollars and ninety-four
Biuchill
In favor of J5dw. W. Delano- for serf
Water and Electric Light Company.
Trust and Banking Company.
ter thirty of the Revised
cents.
as
Statutes,
vices as Messenger
to Railroad ComTo
To extend the charter of the
incorporate the Berwick Water
North
Establishing a salary for the Sheriff of amended by chapter forty-two of the Pub- mittee.
To amend chapter 208 of the Private and Berwick Trust Company.
Company.
lic Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-:
Sagadahoc County.
a
Authorizing
temporary loan for war
To incorporate
the
Scarboro
Water
To extend the charter of
Special Laws ot 1893, entitled "An Act to
Providing »nat the Sheriff of Penobscot nine, relating to the taking of Deer in
the
Batn
for the year "to)?.
enable the proprietors of
Company.
County shall not be entitled to a percen- September for Food Purposes, and frelat- purposes
the
Bangor Trust Company.
of
an
for repairs
In
favor
To
enable the town of Houlton to pur- tage of tne Fees of his deputies.
To renew and extend the charter of the
to non-residents going upon the Wild
Bridge to dispose of their bridge propNormal
of the
School
buildings at
chase the stock or franchises
of
the
To fix the Salary of the Register of Lands of the State.
erty.
Boothbay Harbor Banking Company.
Gorham.
Houlton
Water
or
To incorporate the Granite Trust ComTo
Company
any
part Deeds for the Countv of Androscoggin.
To empower the County Commissioners
Cold
incorporate the Winthrop
In favor of Castine Normal School.
thereof.
To establish a Municipal Court in the 1 of Aroostook County to dispose of the
Spring Water Company.
pany.
To provide for the expenses of the InRelating to and amendatory of chapter Town of Pittsfield.
To legalize and make valid the acts of
To incorporate the State Trust
of said county in the preferred dustrial
holdings
ComSchool for Girls;
three hundred and seventy-six
of
the
the Town of Monmouth.
Amending an act creating the Rumford stock of the Bangor and Aroostook Railpany.
In favor of
and
typeof
To incorporate the New England Trust
To authorize the erection and
eighteen Falls Municipal Court.
main- Private and Special Laws
road Company.
to the presiding and
writer
recording
hundred
and
eighty-nine, entitled “An
To amend the charter of the Springvale
tenance of dams, side dams, piers
of
Company.
and
To amend section eleven
chapter officers .-t the Senate and House.
To incorporate the Tunk River Water booms in Sandy Stream,
amended
as
Gilman Pond Act to incorporate the Crystal Ice Com- Aoueduct Company.
of
the Revised Statutes,
thirty
in favor of Benjamin Siplth of Applerower Company.
and Gilman Stream in the plantations of pany.”
To authorize the Judge of Probate for by
chapter forty-two of the Public
of Knox.
To amend
To authorize the Great Northern
sixty-four of the Kennebec County to grant administra- Laws ol eighteen hundred and ninety- ton in the county
Paper Highland and Lexington and the Town Private and chapter
Granting a pension to Nellie Flanders
Law's
of
Special
in
tion
to
eighteen
of New Portland
of the estate of James Lamb.
the County of SomGame of
increase its capital stock.
Company
to close time for
nine.
relating
Liberty.
hundred and ninety-nine, which is an act
in re.ation to supplying the
To incorporate the Town of Crystal.
B;rds.
Municipal erset arid State of Maine, and to make
In favor of Howard Whittier (or an Inthe crease In
To legalize and make valid the acts and
Courts in the County of York witli doc*.- improvements in said streams and ponds. to incorporate the Wilson Stream Dam
To increase 'the compensation of
State Pension.
ets and blanks.
To incorporate the Hillside Water Com- Company.
of the City Council of the City of Sheriff of the County of Lincoln.
doings
In favor of the State Pomological SoTo incorporate the Riverside Cemetery
To amend Chapter 2C2 of the Private pany.
Saco, pertaining io the annual appropriaTo amend section two of chapter nine- ciety.
and Special Laws of 1824, entitled
To amend the charter of the Augusta
tions and the commitment of Taxes f. r ty-one of the Revised Statutes, relating
"An
In favor of Melinda B. Davis, AdminTo amend chapter two hundred and the
Act
to
the
year 59'Ju.
incorporate
to fees of town and city ederas for Re- istratrix.
Cumberland Water Company.
in relation to the annual town meeting cording Mortgages.
To create a State Department of Agri- thirteen of the Private and Special Laws
Lodge.”
In favor of Cyrenus B. Downs of Wlnof eighteen hundred and ninety-five, auof the
own of Booth bay Harbor.
Relating to and amendatory of chapter culture.
Relating to close time for Deer in cer- terport in the County of Waldo.
thorizing Simeon G. Davis, his associates
To authorize the
construction
of
a
88, Special Laws ol' P95, entitled "An Act
Relating to the Taxation of Telegraoh and
tain counties.
In favor of Nancy Mayberry of Oral*.
to
construct
and
assigns,
maintain
a
io allow tiie Bar Harbor Electric
wharf, or wharves in*<> the tide waters oi
To regulate membership and rights ol
Light ai d Telephone Companies.
In favor of the Society of the Sisters
wharf and boathouse in
lake
Marano- Penobscot River in Backsoort.
the
Authorizing
Commissioners
Company to issue bonds, prelerred stocK,
of
membership in the Penobscot Tribe of In- of Charity for the use of the Healy Asy-r
in the town of Winthrop.
Penobscot
and purchase property.”
To authorize the Town of East Machias dians.
County to erect a Court cook,
To amend the charter of the
lum
of Lewiston, Maine.
Northport to erect and maintain a half t• U*‘ dam
To amend cnaptcr 495 of the
House, and to issue notes or obligations
Deposits in
To Tax Interest Bearing
In favor of the Young Women’s Home f
Wesleyan Grove Campmectlng Associa- across the East Machias river on or near
and Special Laws of 1892, entitled
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In relation to the Probate
chaptei
town of Orient.
in
Court
To amend section fifty-four of chapter one hundred and
In relation to Political Caucuses in the
seventy-four of the PubIn favor of the clerk and stenographer
Androscoggin County.
eighty of the Revised
as
of Bangor.
Statutes,
and the messenger to the Judiciary ComEstablishing the salary of the County amended by chapter three hundred and lic Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety- City
two
To
amend
of
three
section
chapter
three
entitled "An Act relating to Execumittee.
Attorney for the County of Aroostook.
of
the
twenty-eight
Public
Laws
of tions and
hundred and fifteen of the Public Laws
In favor of Beecher Putnam. Secretary
Stenographers.”
To further regulate
the
and eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, repowers
In relation to Corporations and to pro- of eighteen hundred and nir.ety-^even re
of the Committee on Legal Affairs.
privileges of Street Railroads.
lating to Constables.
lating to Dead Human Bodies.
vide for a revenue therefrom.
In favor of
Rev.
C.
S.
Additional to Chapter 287. Public Raws
Cummings.
To amend section six of chapter one
To legalize the doings of Asher K.
To amend chapter forty-two of the Pubof 1893, for the bettor protection of Sheep. hundred and
Chaplain of the First Regiment National
thirty-two of the Revised lic Laws of eighteen hundred ninety-nine, Mayo as Justice of the Peace.
Guards.
To amend sections one and
four
of Statutes, relating to the issuing of warrelating to the taking of Black Bass in i To amend section one of chapter one
Authorizing the representation of the
chapter eighty of the Public Laws of rants by magistrates.
certain lakes in Kennebec and Somerset ! hundred and two of the Public Laws of State at the Louisiana Purchase Centen1899. relating to Truants.
To amend chapter
two hundred
and counties, also Sabattus Pond in Andros- eighteen hundred and ninety-five relating nial
To amend section twenty-nine of chap- I seventy-nine
Exposition to be held in St. Louis.
j
of
the
Public
Laws
of
to the incorporation and control of Gas
In favor of Frank H. Haskell.
ter thirty of the. Revised
Statutes as eighteen hundred and ninety-seven, re- coggin County.
To incorporate Union Lodge,
Number' and Electric Companies.
In favor of H. P. Gardiner. Secretary
amended by chapter forty-two
of
the lating to the packing of Sardines.
To
two
of
Amend section
chapter of the Committee on Taxation.
Thirty-one, of Free and Accepted MaPublic Raws of 1899, known as “The Fish
To prevent the throwing
of sawdust sons of Union. Maine.
ninety-one of the Revised Statutes, relatIn favor of aid for a ferry across the
and Game Laws.”
I and other refuse matter into the trib-1
one
To amend chapter
hundred and ing to fees of town and city clerks for re- St. John River and little Black River in
Additional and amortdatory to chapter utaries of the lakes and ponds in Vienna
sixty-seven of the laws of eighteen hun- cording mortgages.
Allagash Plantation.
242 of the Public Laws of 1893, relating to and Mount Vernon.
the
To
South
incorporate
Portland
Tn favor of repairing Mattawamkeng
Free Public Libraries.
»
To amend section six of chapter sixtv- dred and fifty-eight, incorporating Mount Trust and Banking Company.
Bn., go.
Hope Cemetery Corporation.
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